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Welcome to Panoply, we're glad you're here. The documentation contained in these pages will help you get
started collecting and managing your data from all of your data sources.

Getting StartedGetting Started

Connecting to your Data SourcesConnecting to your Data Sources

Panoply makes it easy to connect your many data sources. You can set up any major database as a data
source, ingest data via file upload, or choose one of the APIs Panoply supports. For most data sources the
initial setup takes only minutes, but for advanced control of the data, there are a number of advanced
settings that users can modify to manage how the data is collected.

These include things like primary and incremental keys, destinations, schemas and how nested data is
handled.

Your Data WarehouseYour Data Warehouse

Once your data is collected, it is stored in your data warehouse, built in either Google BigQuery or Amazon
Redshift.

Analyzing Your DataAnalyzing Your Data

Panoply integrates with Business Intelligence tools such as Metabase, Tableau, Data Bricks, Looker, Jupyter
Notebook, RStudio, and QlickView as well as ETL Tools, like Stitch.

As long as the tool you want to connect to Panoply uses ODBC/JDBC or has a built-in connector for Google
BigQuery, Postgres or AWS Redshift, you should be able to use the same connection details for everything. 

Data SecurityData Security

We value our customers, so we use the latest security measures. The Data Security guide explains how
Panoply protects your data, our approach to access control, and details about IP whitelisting.

Welcome to Panoply DocumentationWelcome to Panoply Documentation
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Welcome to Panoply.  Here in the documentation you will find all of the information that you need to get set
up and connected to your data in minutes without needing to understand code.

Getting StartedGetting Started

Create your accountCreate your account

When you sign up with Panoply, the default data warehouse is built on BigQuery. You may change this to a
data warehouse on Redshift. If you are uncertain which is right for you, reach out to your Panoply team.

Home PageHome Page

From the Home page you can navigate through collecting your data, viewing your tables, and working with
your data via SQL or your favorite BI and ETL tools.

Add Data SourcesAdd Data Sources

The first thing you need to do is set up your first data source. This is as simple as:

Navigating to the Data Sources page.
Clicking on the Add new Data SourceAdd new Data Source button.
Choosing your data source.
Entering your connection details.
Clicking on the SaveSave and then the Collect DataCollect Data button

It is really that simple. Of course, there are Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings that can be changed to control how your
data is collected and stored in Panoply. Advanced Settings will vary depending on the data source. For more
information, see the Advanced Settings document for your data source.

Choose a data source that you are familiar with to start. If you have any questions while connecting Panoply
to your data source, click the chat icon in the lower right hand corner and chat with a Panoply Data Architect.
For more instructions for this step, refer to our data source documentation.

IntroductionIntroduction
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Panoply provides a set of advanced settings for you to customize the collection from your data sources. 

Click on Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings to configure the available advanced settings. This list is not all of the advanced
settings that may be available.  See the individual Data Source documents for detailed descriptions of the
advanced settings that are applicable.

SchemaSchema

The schema field allows you to select the name of the target schema that Panoply will use to write the tables.
If your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift, the default schema is public . If your data warehouse is

built on Google BigQuery, the default schema is panoply . Once you begin collection, you cannot change

the schema. On Redshift, if you want to use a different schema, you will need to add the data source again.
For more, see Database Schemas. This setting applies to most data sources.

DestinationDestination

The destination defines the table(s) where the incoming data is stored. All alphabetic characters are
converted to lowercase.

Destination PrefixDestination Prefix

The destination prefix is used to define the table(s) where the incoming data is stored. Panoply defines a
default destination prefix, however, users can change that default. All alphabetic characters are converted to
lowercase.

Primary KeyPrimary Key

The primary key is a field or combination of fields that Panoply uses for deduplication when collecting data. If
the incoming data has an id  field Panoply will recognize it and make it the primary key.  The way Panoply

stores the primary key differs based on whether your data warehouse is built in Redshift or BigQuery. To
learn more about primary keys, see Primary Keys

Incremental Key/LoadIncremental Key/Load

The Incremental Key is used to limit the information that is pulled to what was updated since the last
collection and then only update the rows that have been changed. For more, see Incremental Loads. This
applies to several data sources.

ExcludeExclude

Users can add a list of attributes to exclude from the collection process, if there are specific types of data
(such as irrelevant or sensitive data) that you want to exclude from your Panoply data warehouse. Excluding
attributes that are not necessary to the later data analysis can also speed up other processes in the data
analysis pipeline.

Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings
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To exclude a nested attribute, use dot notation, such as name.firstname .

You can also exclude nested data, but it should be noted that this will only exclude nested data objects, not
nested arrays of objects.

Parse stringParse string

By default, Panoply converts first-level JSON objects into table columns and stores nested JSON as strings.
However, you can choose to treat JSON text attributes as JSON objects by entering JSON text attributes to
be parsed in the Parse stringParse string field. This applies only to data warehouses built on Redshift.

For example, assume your source data included this JSON object that would be added to the users  table:
{"phone":"(987) 555-4321", "address":"{"street":"123 Main Street", "city":"Lincoln",

"state":"Iowa", "country":"USA"}"} . If you do not enter anything into Parse string, Panoply will create a

phone  column and an address  column, and will store the nested JSON blob as a string in the address

column. If you wanted to parse the address attribute, you would type address  into the Parse string field.

This would create a users_address  sub-table with street , city , state , and country  columns.

As you enter JSON text attributes in the Parse string field, another line to type additional text attributes

appears automatically. Each JSON attribute that you want to parse should be entered into its own row. To
select a nested attribute, use dot notation, such as clients.billing .

Truncate tableTruncate table

Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables themselves.
Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
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Data StructureData Structure

After you collect your data into Panoply, your data will be organized into one or multiple tables within a
schema. The default schema will depend on whether you choose Google BigQuery or Amazon Redshift as
your data warehouse. For Google BigQuery, the default schema is panoply . For Redshift, the default

scheme is public .

Within that schema, Panoply organizes your data into one or more tables.

TablesTables

To view the collected data, click TablesTables in the navigation menu. You can sort this list of tables by name, size,
schema and row count.

For data warehouses built in Amazon Redshift, the count of Table Rows includes rows deleted today. Our
automated process permanently removes deleted rows once per day. For data warehouses built in Google
BigQuery, deleted records are culled in real time.

When you click on a table, you can see the following:

Data: At the top of the page is a sample of the table’s data so that you can get a feel for its structure.
Panoply also generates additional fields for each table to denote when each row was last retrieved
from the source ( __senttime ) and when the row was last written into Panoply ( __updatetime ),

among others. See the data sources documentation for your data source to see what metadata fields
are added to those tables.
Metadata: This contains the list of the table’s columns and their data types. Clicking on the fields will
allow you to further configure each field.

SubtablesSubtables

When Panoply collects data from a connected data source, it will generate a table, or multiple tables, in your
data warehouse that will contain all the data from that data source.

There are several reasons why Panoply might create multiple tables from a single source. The most common
is that the data source has multiple endpoints that all serve different segments of your data. For example, if
you collect data from Facebook Ads, you’ll see at least three tables in your Panoply data warehouse after the
collection is finished: Insights, Ads and Adsets. That’s the way the data is organized when the Facebook API
provides the data, and we try to make sure that the structure is preserved, as closely as possible to the
source.

Another common way for multiple tables to be created from a single data source involves subtable creation
from nested data. Panoply is designed to optimize your data for analysis, which means that all data points
need to be put into standardized tables. For many data sources, like CSVs and MySQL databases this is just
a matter of porting over whatever table structures already exist. However, if your data source is a NoSQL
database or an API that serves nested JSON, Panoply will automatically unpack the nested objects into their
own tables.

Data StructureData Structure
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In practice, this means that ingesting from these types of sources will create multiple, smaller tables in your
Panoply data warehouse. Twitter makes for a great example of nested object flattening. When Panoply
collects data from Twitter, which serves its data in highly nested structures, it will create multiple subtables.
The table twitter_tweets  will also generate twitter_tweets_user , twitter_tweets_retweeted —and

multiple other tables—as the nested objects are each extracted and collected into their own tables.

This is Panoply’s default behavior, but you can opt to turn on table flattening if you want to avoid table
proliferation. This will unpack nested data directly into columns in its parent tables, rather than creating new
subtables. For more detailed information on how Panoply deals with nested data, check out the docs page.

Tables and data typesTables and data types

On the Tables page, you can look at the metadata, which will show you the data types for each column.

Select a table you’d like to modify or explore in more depth to view the table’s columns and associated
Metadata.

Clicking a column header from the Metadata view allows you to dig deeper into the table’s inner structure. If
your data warehouse is built in Redshift, you can also rename the column, delete it, and change its type or
other technical details.

Generally, there’s no need to change these values because Panoply automatically assigns them for you.
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Job ManagementJob Management

To track your job progress, select Jobs from the navigation pane. You can filter the jobs list according to
status (All Statuses, Pending, Running, Error, Success, and Error) and job type (All Types, Collect, Collect-
Direct,  Alter, and Export).

Remember to save your changes.

If you'd like to take your Panoply data warehouse to the next level, be sure to set up a data review with
a member of our Data Architect Team
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Scheduling a Data SourceScheduling a Data Source

To schedule a data source:

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation pane.

Click the data source you'd like to schedule, then click the Schedule CollectionSchedule Collection link in the left side
navigation menu.

Click on Enable auto-collectionEnable auto-collection.

Select the day for collection, which can be either a specific day of the week or daily.

Select your preferred time for collection, which can either be an hour interval (every 1, 2, 4, 6, or 12
hours), or a specific hour of the day.

Click Yes, Change ScheduleYes, Change Schedule.

SchedulingScheduling
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Cancelling A Collection JobCancelling A Collection Job

There are a few reasons a user might need to cancel a job once it has started collecting. A common reason is
that a data source configuration is incorrect and the user wants to change this, but a data source
configuration cannot be updated while a job is active for that data source.

To cancel a job, click the Stop CollectionStop Collection button in the left side navigation on the data source page. Once
you’ve done this, the Panoply system will clean up any intermediate processes and terminate the job.

Jobs can also be canceled from the Jobs screen.

Or on the Data Sources Screen, on the top right, where the Collect DataCollect Data button was.

Canceling a CollectionCanceling a Collection
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Setup NotificationsSetup Notifications

To turn on notifications, select the user icon in the top right of the interface, and click on Notifications.

You can use the toggle switches where you can receive notifications any time a new data source finishes for
the first time, or any time a manual collection finishes. You can also receive a daily summary of all data
source collection failures.

Setup NotificationsSetup Notifications
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Connect your Tools to PanoplyConnect your Tools to Panoply

Panoply provides a workbench that you can use to build SQL queries, but you can also connect to your
favorite BI and ETL tools.

The steps for connecting an SQL workbench, ETL tool or a BI tool are often basically the same. First, go to
Connection Details and copy your connection details.  The connections details will differ based on whether
your data warehouse is built on Google BigQuery or Amazon Redshift. 

If you need extra help setting up your connections, check out our in-depth guides to connecting BI tools to
your Panoply instance.

Connecting External ToolsConnecting External Tools
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Panoply is designed to allow you to access and manage your data using SQL, so in addition to your analytics
and visualization toolset, you’ll be using SQL to prepare and model your data for analytics and reporting. 

Panoply provides a simple web-based SQL workbench that you can use to explore your data, but for more
extensive and complex query building, you’ll probably want to set up an SQL client. 

Getting started with SQLGetting started with SQL

Now that we’ve covered how tables are generated and what to expect from them, let’s take a look at some
ways you can use SQL to start exploring your data in Panoply. What follows are some simple suggestions,
but remember to check your SQL resources to be sure you are using the correct syntax.

Open up your SQL client or head to the Panoply workbench for this step. After you are set up, you can start
with a simple query that will show you all the tables relevant to a specific data source, like this:

NoteNote: Remember to replace {data source} with the data source prefix specified when collecting your data.
For example, if you used default settings to collect data from Twitter, your prefix would be twitter_ .

This query will return a single column that lists every table that was generated from your data source. Once
you have this list, the fastest way to figure out how the data you need is spread across different tables is just
to start digging in and exploring individual tables. You can get a quick look at what might be in an individual
table by checking the column names with a query like this:

Replace {table of interest name}  with the actual name of the table you’re interested in exploring. If you

spot the columns you’re looking for in a particular table, you can then run a quick check on the data itself with
a query like this:

As usual, replace {table of interest name}  with the name of the table you’re taking a closer look at. This

will give you the first 100 records in the selected table, which will allow you to take a closer look at the data
itself.

Basic SQLBasic SQL

There are difference in the syntax required when using SQL that will depend on where your data
warehouse is built. For more information see the documentation for Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery or RedshiftRedshift.

SELECTSELECT  DISTINCTDISTINCT  tablename tablename asas  'name''name'

FROMFROM  pg_tablespg_tables

WHEREWHERE  tablename tablename LIKELIKE  '{data source}_%%''{data source}_%%'

SQL Copy

SELECTSELECT  table_nametable_name,,  column_namecolumn_name

FROMFROM  information_schemainformation_schema..columnscolumns

WHEREWHERE  table_name table_name ==  '{table of interest name}''{table of interest name}'

SQL Copy

SELECTSELECT  **

FROMFROM  {{tabletable  ofof  interest name}interest name}

LIMITLIMIT  100100

SQL Copy
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A simple joinA simple join

We’re talking relational table structures here, so it’s helpful to touch on joins at this point. If you’re not familiar
with joins, we’ll cover enough of the basics here for you to get something done. 

It often happens that the data you need to answer a specific question is spread across multiple tables in a
relational database. This is by design, and helps keep your database tidy and reliable. In practice, this
means that if you have a customers  table, a sales  table and a products  table and want to see total

sales broken out by product and customer type, you will need to join multiple tables in your query.

Simple join querySimple join query

In order to join two tables, you will need to identify a key that links the two tables. Most databases are
designed to provide designated, unique keys for this purpose, but you will often find that some other column
works as a key for the purposes of joining two or more tables.

A basic two-table join will have the general form of:

In this example {key}  will be the name of the column that you will be using as a join key. The name of the

column may be different between tables–the important thing is that the underlying data matches. As a
hypothetical example, suppose that you were trying to join sales  and products . In the sales  table,

products are listed only by their product_id . In products , the corresponding column is named simply id .

In that case, the ON  statement from the above query would look like:

Twitter exampleTwitter example

In order to tie everything together, let’s look at a specific example of a join that covers these aspects of the
Panoply data collection and integration process. If you collect your Twitter data with subtable creation
enabled, you’ll find that each of the main tables–tweets, likes and followers–will spawn multiple subtables.
This is helpful in many cases, as specific data from table rows will be broken out into relatable tables.

So let’s suppose you wanted to break out each individual hashtag attached to a specific tweet. You would
need to join twitter_tweets  to twitter_tweets_entities_hashtags . Here’s how you’d do that:

You can add whatever tweaks and permutations you’d like, but that’s the basic query that you should start
with.

SELECTSELECT  {column1}{column1},,  {column2}{column2},,  {column3} … {columnN}{column3} … {columnN}

FROMFROM  {table1}{table1}

JOINJOIN  {table2}{table2}

ONON  {table1}{table1}..{{keykey} } ==  {table2}{table2}..{{keykey}}

SQL Copy

ONON

salessales..product_id product_id ==  productsproducts..idid

SQL Copy

SELECTSELECT  twitter_tweetstwitter_tweets.."text""text"  asas  "tweet""tweet",,  twitter_tweets_entities_hashtagstwitter_tweets_entities_hashtags.."text""text"  asas  "tag""tag"

FROMFROM  twitter_tweetstwitter_tweets

JOINJOIN  twitter_tweets_entities_hashtagstwitter_tweets_entities_hashtags

ONON  twitter_tweetstwitter_tweets..id id ==  twitter_tweets_entities_hashtagstwitter_tweets_entities_hashtags..twitter_tweets_entities_idtwitter_tweets_entities_id

SQL Copy
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As your data travels from a data source into your Panoply database, it passes through Panoply’s Data
Ingestion Engine. The Data Ingestion Engine is governed by various constraints and standards and several
transformations are performed.

For example, you may have three data sources that each format dates differently. As data passes from those
sources into your Panoply database, the Data Ingestion Engine standardizes the disparate formats into one
consistent date format.

Data Ingestion Engine SpecificationsData Ingestion Engine Specifications

The following sections explain how the Data Ingestion Engine handles destinations, dates, timestamps, and
numbers.

DatesDates

Dates are saved in the format: YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssZ . This is compliant with ISO-8601.

Panoply supports these date formats:

Date formatDate format ExampleExample
ANSI C Mon Jan _2 15:04:05 2006
Unix Date Mon Jan _2 15:04:05 MST 2006
Ruby Date Mon Jan 02 15:04:05 -0700 2006
RFC 1123 Mon, 02 Jan 2006 15:04:05 -0700
RFC 3339 (ISO 8601 profile) 2013-03-31T10:05:04.9385623+03:00
year/month/day 2013-03-28 10:05:00 +0000 UTC
Date without day 2014-04

TimestampsTimestamps

Timestamps are differentiated from dates by precision. Timestamps include an exact point in time with a
microsecond precision regardless of location.

Panoply on Redshift supports both string and integer timestamps that are between 8 and 14 bytes. Longer or
shorter timestamps are not considered applicable. Timestamp resolution is in seconds. The Data Ingestion
Engine resolves 1432399705  and 1432399705000  to the same UTC date of 2015-05-23T16:48:25Z .

Panoply on BigQuery supports 8 byte timestamps in the format:

YYYY-[M]M-[D]D[( \|T)[H]H:[M]M:[S]S[.DDDDDD]][time zone]

YYYY : Four-digit year

[M]M : One or two-digit month

[D]D : One or two-digit day

( \|T) : Space or a T  separator

[H]H : One or two-digit hour (valid values from 00 to 23)

[M]M : One or two-digit minutes (valid values from 00 to 59)

[S]S : One or two-digit seconds (valid values from 00 to 59)

[.DDDDDD] : Up to six fractional digits (microsecond precision)

NumbersNumbers

Data IngestionData Ingestion
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Panoply uses a double-precision floating-point format for numbers. This means the largest number Panoply
can parse is 9,007,199,254,740,991.
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Dynamic fields are used to tell Panoply to use a specific column in your data for one of the properties such
as primary key, incremental key or destination prefix. They provide a way to fine tune how Panoply retrieves
and stores your data.

Essentially, when you wrap a dynamic field inside curly brackets ({ }), you are telling Panoply to use that field
or definition for the Primary Key, Incremental Key or as part of the destination.

For example, if you have a column in a CSV file with a unique value for each row, and that column header is
campaign_id , that column is an ideal candidate to set as the primary key for that data source. To do this,

you would type {campaign_id}  into the Primary Key field when defining that data source's advanced

options.

Dynamic FieldsDynamic Fields
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You can combine fields for the primary key using dynamic fields as well. For example, if you wanted to use
the fields last_name  and zip_code  as a primary key, you would type {last_name}_{zip_code} .

When working with an API data source, you can change the way Panoply stores your destination tables
using dynamic fields as well. For example, the default destination for Shopify data is
shopify_{__resource} . The dynamic field is {__resource} . If you wanted to keep that dynamic field but

change the destination table names to all start with mystore_ , you would change the shopify_  prefix and

end up with a destination defined as mystore_{__resource} . The underscore at the end of the prefix is not

required, strictly speaking, but it makes the final table names easier to read.
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You can also use multiple dynamic fields together when you define the destination. For example, the
destination of a Google Sheets data source entered as sheets_{file name}_{sheet name} , and your file

has a file name of sales figures  and it contained three sheets called summary , 2018q3 , and 2018q4 ,

data would be stored on the following destination tables:

sheets_sales figures_summary

sheets_sales figures_2018q3

sheets_sales figures_2018q4

For more information on working with dynamic fields, read our docs on primary keys and incremental keys.
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Primary keys are used to ensure the uniqueness of the rows in a table. The Primary Key is comprised of one
or more columns that can be used to identify the row in the data warehouse. The process guarantees that no
two rows have the same value in their primary key.

When new data is inserted into a table, it is first checked against the existing data to determine if a row with
the same value in the primary key already exists. If it does, the new row is used to update the existing row,
rather than inserting a new one. However, unlike many data warehouses, Panoply doesn't do that by
rejecting attempts to insert the new conflicting row with a unique error. Instead, it uses the new row to update
some, or all, of the attributes (columns) in the existing row.

Default Primary KeysDefault Primary Keys

Default primary keys are different based on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Amazon RedshiftAmazon Redshift

All of the API data sources have a default primary key for each and every table created from them. All the
data sources use a field named id  as the default primary key with some exceptions (MongoDB, for

example, uses the _id  attribute). If no primary key is given at set up, and there is no default one in the data

source ( id  field, for example), then a random value is generated instead. To successfully set the primary

key, use dynamic fields by placing each attribute name in curly brackets, for example: {first_name}-

{last_name}  will use the first_name  and last_name  attributes as the primary key of each row.

Redshift Primary Key ScenariosRedshift Primary Key Scenarios

Source Source idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the original
source values.
If you want Panoply to use your source's id  column, do not enter a valuedo not enter a value into the
Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-
4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id column using the primary key values entered, while
retaining the source columns.

Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery

For Panoply on BigQuery, the default primary key will be __panoply_id . Users may specify a different

primary key in the Advanced Settings when configuring the data source, and Panoply will use that to create
the __panoply_id  field. If there are any sub-tables, this becomes the foreign key in that sub-table in the

format of __{parent_table}_panoply_id .

Primary Key ScenariosPrimary Key Scenarios

Source Source idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  field and use it to populate the
__panoply_id  column.

Primary KeysPrimary Keys
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yes yes
Panoply will automatically select the id  field and use it to populate the
__panoply_id .

no no Panoply creates the __panoply_id  column formatted as a GUID, such as
2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates the __panoply_id column using the primary key values entered,
while retaining the source columns.

Source Source idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the destination tables.
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Primary KeysPrimary Keys

When Panoply ingests data, we upsert the data (update and then insert) based on the selected primary key.
That primary key can be the default for a data source, inserted by Panoply, or it can be user-configured.

API data sources have a default primary key provided by the API response. For other data sources, such as
file systems (Google Drive, Amazon S3, etc) or database systems (MongoDB, Postrgres, etc), Panoply will
look for an id  field to use.

If there is no id  field and the user does not specify the primary key in the Advanced Settings when setting

up the data source, Panoply will insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-

9e2488f0ccc2 .

Update VS InsertUpdate VS Insert

Panoply decides whether to update an existing data source or to insert new rows to an existing data source
based on the defined/default Primary Key. For example, if a user collects a CSV file (via File Upload) with five
rows on Tuesday, then collects it again on Wednesday with five new rows, Panoply can not know whether to
update or insert.

With no primary key, this table now has ten rows. However, if one of the additional rows is an update to an
existing row, rather than updating the existing record, Panoply added a new record, creating a duplicate.

TruncateTruncate

Primary Keys are one method to prevent duplication. Panoply also provides the option to Truncate data (see
Advanced Settings), which means that each time the data source is collected, Panoply first deletes the data
in the existing tables. Panoply never deletes data during the ingestion process unless you have selected the
truncate option in the data source setup.

Without a set primary key, and without truncate enabled, you'll get a duplicate set of data every time you
ingest. That's because we can't tell which of the incoming records are already in the system and because we
do not delete records unless the truncate option is checked.

What distinguishes one record from another is the primary key, and not the data in any other fields. Without a
defined primary key, Panoply protects against data loss by erring on the side of duplication.

Without that Primary Key set up, even if the entire row is identical to an existing roweven if the entire row is identical to an existing row, Panoply adds the
row, resulting in duplicated data.

Deleted DataDeleted Data

To further complicate matters, data sources deal differently with deleted data. For example, Salesforce has
two different ways to delete a record. Their "soft" delete puts items in the Recycle Bin by setting the Boolean
isdeleted  attribute to True, but it but doesn't actually remove the record.

Duplicate DataDuplicate Data
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From the perspective of the ingestion process, there is often no definitive answer to whether a record was
deleted from the data source. Consider a case in which a destination table in Panoply has 100 records in it,
but during the last ingestion run, the data source had only 10 records. What does this mean? Were 90
records deleted? It is impossible to know if the data source contains the full set of source records, holds a
subset of previously-loaded data, or contains entirely new data, especially if the data source is a database or
file system.

What can you do to avoid ending up with duplicate data? There's no one-size-fits-all solution. One approach
to solving data duplication issues is to do a full sync every time with the truncate option turned on. In other
words: Always load all the data. Because truncate is enabled, this removes current records and replaces
them with source data. Records that were removed from the source since the last ingestion are not re-
created in Panoply.

Ultimately, users need to know their data well enough to specify the appropriate primary key, determine
whether you should be truncating your data on each ingestion, and plan for how to identify and remove
records that were deleted in the source data. If you have records that you think are unexpected, you can
reach out to Panoply's Support team to help identify the origin of these records.

Be AwareBe Aware

A "load it all" approach does not work for data sources that load data incrementally because each
incremental pass would remove the previously loaded data. Consult the data source documentation for
details on whether a given data source uses an incremental loading strategy.
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Default BehaviorDefault Behavior

On data sources that support it, Panoply uses incremental loads to pull only the data that was updated or
added since the last pull and then updates the rows that have been changed. For some data sources, this is
the default behavior. On others, users can define an incremental key when setting up the Advanced Settings.
This key is then used to identify the most up-to-date rows, saving vast amounts of time in the collection
process and improving performance.

For API sources, Panoply's default behavior collects the entire data set from the source every time they are
collected. For data sources with small data sets, that's fine. In those cases, the data set is small enough to be
fully consumed in just a few minutes.

Large Data SetsLarge Data Sets

With larger data sets, such as Shopify or Stripe, this can quickly become unfeasible. With a fast-growing data
set, reading the entire source might take hours, most of which is spent re-reading unchanged data. For these
data sources, Panoply supports the ability to define an incremental key. In most API sources, incremental
loads are already included, so there's no need to make any schema changes in your data source.

Incremental KeysIncremental Keys

For data sources that do not have the default behavior built in an incremental key can be defined by the user.
An incremental key is an attribute of the collected data that can be reliably assumed to indicate the last
update point for the rows in that data source. Simple examples are attributes like modification_date .

These attributes, once configured, can be used by Panoply to skip over all unchanged rows in the data
source, and only fetch the new or updated rows on every iteration, thus reducing the processing time from
hours to minutes or seconds.

Whenever Panoply reads a data source, it first reads the last value stored for that incremental key. Then, it
uses this value to skip over all rows below that point, assumed to be unchanged since the last time the data
source was consumed.

In some data sources, this is simple to reason out and set up. For example, using Amazon S3, we can use
the ModifiedDate  to avoid re-reading files that were already processed and weren't modified. But in other

data sources, like Postgres or Mysql, we really can't make any assumption about the data, unless you
explicitly define an incremental key from that data source.

For database and file system sources, you can enter anything as the incremental key, but certain types of
fields are most common, such as timestamps or incremental IDs. For APIs, the most common timestamp
syntax is ISO 8601 format: yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssZ .

Incremental LoadsIncremental Loads
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In any data warehouse, the type of data in each column needs to be defined. Different data sources and data
warehouses may handle data types differently. Panoply has defined maps for how we collect the various data
types, and how they are stored in Panoply. For database data sources, such as MySQL or MongoDB, the
Data Dictionary in the data source documentation will have a link to a table explaining how data types are
mapped when collecting in Panoply.

For data warehouses built on Redshift, a user may change the data type of a particular field in their tables.
This can easily be accomplished through the Panoply user interface. First, navigate to the Tables screen.
Then, click on the table that you are trying to alter. Next, select a field under the Metadata header. And,
finally, select the drop down menu next to the Type label, and select the data type that you desire. Once
you’ve done that, you can save your selection and the Panoply system will perform the alteration.

Data TypesData Types
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ETL vs ELTETL vs ELT

Panoply’s data sources and many online ingestion systems have changed the ingestion process from the
classic ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) to an agile ELT (Extract, Load, Transform) process. You can read
more about the differences between these two approaches.

Using ELT, Panoply moves the processing of data out of the ingestion flow, and allows users to have the
data ready for use in its most raw form. All the aggregation and calculation processes occur post-ingestion.
There are multiple ways to manage such post-ingestion processes. In Panoply, the main way to achieve them
is by using views.

Views allow you to save DQL (Data Query Language) queries and give them aliases. These queries will
return the result set directly to the SQL client or BI tool. With this solution, you can change business logic and
questions on the fly without relying on rerunning procedures for historical data.

Views vs Pre-processingViews vs Pre-processing

In data analytics, agility and flexibility are very important for ongoing and ad hoc analysis. You want to have
the ability to ask new questions all the time without being limited in what data was saved and how it was
aggregated.

Transformation views have several benefits over pre-processing all of the data:

Immediate availablityImmediate availablity: As soon as new data comes in, you can query it. There's no delay due to
processing thousands of lines of ETL code.
AgilityAgility: When you modify your views, the changes take place immediately, for all future and past
data, with no need to re-run the process over and over again. You can iterate quickly and get the
results you need in seconds.
SpeedSpeed: Because ad-hoc queries can benefit from filtering and indexing that's not available for pre-
processing all of the data ahead of time, your views can immediately access the raw data you're
searching for.
Portable SQLPortable SQL: Unlike many ETL tools, you're not vendor-locked into a specific technology that
would make it difficult to port or use outside of Panoply.

How to use viewsHow to use views

In the Panoply platform, we allow you to easily create views. Yes, you will need to know SQL to create them,
but we assume that if you plan to ask complex questions you know how to ask them.

In Panoply’s workbench, you can write, run, and save queries.

To get started with views:

Click on WorkbenchWorkbench in the top menu.
Type your SQL query. We support standard ANSI SQL. For more information about basic SQL, see
our Basic SQL document.
Click RunRun to execute your query.
View the results directly in the Panoply workbench. The Panoply workbench display is limited to 100
records. The saved query will not have this limit when querying it with your BI tool.
Use the workbench menu to save or export your results.

Data TransformationsData Transformations
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The workbench menu includes:

Close: Collapse the list of schemas, tables, and fields to make more room for the query and results
areas.
New: Start a new query.
Open: Open a previously saved view. You can open views that were saved by external workbenches
as well.
Save/Save as: Save the query as a view.
Export: Export the result set. The export is not limited to the 100 records visible in the Panoply
workbench, but is limited to 1,000,000 records.

When you save a query as a view you can name the view and place it in a schema. The schema should exist
beforehand.

After you have saved the view you can see it in the Tables screen. You can also query it directly in Panoply
and in any external tool that you’ve connected to your Panoply account.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

On Redshift, queries can be saved as tables and then those views can be used like tables.

The saved views rely on tables that you’ve ingested into Panoply (using Panoply data sources or external
ingestion tools) and they can also rely on other views that have been created. Saving a view that relies on
another view will basically create a chain of views (chain of dependencies). Usually, in these cases, the user
will query the last view in that chain (or tree if it’s a more complex configuration) but it’s definitely not a must
and you can query each view separately as well.

When working with the classic ETL processes, you create the complete data flow from extraction to how the
data will be saved. This entire process is usually saved in the same ingestion tool and is relatively easy to
view, examine, and understand. But when you’re working with views, you can easily lose track of the view's
flow and what is in charge of what and which view depends on which table/view.

To overcome this issue, the following query can be used to identify the dependencies per view and find the
actual dependency tree for your specific setup, just change the view_name_or_table_name  and

schema_name  to match the specific view you’re looking for:

View DependenciesView Dependencies

SELECTSELECT  DISTINCTDISTINCT  c_pc_p..oid oid ASAS  tbloidtbloid,,

  n_pn_p..nspname nspname ASAS  dependee_schemadependee_schema,,

  c_pc_p..relname relname ASAS  dependeedependee,,

  n_cn_c..nspname nspname ASAS  dependent_schemadependent_schema,,

  c_cc_c..relname relname ASAS  dependentdependent,,

  c_cc_c..oid oid ASAS  viewoidviewoid

FROMFROM  pg_class c_ppg_class c_p

  JOINJOIN  pg_depend d_p pg_depend d_p ONON  c_pc_p..relfilenode relfilenode ==  d_pd_p..refobjidrefobjid

  JOINJOIN  pg_depend d_c pg_depend d_c ONON  d_pd_p..objid objid ==  d_cd_c..objidobjid

  JOINJOIN  pg_class c_c pg_class c_c ONON  d_cd_c..refobjid refobjid ==  c_cc_c..relfilenoderelfilenode

  LEFTLEFT  JOINJOIN  pg_namespace n_p pg_namespace n_p ONON  c_pc_p..relnamespace relnamespace ==  n_pn_p..oidoid

  LEFTLEFT  JOINJOIN  pg_namespace n_c pg_namespace n_c ONON  c_cc_c..relnamespace relnamespace ==  n_cn_c..oidoid

WHEREWHERE  d_pd_p..deptype deptype ==  'i''i'

  ANDAND  dependee_schema dependee_schema ++  dependee dependee <><>  dependent_schema dependent_schema ++  dependentdependent

  ANDAND  dependee dependee ==  'view_name_or_table_name''view_name_or_table_name'

  ANDAND  dependee_schema dependee_schema ==  'schema_name''schema_name';;

SQL Copy
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

By default, Panoply sets the regional data center to the eastern part of the US, however, Panoply can
accommodate custom data regions to meet specific regional compliance requirements, such as GDPR. Our
Business and Enterprise customers may request a different region for a small additional fee.

Our available Data Centers are:

Northern Virginia
Ohio
Northern California
Oregon
Hong Kong
Mumbai
Osaka-Local
Seoul
Singapore
Sydney
Tokyo
Canada
Frankfurt
Ireland
London
Paris
Stockholm
Bahrain
Sao Paulo

To request a custom data center region, contact sales at hello@panoply.io.

Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

For data warehouses built on BigQuery, Panoply sets the default regional data center to the eastern part of
the US. At this time Panoply can not accommodate custom data centers on BigQuery.

Custom Data Center RegionsCustom Data Center Regions
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You can delete, or drop, tables from within the Panoply platform.

To delete a table:To delete a table:

Click TablesTables in the navigation pane.

Click the menu to the right of the table that you want to delete, and select DeleteDelete.

If your table has dependencies, click the check box next to each dependency, confirming that you
understand that these views will also be deleted.

Click the check box next to the table name. This confirms that you wants to delete this table.

Click Delete tableDelete table.

Here is a screencast of the delete table functionality.

You can also delete tables through the Panoply workbench by using the DROP TABLE  command.

Deleting TablesDeleting Tables

Warning:Warning:

After you delete a table, the table cannot be restored.
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Panoply uses schemas to ingest and organize the data in your data warehouse. For warehouses built on
both Google Big Query and Amazon Redshift, Panoply offers a default schema.

For Amazon Redshift based warehouses, the default schema that Panoply applies is named public . To

learn about schemas in Redshift warehouses, see Schemas in Redshift.

For Google BigQuery based warehouses, the default schema that Panoply applies is named panoply . To

learn about schemas in BigQuery warehouses, see Schemas in BigQuery.

Database SchemasDatabase Schemas
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

The  panoply   schema is the default for Panoply on BigQuery. This schema is reserved for use by Panoply,

however we also provide a  public  schema, which serves as a sort of sandbox for users to create custom

tables.

What creates tables in the  What creates tables in the  panoplypanoply   schema?schema?

When Panoply ingests data through a data source connector, the tables that are created are all in the
panoply schema.

What creates tables in schemas other than the What creates tables in schemas other than the panoplypanoply schema?schema?

For data warehouses built on BigQuery, Panoply provides a public  schema which allows users with

adequate permissions to create tables. The public  schema allows users to explore their data without

breaking the integration within the panoply  schema.

Functionality related to the Functionality related to the publicpublic   schemaschema

By default, every user in every user group (admins/editors/viewers) has the usageusage privilege in this schema.
Users who have the adminadmin and editoreditor permissions also have the createcreate privilege. Users tab groups apply
to the tables and views in this schema. Users can select/insert/delete based on their group.

Schemas in BigQuerySchemas in BigQuery
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

The public  schema is the default schema for Panoply on Redshift. Every user who can connect to a

database has access to this schema and everything in it. Authorized users can create additional schemas,
which can be used to order, group, or categorize tables. For example, you might have a marketing  schema

with tables from Google Ads and a finance  schema with tables from Stripe.

This article explains when and how Panoply uses the public  schema, and which pieces of functionality are

specifically available only in this default schema.

What creates tables in the What creates tables in the publicpublic   schema?schema?

When Panoply ingests data through a data source connector, the tables that are created are all in the
public  schema. Users can also create custom schemas and use those to ingest data into Panoply.

What creates tables in schemas other than the What creates tables in schemas other than the publicpublic   schema?schema?

Third-party ingestion tools sometimes create a new schema for every integration. Some third-party ETL tools
will not allow users to assign permissions to tables they create to have user permissions. Consult the
documentation for your specific tool to determine its defaults and available configurations.

Functionality related to the Functionality related to the publicpublic   schemaschema

By default, every user in every user group (admins/editors/viewers) has the usageusage privilege in this schema.
Users who have the adminadmin and editoreditor permissions also have the createcreate privilege. Users tab groups apply
to the tables and views in this schema. Users can select/insert/delete based on their group.

Schemas in RedshiftSchemas in Redshift
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Nested data is any array or objects contained within an incoming data source. Nested data may appear in
document-stores (Mongo), APIs, and even relational databases like Postgres JSON fields. Additionally, some
of Panoply's data enhancement features may produce nested values for flat data.

For example, a table contains a field for the IP  may include a nested object with the geo-location

information for that IP address.

In order to be fully compatible with most popular analysis tools, like BI suite, and standard SQL queries,
Panoply uses a strongly relational model that doesn't allow these nested values to appear in the data.
Therefore, Panoply supports several ways to transform these nested structures into a flat relational model.

Subtables
Flattening
Skipping

Nested DataNested Data
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SubtablesSubtables

When presented with nested data, Panoply attempts to transform it into a flat relational model in order to be
compatible with most analysis tools, like BI suites, which are unable to query nested data effectively.

By default, Panoply transforms nested data into a set of many-to-many or one-to-many relationship tables.
This is the classic solution for nested structures in relational databases, where the nested model is
transformed into several flat tables that can be joined together.

For example, consider the following record in the users  destination table:

{id: 30, friends: [ 'one', 'two' ] }

This record would be transformed to three new records: one record in the users  table:

{id: 30}

and two records in the users_friends  table:

{users_id: 30, value: 'one'}

{users_id: 30, value: 'two'}

Similarly, this transformation can also be applied to nested objects or nested lists of objects. Panoply extracts
every nested value and moves it to its own table, suffixed by the attribute name of the nested data, and
creates the relevant foreign key to allow queries to easily join the two tables together. In this example, the
foreign key is the users_id .

SubtablesSubtables
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FlatteningFlattening

When flattening is enabled, Panoply flattens the nested structure onto the record that contains it. To do this,
we prefix the nested attributes with the name of the outer attribute that contains them.

For example, the following record contains a nested location object:

{location: {city: 'San Francisco', state: 'CA', country: 'USA'}}

It would be transformed into this new, flat format:

{location_city: 'San Francisco', location_state: 'CA', location_country: 'USA'}

Each nested property in the location object is replaced by a new attribute on the containing record, where the
attribute name is prefixed with location_ .

Note that flattening is applicable for nested objects only, not for nested lists. For example, the following
record cannot be flattened:

{locations: [ 'one', 'two', 'three' ]}

You can turn flattening on in the metadata section on the tables page. Simply select the field and scroll down
to the NestedNested field and change it to Flatten on parent tableFlatten on parent table.

FlatteningFlattening
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SkippingSkipping

Skipping means that the nested data will not be saved at all. The data will not be transformed into a subtable
(one-to-many connection), and it will not be flattened into the main table.

You can skip collection of a field with nested data on the metadata section on the tables page. Simply select
the field and scroll down to the NestedNested field and change it to SkipSkip.

SkippingSkipping
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Panoply knows that data security is a primary concern and we are committed to protecting your data from
both malicious attacks and the common mistakes that might be made by your employees while they work with
the data.

Panoply is built on top of Redshift or BigQuery, and uses the latest security patches and encryption
capabilities provided by the underlying platform, like hardware accelerated RSA encryption and the built in
data warehouse specific sets of security measures and features.

You may choose to not load all of your data into Panoply by omitting specific columns. This is useful for
anonymity, where the actual contents of the data are not relevant for your analysis. A good example is credit
card information.

If you have any questions regarding the security of your data, contact Support.

Data ProtectionData Protection
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Introduction to TeamsIntroduction to Teams

In Panoply, permissions are managed by placing users on teams. There are three default teams: ViewersViewers,
EditorsEditors, and AdminsAdmins. The database owner is assigned to the Admins group, and all other users are initially
assigned to the Editors group. The database owner cannot be deleted. If you need to change the database
owner to another user, please contact Panoply Support.

PermissionsPermissions

Admins are responsible for user maintanence, which they can do via the Users page. See the Adding a User
section for instructions.

For new viewers, we need to provide access to specific tables. See Adding a Viewer to a Table for more
information.

Here is a full breakdown of what each team can do.

AreaArea AdminsAdmins EditorsEditors ViewersViewers

Teams and PermissionsTeams and Permissions
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users view/use no no
jobs view/cancel view/cancel no
tables create/view/write/delete/drop create/view/write/delete/drop view*
data sources create/view/change/delete create/view/change/delete no
tables screen create/move folder create/move folder no
workbench create/delete/edit/run queries create/delete/edit/run queries run queries*
bi connect yes yes no

AreaArea AdminsAdmins EditorsEditors ViewersViewers

A user can belong to more than one team, and is granted the most permissive actions available to that set of
teams. For example, a user who is on both the Editors team and the Admins team can view and use the
Users page.

Adding a UserAdding a User

Users on the Admins team can invite new users to the data warehouse.

To add a user to your data warehouse:

Click UsersUsers.
Under the appropriate team, enter the user's email address, and then click AddAdd.
This sends an invitation to join your data warehouse.

An invited user's last login is listed as "Invitation sent" until the user accepts the invitation.

Revoking PermissionsRevoking Permissions

Admins can remove users from teams, which revokes those users' permissions.

To revoke permissions from a specific user:

Click UsersUsers.
Click the trash can icon next to the user whose permissions you want to revoke.
Click DeleteDelete to revoke this user's permissions and remove the user from the data warehouse.

Admins can revoke permissions for a user even if the invited user has created an account.

Adding a Viewer to a TableAdding a Viewer to a Table

To provide a Viewer with read-only access to a table:

Click TablesTables and locate a table you want to add a Viewer to.
Click the menu icon and select Manage ViewersManage Viewers.
Find the name of the Viewer who should have access to the table.
Set the toggle to Can ViewCan View and click Save ChangesSave Changes.

Note:Note:

Viewers can only view or query tables they have been granted permissions to view.

Prerequisi te:Prerequisi te:

Before you can add a Viewer to a table, an Admin must add the user to the Viewers team and the user
must accept the invitation.
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Many data sources, like public APIs, are simple to set up without requiring any IT work. However, for your
production databases, like Postgres or MongoDB, it’s advised to not keep your database connections
publicly available. Password-protecting your databases is a good start for protecting you against
unauthorized access, but we recommend you also block connections from unrecognized sources on the
network level using a firewall or AWS security groups.

IP WhitelistingIP Whitelisting

All of Panoply's data sources always use the same range of IP addresses to access your database. In order
to still allow Panoply to access your database, you can whitelist the following range of IP addresses in your
firewall/network configuration:

52.86.255.240  - 52.86.255.255 , or in CIDR notation use: 52.86.255.240/28

52.168.29.167 , or in CIDR notation use: 52.168.29.167/32

AWS Security GroupsAWS Security Groups

To allow Panoply to access your database instance in AWS:

Create a Security Group with an Inbound rule.
Specify your database type.
Set the protocol type to TCP .

Set the port to the appropriate port number for your connection.
Set the Custom range to the CIDR value for Panoply: 52.86.255.240/28

To learn more about AWS Security Groups, see Amazon EC2 security groups for Linux instances.

For PostgreSQL, the configuration would look like this:

WhitelistingWhitelisting
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Panoply supports user-defined functions (UDFs), which expand your ability to perform data manipulation
when querying data.

You can create SQL-based UDFs or Python-based UDFs. You create UDFs through a workbench, including
Panoply's workbench or any external workbench. And you can use UDFs within any query.

For more information, see Creating User-Defined Functions in the Amazon Redshift Database Developer
Guide.

For an explanation of why Python-based UDFs can be useful, see Introduction to Python UDFs in Amazon
Redshift from the AWS Big Data Blog.

User Defined FunctionsUser Defined Functions
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The Panoply workbench, accessible by clicking WorkbenchWorkbench in the navigation menu, is a web-based
sandbox for testing and running queries. You can also save your queries as views in order to reuse them in
this workbench, an external workbench, a visualization tool, or any analytics tool that you want to connect to
Panoply.

The workbench consists of:

Query areaQuery area: Any valid SQL syntax will work here. To execute your query, click the Run icon above
the query area, or press ShiftShift + EnterEnter.
Table listTable list: Your tables and views are organized by schema. Expand a table or view to view the list of
related fields.
ResultsResults :The results of your executed query appear here.

You can adjust the height of the query area and the results area. You can show or hide the table list by
clicking the grid icon above the query area.

Workbench MenuWorkbench Menu

Apart from executing queries, most of the workbench's functionality is accessed through the workbench
menu. To open the workbench menu, click the menu icon.

The Panoply workbench menu consists of the following items:

WorkbenchWorkbench

WarningWarning

There are differences in the syntax required when using SQL that will depend on where your data
warehouse is built. For more information see the documentation for Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery or RedshiftRedshift.
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NewNew: Clears the query area and the results area so you can start a fresh query.
OpenOpen: Loads a saved view. You can select from any view in the database, including views saved
through this Workbench page and views created through external workbenches. The OpenOpen menu
item displays the query, but does not run the query immediately.
SaveSave: Saves the currently loaded (opened) view. If the query has not been saved as a view before,
selecting SaveSave will actually open the Save asSave as menu so that you can name the view. The main
purpose of re-saving a view is modify the existing query logic (for example, by adding a filter). When
re-saving a view, note the following constraints:

The number of columns must remain the same.
Data types must remain the same.
Column names must remain the same.
You must be the owner of the view.

Save asSave as: Saves the current query or view as a new view.
DeleteDelete: Eliminates the view from the database. You must be the owner of the view in order to delete
the view.
ExportExport: Save the results as a .csv file. Export is currently only available for warehouses built on
Redshift. For more detail, see Exporting Data.

Creating Views Outside of the Creating Views Outside of the publicpublic   Schema (Redshift)Schema (Redshift)

By default, when you create a new view from the WorkbenchWorkbench page, the view is saved in the public

schema.

To create a view under another schema, use the create view  syntax. For example, if you want to create a

view called countlogins  under your schema called schema2 , you would enter the following SQL and then

execute the query:

Your new view is created when you run the query. Do not use the SaveSave menu item because this would
attempt to create this view, including the CREATE VIEW  line, in the public  schema, which is not the desired

outcome in this case.

Exporting DataExporting Data

From the WorkbenchWorkbench page, you can export the results of an executed query or view as a .csv file. This
approach is ideal for small results because the output file size is limited to 100 MB.

To export data:

CREATECREATE  VIEWVIEW  schema2schema2..countloginscountlogins

ASAS

    SELECTSELECT  countcount((11))  ASAS  countcount

    FROMFROM      loginlogin;;

SQL Copy
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Click the menu icon

{: .display-inline}.
Select ExportExport.
Do one of the following:

Stay on the WorkbenchWorkbench page until the results file is generated and the download occurs.
Navigate elsewhere in the Panoply platform, and download the file later from the JobsJobs page.
Click the cloud download icon 

{: .display-inline} to download the results file.
You can use the filters to select only the Export items.

You can also use the UNLOAD  command with a SELECT  statement to unload data from database tables to a

set of files in an Amazon S3 bucket. This approach can handle result sets larger than 100 MB. However, be
aware that the Amazon S3 bucket where Redshift writes the output files must be in the same region as your
Panoply deployment, which is most commonly in the us-east-2 region. To learn more, reference the UNLOAD
command documentation, see some UNLOAD examples, and read about Unloading Data to Amazon S3 in
the Redshift Database Developer Guide.
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Panoply's smart data warehouse platform seamlessly connects with leading data management, data
integration, and BI partners so you can easily and quickly add and combine all your data sources and
connect it to any business intelligence tool to help visualize this data - all in one place, seamlessly.

Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

To analyze your data, Panoply integrates with Business Intelligence (BI) tools such as:

Chartio
Google Data Studio
Grafana
Jupyter iPython Notebook
Looker
Metabase
Mode Analytics
Power BI
QlickView
RStudio and Shiny
SeekWell
Tableau

Any BI data visualization tool that supports ODBC, JDBC, Postgres, AWS Redshift, or Google BigQuery can
connect to Panoply.

Connecting BI ToolsConnecting BI Tools

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Chartio has a native Panoply connection, which makes it easy to connect Chartio with your data in Panoply.

To connect Chartio to Panoply:

In Chartio, under Data Sources, click PanoplyPanoply.
The host name and database port are automatically populated.
Enter your database username, password, and database name. You can find your username and
database name in Panoply under the BI Connections menu item.
Enter your schema name. Depending on how data is imported in Panoply from your data sources, the
appropriate schema could be public  or a specific schema name. You can identify the available

schemas by clicking Analyze in the navigation menu, which opens the Panoply workbench. Your
tables and views are listed in the left-hand column and are organized by schema.
Enter a data source alias, which is a nickname for this connection within Chartio.
Click ConnectConnect.
(Optional) To customize which tables are selected, expand the list of tables and clear the Include

checkbox for any tables you want to leave out.
Click ApplyApply.

You have successfully connected Chartio to your Panoply data warehouse.

Chartio On RedshiftChartio On Redshift
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect QlikSense to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection in the top menu to view your connection details. You will need
these details in Step 4.

Log InLog In to your Qlik Sense account. Click Add new.Add new. Select Add New DataAdd New Data > Connect to DataConnect to Data.

Under Add data connectionAdd data connection, search for Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery.

QlikSense On BigQueryQlikSense On BigQuery

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectthe BI Connect
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Under OAuth MechanismOAuth Mechanism, select User AuthenticationUser Authentication . Click on Sign InSign In.
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You will be re-directed to Google Sign-InGoogle Sign-In page.  Sign InSign In using the credentials under the BI
Connection Tab on your Panoply account found in Step 1.
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Click NextNext.
You will be asked to authorizeauthorize Qlik Web Connectors to access your Google Account. Click on AllowAllow.
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A Confirmation Code will be generated to authenticate your account. CopyCopy the code.

Paste the code under Confirmation CodeConfirmation Code and click on ValidateValidate.
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Your “Project IDProject ID” will be populated under Catalog(Project)Catalog(Project) and NameName. Click on Create andCreate and
analyzeanalyze.

You have successfully createdsuccessfully created your Google BigQuery Data Source connectionconnection.
To connect with all Panoply’s native Data sources, please select “panoplypanoply” under Owner.Owner.
Click on NextNext to get started.

You have successfully connected QlikSenseQlikSense to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Google Big Query
Amazon Redshift

Google Data StudioGoogle Data Studio

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect Google Data Studio to your Panoply data warehouse built on BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection in the top menu to view your connection details.

Sign InSign In to your Data StudioData Studio account using these credentials. 

Once in Data Studio, click on CreateCreate > Data SourceData Source to add a new Data Source.

On the next screen, under Google ConnectorsGoogle Connectors, select BigQueryBigQuery.

Data Studio on BigQueryData Studio on BigQuery
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Click on AuthorizeAuthorize to connect.

You will be re-directed to the Sign in with GoogleSign in with Google page. SelectSelect the Google account to continue.

You have successfullysuccessfully added Google BigQuery as your Data Source in Google Data Studio.
Next, click on MY PROJECTS.MY PROJECTS.

Select ProjectProject > DatasetDataset > TableTable, then click Connect.Connect.
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The ProjectProject name can be located under the BI Connection tab on your Panoply account.
To connect with all Panoply’s native Data sources, please select “panoplypanoply” under DatasetDataset.
Click ConnectConnect.
Your Data source will be re-named with your table name. Click on Create ReportCreate Report to get started.

You have successfully connected Data StudioData Studio to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Google Data Studio to Redshift:

Log into Google Data Studio.
Click Data SourcesData Sources.
Create a new data source by clicking the blue ++ button in the lower right hand corner.
Type PostgreSQL  into the search bar, and then select the PostgreSQL connector.

Enter the server and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in Panoply.
ExceptionException : set the Port to 54325432.

Click AuthenticateAuthenticate.
Select your tables, and then click ConnectConnect in the upper right hand corner.

You have successfully connected Google Data Studio to your Panoply data warehouse.

Data Studio on RedshiftData Studio on Redshift
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Grafana on BigQuery
Grafana on Redshift

GrafanaGrafana

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.

NoteNote

To properly follow the instructions outlined below, please ensure that you install Grafanainstall Grafana on your
platform, and test that it is running correctly
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect Grafana to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection in the top menu to view your connection details. Click on SendSend
your service account JSON file to your emailyour service account JSON file to your email. Save the file where you can find it for Step 9.

Log InLog In to your Grafana account. Under ConfigurationConfiguration > Select PluginsPlugins.

To connect to Google BigQuery, an additional plugin needs to be installed. Click on Find moreFind more
plugins onplugins on**Grafana.com.**

SearchSearch and downloaddownload the BigQuery PluginBigQuery Plugin from Grafana Labs.

Grafana on BigQueryGrafana on BigQuery
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Click on InstallInstall  PluginPlugin.

Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery Plugin has been successfully installed.
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Return to Grafana.netGrafana.net. Under ConfigurationConfiguration > Data SourceData Source > Type Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery in the
search bar. Click on Add data sourceAdd data source.

You have successfullysuccessfully added Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery as your Data Source. Click on SelectSelect to connect.

Click Upload Service Account key fileUpload Service Account key file and upload the file you saved in Step 1.

Uploaded key details will be populated. Click on Save & TestSave & Test.
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You have successfullysuccessfully tested the connection.

Go to the ExploreExplore Section.
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Select Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery from the drop-down menu.

Select your projectproject, datasetdataset, and tabletable from the drop-down menu. Click on Run QueryRun Query.

You have successfully connected GrafanaGrafana to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Grafana to Panoply:

Open your browser and type in the URL the default localhost path where Grafana is currently
running.

For Windows: localhost:8080

For Mac and Linux platforms: localhost:3000

Log in using your username and password.
For first-time use, admin/admin is the username-password combination.

Select "Create your first data sourceCreate your first data source".

In SQL section, select PostgreSQLPostgreSQL.

Grafana on RedshiftGrafana on Redshift
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Enter the server and database connection detailsserver and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in
Panoply.

Click "Save & TestSave & Test" button at the bottom, and the connection should be okay.
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Go to the ExploreExplore Section.

Unlike other BI tools, you must indicate the table you would like to explore in Grafana. See the
sample screenshot below.

You have successfully connected Grafana to your Panoply data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Jupyter on BigQuery
Jupyter on Redshift

JupyterJupyter

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on Big QueryPanoply on Big Query

Install pandas-gbqpandas-gbq in your Python environment.

ImportImport the packages as below:

RunRun the below command in your Python environment:

ClickClick the highlighted link to generate an authorization codeauthorization code for your Google BigQuery account. You
will be asked to choose your BigQuery account.

Click AllowAllow.

Jupyter on BigQueryJupyter on BigQuery
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An authorization code will be generated. CopyCopy and pastepaste as shown below:

You have successfully connected Jupyter NotebookJupyter Notebook to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect to your Panoply data warehouse using Python and a Jupyter notebook:

Install SQLAlchemySQLAlchemy and pandaspandas in your Python environment:

 pip install sqlalchemy pandas

or if conda is your package manager of choice:

 conda install sqlalchemy pandas

Create a new Jupyter NotebookJupyter Notebook and import the packages you'll need:

 import pandas as pd

 import sqlalchemy

 from sqlalchemy import create_engine

Enter the connection parameters for your Panoply data warehouse:

 POSTGRES_ADDRESS = 'db.panoply.io' ## INSERT YOUR DB ADDRESS IF IT'S NOT ON PANOPLY

 POSTGRES_PORT = '5439'

 POSTGRES_USERNAME = 'username' ## CHANGE THIS TO YOURPANOPLY/POSTGRES USERNAME

 POSTGRES_PASSWORD = '*****' ## CHANGE THIS TO YOUR PANOPLY/POSTGRES PASSWORD

 POSTGRES_DBNAME = 'database' ## CHANGE THIS TO YOUR DATABASE NAME

 postgres_str = ('postgresql://{username}:{password}@{ipaddress}:{port}/{dbname}'.format(

username=POSTGRES_USERNAME,

    password=POSTGRES_PASSWORD,

    ipaddress=POSTGRES_ADDRESS,

    port=POSTGRES_PORT,

    dbname=POSTGRES_DBNAME))

Initiate the connection to your Panoply data warehouse:

 cnx = create_engine(postgres_str)

Collect your data into a pandas dataframe:

 df = pd.read_sql_query('''SELECT * FROM tablename''', cnx)

Note that the above example will import the entire table into memory, so take care to create an SQL query
that will pull only the data you want to analyze.

Jupyter on RedshiftJupyter on Redshift
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Looker on BigQuery
Looker on Redshift

LookerLooker

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect Looker to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection. **Click on Send your service account JSON file to yourSend your service account JSON file to your
emailemail. When you receive the file, save it in an easy to find location. You will need it in step 5.

Log InLog In to your Looker account.

On the top menu, click AdminAdmin. Toward the bottom of the drop down menu, under DatabaseDatabase, select
ConnectionsConnections.

Looker on BigQueryLooker on BigQuery
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On the ConnectionsConnections screen, click Add ConnectionAdd Connection.

On the next screen, fill the connection details:
Enter a NameName to identify this connection. This name can be anything.
In the DialectDialect box, select “Google BigQuery Standard SQLGoogle BigQuery Standard SQL” from the drop-down.
Enter your Project IDProject ID under Project NameProject Name. The Project ID can be found under the BI
Connection details on your Panoply account, as seen in Step 1.
In the Service Account EmailService Account Email field, enter the "client_email" on your Service Account JSON
file, as downloaded in Step 1.
Upload the Service account JSON fileService account JSON file you downloaded in Step 1.
Click Add ConnectionAdd Connection.
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Your BigQuery data warehouse has been added. Click on TestTest.

You have successfully connected Looker to your BigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Looker to Panoply:

In Looker, browse to AdminAdmin, then under the Database heading click ConnectionsConnections, and then click
New ConnectionNew Connection.
Enter a name for your database. This is not your username or your database name in Panoply.
In the DialectDialect field, select Amazon Redshift.

Enter the host and port details, which you can find in Panoply on the ConnectConnect tab.
Enter your Panoply database username, password, and database name. You can find your username
and database name in Panoply on the ConnectConnect tab.
Enter your schema name. Depending on how data is imported in Panoply from your data sources, the
appropriate schema could be public  or a specific schema name. You can identify the available

schemas by clicking Analyze in the navigation menu, which opens the Panoply workbench. Your
tables and views are listed in the right-hand column and are organized by schema.

(Optional) Configure the additional Looker Connection Settings.

Looker on RedshiftLooker on Redshift
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(Optional) Set up a temporary schema. A temporary schema is required if you use Looker's Persistent
Derived Table feature. This feature improves query speed and reduces database load. The
temporary schema is where Looker writes results as materialized views. To set up, follow these
instructions:

In Panoply’s Analyze page
While logged in to your warehouse as an Admin user, run: CREATE SCHEMA
looker_scratch;

In Looker
Check the Persistent Derived Tables box in the connection panel. This will reveal the
Temp Database option.
Type the name of the temp schema (most likely looker_scratch ).

Click Add ConnectionAdd Connection.
You have successfully connected Looker to your Panoply data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Metabase on BigQuery
Metabase on Redshift

MetabaseMetabase

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI Connection.BI Connection. Click on Send your service account JSON file to yourSend your service account JSON file to your
emailemail. When you receive the file, save it in an easy to find location. You will need it in step 8.

In Metabase, on the top right corner, click on the SettingsSettings icon, then choose AdminAdmin from the drop-
down menu.

On the Metabase AdminMetabase Admin  screen, select SetupSetup.
Under Getting set upGetting set up, select Add a databaseAdd a database.

Metabase on BigQueryMetabase on BigQuery
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Select BigQueryBigQueryas your Database Type.Database Type.
Give your project a name. This can be anything.
In the Dataset IDDataset ID field, enter “panoplypanoply”.
Click on Select a fileSelect a file and attach your Service Account JSON file that you saved in Step 1.
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You will get a pop-up when your database has been added. Click on Explore this dataExplore this data to start your
analysis.

You have successfully connected MetabaseMetabase to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

Note:Note: To properly follow the instructions outlined below, please ensure that you install the Metabase
application on your platform, and then do the necessary setup for first-time use.

To connect Metabase to Panoply:

On the home page of the Metabase app, click the gear icongear icon on the top right corner and click AdminAdmin.

Click DatabaseDatabase on the top menu and click Add DatabaseAdd Database button.

Metabase on RedshiftMetabase on Redshift
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Enter the server and database connection detailsserver and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in
Panoply. Choose RedshiftRedshift for database type.

Click SaveSave, and a dialog box will appear.

You can click ‘Explore this data’‘Explore this data’ to explore your data right away or click ‘I’m good thanks’‘I’m good thanks’ link for
later use.

You have successfully connected Metabase to your Panoply data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Mode Analytics on BigQuery
Mode Analytics on Redshift

Mode AnalyticsMode Analytics

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectthe BI Connect
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

Mode Analytics on BigQueryMode Analytics on BigQuery

Note:Note:

Mode Analytics requires the use of a P12 file, which we do not provide on BigQuery, meaning that Mode
Analytics is not supported on a BigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Mode Analytics to Panoply:

First of all, you must be in an organization account to be able to connect a private database
connection.
On first time use, in the Home PageHome Page, click Connect DatabaseConnect Database button.

Alternatively, you can also connect to the database by clicking your organizationorganization just below the Mode logo
in the top left corner.

And select Connect a DatabaseConnect a Database.

A list of common databases to connect to will appear. Choose PostgreSQLPostgreSQL.

Enter the server and database connection detailsserver and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in
Panoply.

Mode Analytics on RedshiftMode Analytics on Redshift
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Click the ConnectConnect button, and you’ll be redirected to successful page notification.

Click New ReportNew Report button to use your data right away.

NoteNote

Make sure to set the value of the PortPort field to 5439 , because, by default, it is set to 5432 .
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You have successfully connected Mode Analytics to your Panoply data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Panoply integrates with the Desktop version of Microsoft's Power BI. We do not currently support Power BI
Cloud.

Power BI on BigQuery
Power BI on Redshift

Power BIPower BI

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect Power BI to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection in the top menu to view your connection details. These details
will be needed in Step 4. Also make note of the Project IDProject ID, which will be needed in Step 8.

Open your PowerBI Desktop AppPowerBI Desktop App . Click on Get DataGet Data or “Get data from another source”Get data from another source” .

Type Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery in the search bar. Click ConnectConnect.

Power BI on BigQueryPower BI on BigQuery
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Under OrganizationalOrganizational accountaccount, click on Sign inSign in to connect your Google accountGoogle account to PowerBI.
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You will be re-directed to Google Sign-InGoogle Sign-In page.
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You will be asked to authorizeauthorize Power BI to access your Google Account. Click on AllowAllow.

You will be re-directed to Power BI Desktop App. You have successfully added Google BigQuerysuccessfully added Google BigQuery
as your Data Sourceas your Data Source. Click on ConnectConnect.
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Look for your “project IDproject ID” under Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery. Click on LoadLoad to get started. This is
the **Project ID **can be found in Step 1.

You have successfully connected PowerBIPowerBI to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Power BI Desktop to Panoply:

Open Power BI Desktop log in using your Office 365 credentials. If you don't have an Office 365
account, fill out the form to create an account and log in.

Select Get dataGet data.

Select DatabaseDatabase, then Amazon RedshiftAmazon Redshift, and then click ConnectConnect.

Power BI on RedshiftPower BI on Redshift
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Enter the server and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in Panoply.
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Select a Data Connectivity mode, and then click OkayOkay. The options are:

Import - Pull all of the data from your Panoply DB local to be queried in Power BI.
DirectQuery - Have Power BI query your Panoply data warehouse.

Enter your Panoply data warehouse credentials, which are the same details you would use to log in
at panoply.io. Your username must be lowercase.

Click ConnectConnect.
A list of your tables and views populates in the navigator.

Select the tables and views you'd like to visualize and click LoadLoad.

You have successfully connected Power BI Desktop to your Panoply data warehouse.
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

R Studio on BigQuery
R Studio on Redshift

R StudioR Studio

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect RStudio to your BigQuery data warehouse to :

Install the BigRQuery packageBigRQuery package. You can do this in your R environment by running the following:

Load the DBI library and provide the connection details as shown below:

You have successfully connected R StudioR Studio to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.

R Studio on BigQueryR Studio on BigQuery
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect your Panoply data warehouse to R:

Install the RPostgreSQL packageRPostgreSQL package. You can do this in your R environment by running the following:

 install.packages("RPostgreSQL")

 library(RPostgreSQL)

Set up the connection to your Panoply data warehouse:

 driver <- dbDriver("PostgreSQL")

 SampleConnection <- dbConnect(driver,

 host = 'db.panoply.io',

 port = '5439',

 user = '{your Panoply username}',

 password = '{your Panoply password}',

 dbname = '{the name of the Panoply DB containing your data}')

Load your data into an R dataframe for analysis:

SampleDF = dbReadTable(SampleConnection, '{table name}')

R Studio on RedshiftR Studio on Redshift
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

SeekWell on BigQuery
SeekWell on Redshift

SeekWellSeekWell

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect SeekWell to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection in the top menu to view your connection details. These details
will be needed in Step 2. Click Send your service account JSON file to your emailSend your service account JSON file to your email and save it
where you can find it for Step 9.

Log InLog In to your SeekWellSeekWell account. Use the login credentials under the BI Connection Tab on your
Panoply account.

SeekWell on BigQuerySeekWell on BigQuery
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Click on ......  

From the drop-down menu, select New Integration (Source + Destination)New Integration (Source + Destination).
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Type BigQueryBigQuery in the search bar and click AddAdd.

Under FlavorFlavor, select BigQueryBigQuery from the drop-down menu.
Provide a NicknameNickname for your Data source. This can be anything you want.
Paste your Service account JSONService account JSON file from Step 1 in the space provided. Click on SaveSave.
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9. In the SeekWell app all your data sources will appear as shown.

Write your SQL query to explore your data. Look for “panoply-test-bipanoply-test-bi” under SourceSource. Click on the
arrow on the bottom right to execute a SQL Query.

You have successfully connected SeekWellSeekWell to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect SeekWell to Panoply:

Go to app.seekwell.io
On the home page of the SeekWell app, click the plus icon (++) in the top right corner.

You'll be prompted to add a data source. If you aren't prompted, click SourceSource and select AddAdd
sourcesource.

Enter the server and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in Panoply.
Choose RedshiftRedshift for the database type and enter 54395439 for the port.
Click SaveSave.

You have successfully connected SeekWellSeekWell to your RedshiftRedshift data warehouse.

SeekWell on RedshiftSeekWell on Redshift
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If you run into any issues, please email contact@seekwell.io or message SeekWell in the app (green icon in
bottom right of the screen).
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Your connection details will vary, depending on whether your data warehouse is built on Amazon Redshift or
Google BigQuery.

Tableau on BigQuery
Tableau on Redshift

TableauTableau

To determine whether your data warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift, see the BI Connectionsthe BI Connections
PagePage on the Panoply platform.
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Panoply on BigQueryPanoply on BigQuery

To connect Tableau to BigQuery:

In PanoplyPanoply, click on BI ConnectionBI Connection These are the connection details you will need in step 3. Make
note of your Project NameProject Name. You will need it in Step 5.

Open your Tableau Desktop AppTableau Desktop App . Under Connect > To a ServerConnect > To a Server, click MoreMore and select GoogleGoogle
BigQueryBigQuery.

You will be re-directed to the Google Sign-inGoogle Sign-in page. Use the connection details in the  BIBI
ConnectionConnection tab on your Panoply account,Panoply account, seen in Step 1.

Tableau on BigQueryTableau on BigQuery
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You will be asked to authorizeauthorize Tableau to access your Google Account. Click on AllowAllow.
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You will be re-directed to Tableau App. Look for your “Project NameProject Name” under Billing ProjectBilling Project and
ProjectProject.

You have successfully connected TableauTableau to your BigQueryBigQuery data warehouse.
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Panoply on RedshiftPanoply on Redshift

To connect Tableau to Panoply:

In Tableau, under Connect > To a Server, click Amazon RedshiftAmazon Redshift.

Enter the server, port, and database connection details, which are found on the ConnectConnect page in
Panoply.
Enter your database username and password, and then click Sign InSign In.

You have successfully connected Tableau to your Panoply data warehouse.

Tableau on RedshiftTableau on Redshift
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Panoply works with several partners to provide additional data sources beyond those built into the Panoply
Platform.

For data warehouses on Redshift, Panoply is compatible with any data connector or ETL tool that uses a
standard ODBC/JDBC connection, Postgres connection, or AWS Redshift connection.

For data warehouses built on Google BigQuery, Panoply supports connections with Stitch. Additional tools
will be added in the future.

You can find a list of ETL tools in the ETL section of the Data Integration listings. You can also find a list of all
the Partner Data Sources from our Premier ETL Partners. Chat with us any time to learn more about Partner
Data Sources and to get them set up in your account.

Connecting a Redshift Data Warehouse
Connecting a BigQuery Data Warehouse

Connecting ETL ToolsConnecting ETL Tools
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Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery

Connecting StitchConnecting Stitch

In the Panoply navigation menu, click BI ConnectionBI Connection. This displays your Panoply data warehouse's
connection details. 
Download the .json credentials file.
Sign into your Stitch account.
Click the Destination tabDestination tab.
Click the Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery icon.
Scroll to the Your service accountYour service account section.
In the Your Key FileYour Key File field, click the icon and locate the JSON credentials file you downloaded in
Step 3. Once uploaded, the BigQuery Project NameBigQuery Project Name field will automatically populate with the name
of the GCP project in the JSON project key file.
Select a Google Storage Location by using the Google Cloud Storage Location dropdown, then
select a US region.  

9. There are two definitions for the loading behavior:

* UpsertUpsert: Existing rows will be updated with the most recent version of the record from the source. With this
option, only the most recent version of a record will exist in Google BigQuery.
* AppendAppend: Existing rows aren’t updated. Newer versions of existing records are added as new rows to the
end of tables. With this option, many versions of the record will exist in Google BigQuery, capturing how a
record changed over time.

Refer to the Understanding loading behavior guide for more info and examples.

10. Click Check and SaveCheck and Save. Stitch will perform a connection test to the Google BigQuery database; if
successful, a SuccessSuccess message will display at the top of the screen. This test may take a few minutes to
complete.

Connecting a BigQuery WarehouseConnecting a BigQuery Warehouse

NoteNote

Changing this setting will result in replication issues if data migration isn’t completed correctly.

NoteNote

Loading behavior can’t be changed after the destination is created. To change Google BigQuery loading
behavior, you’ll need to delete and re-create the destinationdelete and re-create the destination.
This setting may impact your Google BigQuery costs. Learn moreLearn more.
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RedshiftRedshift

Connecting Stitch
Connecting Fivetran

Connecting StitchConnecting Stitch

In the Panoply navigation menu, click BI ConnectionBI Connection. This displays your Panoply data warehouse's
connection details. 
Copy your hosthost, portport, databasedatabase name, and useruser name.
Sign into your Stitch account.
Head to the destinationdestination tab and click the PanoplyPanoply icon.
When prompted, enter the information you collected from the Panoply BI ConnectionBI Connection section into
the corresponding fields in Stitch:

Host (Endpoint)Host (Endpoint): The host name you received from Panoply ( db.panoply.io )

PortPort: The port number you received from Panoply ( 5439 )

UsernameUsername: The user name you set for your Panoply account

PasswordPassword: The password you use to log into Panoply
DatabaseDatabase: The name of the Panoply database to load data into (be sure to specify the
correct database name if you have multiple databases attached to your account)

Connecting FivetranConnecting Fivetran

In the Panoply navigation menu, click BI ConnectionBI Connection. This displays your Panoply data warehouse's
connection details. 
Copy your hosthost, databasedatabase name, and useruser name.
Sign into your Fivetran account.
Pause all integrations in the Fivetran dashboard.
Go to your account page and click the +WAREHOUSE+WAREHOUSE button.

Under Select WarehouseSelect Warehouse, scroll down until you find PanoplyPanoply.

Connecting a Redshift WarehouseConnecting a Redshift Warehouse
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Fivetran will automatically add Panoply's PortPort information, but you will need to enter Panoply's HostHost
name ( db.panoply.io ), your Panoply UserUser namme, the password associated with your Panoply

account, and the DatabaseDatabase you want to use Fivetran to load data into.

Click SAVE & TESTSAVE & TEST  at the bottom of the screen. When the test is successful, a box at the bottom of
the screen says "All connection tests passesd!"
Click VIEW WAREHOUSEVIEW WAREHOUSE. You should see the details of your Panoply warehouse in the next page.
You can now load data into Panoply using Fivetran.
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Panoply allows you to connect to a number of different data sources and collect your data all in one
warehouse. For each of our data sources, we provide a Setup Guide, details about Advanced Settings, a
Data Dictionary, FAQs (if any) and Release Notes.

Our data sources fall into two categories; APIs and Database/File Systems.

APIsAPIs

Appsflyer
Asana
BigCommerce
Bing Ads
Delighted
Facebook Ads
Facebook Pages
Facebook Posts
Google Ads
Google Analytics
Hubspot
Instagram Business
Intercom
Jira
LinkedIn Ads
Mailchimp
Pardot
Salesforce
Shopify
[Square]/v1/docs/setup-guide-square)
Stripe
Twilio
Twitter
Twitter Ads
WooCommerce
Zendesk

Database/File SystemsDatabase/File Systems

Data Sources IntroductionData Sources Introduction
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Amazon S3
Cloud Storage
DynamoDB
ElasticSearch
File Upload
Google Drive
Google Sheets
Google BigQuery
MongoDB
MSSQL
MySQL
PostgreSQL
Redshift
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To configure this data source and collect Appsflyer data:

From the Data SourcesData Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Appsflyer, then select that data source.
Enter your API TokenAPI Token. (Find your API Token here.)
Enter the Application IDApplication ID. (Find your Application ID in the Appsflyer documentation.
Click Save Changes, then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Appsflyer, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Appsflyer data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Appsflyer Setup GuideAppsflyer Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for AppsflyerAppsflyer is appsflyer .

The naming convention is appsflyer_{__tablename}

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2. Panoply recommends that
users do not change the Primary Key.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.
Truncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.

Click Save Changes then click Collect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Appsflyer Advanced SettingsAppsflyer Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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AsanaAsana

This document describes the basic setup of the Asana data source.

To configure this data source and collect Asana data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Asana, then select that data source.
Click LoginLogin and follow Asana’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access Asana data.
Choose the project to collect data from.
Select the ResourcesResources to collect.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Asana, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Asana data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Asana Setup GuideAsana Setup Guide

NOTE:NOTE: Asana requires the logged-in user to have permissions to the requested data
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for Asana is asana.
The naming convention is asana_<__tableName>
If the postfix <__tableName> is not included by the user, it will be added automatically by
Panoply.

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2. The default primary key for
Asana is <__tableName>_ but users can designate a different primary key if necessary.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Asana Advanced SettingsAsana Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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These are the resources available for the Asana data source, and along with their table mappings.
Depending on the resource, Panoply makes use of one or more tables for importing data.

Complete Asana Data Dictionary

ProjectsProjects

A project is a collection of tasks that can be viewed as a list, board, timeline, and calendar. Projects can only
exist in a single organization or workplace and only belong to a single team. Projects can be public in the
team or private to project members. Among the many fields associated with projects, they can have global
(shared across the organization) or local (project-specific) custom fields. A project’s custom fields will be
displayed on each task within the project.

Projects Data Dictionary

Asana SectionsAsana Sections

A section is a group of tasks within a project. Sections let you divide tasks into categories, workflow stages,
priorities, and more.

Sections Data Dictionary

StoriesStories

A story represents an activity associated with an object in the Asana system. Stories are generated by the
system whenever users take actions such as creating or assigning tasks, or moving tasks between projects.
Stories Data Dictionary

TasksTasks

Tasks are the basic unit of action in Asana. Tasks have many fields including a single assignee, name, notes,
followers (i.e. collaborators), likes, and comments (among others).

Tasks Data Dictionary

TeamsTeams

Teams are a subset of users in an organization who collaborate on projects together. Every project in an
organization is associated with one team.

Teams Data Dictionary

UsersUsers

A user object represents an account in Asana that can be given access to various workspaces, projects, and
tasks.

Users Data Dictionary

Asana Data DictionaryAsana Data Dictionary
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This document describes the basic setup of the BigCommerce data source.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for and select BigCommerceBigCommerce
Enter the Access TokenAccess Token for your BigCommerce Store.  The Access Token can be found under
advanced settings → API accountsadvanced settings → API accounts. A V2/V3 API token is necessary with the selection of the
following scopes:

Content
Customers
Information & Settings
Marketing
Orders
Order Transactions
Get Payment Methods
Products
Sites % Routes
Channel Settings
Channel Listings

Enter the Store HashStore Hash for your Bigcommerce store. The Store Hash can be found in the API path
during the creation of API token. For example, in the URL
"https://api.bigcommerce.com/stores/bqd3u09g15/V3/" , the store hash is bqd3u09g15bqd3u09g15.
Select the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from BigCommerce, however, there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

BigCommerce Setup GuideBigCommerce Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. For warehouses built
on Amazon Redshift, the default schema is PublicPublic. For warehouses built on Google BigQuery, the
default schema is PanoplyPanoply This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for BigCommerceBigCommerce is bigcommerce . To change this, entire your desired

prefix.
The naming convention is bigcommerce_<__store>_<__resource> , where both __resource

is a dynamic field based on the selected end point and __store  is the connected store. For

example, for the resource named coupons , and the business name is my_store , the default

destination table will be bigcommerce_my_store_coupons .

Incremental LoadIncremental Load: By default, Panoply collects all of your data from BigCommerce on your first
collect. After that, Panoply collects from the date of the last successful collection where possible.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

BigCommerce Advanced SettingsBigCommerce Advanced Settings

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Panoply uses the BigCommerce API to collect your data into the data warehouse. The following endpoints of
the API are available to be collected.

CatalogCatalog

BrandsBrands

Returns a list of *Brands *within the catalog.

BigCommerce Brands Data Dictionary

Brand MetafieldsBrand Metafields

Returns a list of Brand Metafields.

BigCommerce Brand Metafields Data Dictionary

CategoryCategory

Returns a list of Categories within the catalog.

BigCommerce Categories Data Dictionary.

Category MetafieldsCategory Metafields

Returns a list of Metafields on a Category. 

BigCommerce Category Metafields Data Dictionary

ProductsProducts

Returns a list of Products within the catalog.

BigCommerce Products Data Dictionary

Bulk Pricing RulesBulk Pricing Rules

Returns a list of Bulk Pricing Rules.

BigCommerce Bulk Pricing Rules Data Dictionary

Complex RulesComplex Rules

Returns a list of all product Complex Rules.

BigCommerce Complex Rules Data Dictionary

Custom FieldsCustom Fields

Returns a list of product Custom Fields. 

BigCommerce Custom Fields Data Dictionary

BigCommerce Data DictionaryBigCommerce Data Dictionary
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Product MetafieldsProduct Metafields

Returns a list of Product Metafields. 

BigCommerce Product Metafields Data Dictionary

Product Modif iersProduct Modif iers

Returns a list of all Product Modifiers.

BigCommerce Product Modifiers Data Dictionary

Product ReviewsProduct Reviews

Returns a list of all Product Reviews.

BigCommerce Product Reviews Data Dictionary

Product Variants MetafieldsProduct Variants Metafields

Returns a list of product Variants. 

BigCommerce Product Variants Metafields Data Dictionary

Product VideosProduct Videos

Returns a list of Product Videos. 

BigCommerce Product Videos Data Dictionary

SummarySummary

Returns a lightweight inventory summary from the BigCommerce Catalog.

The inventory summary includes:

“inventory_count”
“variant_count”
“inventory_value”
“highest_variant_price”
“average_variant_price”
“lowest_variant_price”
“oldest_variant_date”
“newest_variant_date”
“primary_category_id”
“primary_category_name”

BigCommerce Summary Data Dictionary

ChannelsChannels

ChannelsChannels

Will always return the default BigCommerce storefront with an ID of 1. This storefront is created by default
when you provision a BigCommerce store.
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BigCommerce Channels Data Dictionary

Channel Currency AssignmentsChannel Currency Assignments

Returns a list of currency assignments for all channels.

BigCommerce Channel Currency Assignments Data Dictionary

Channel ListingsChannel Listings

Returns a list of all Channel Listings for a specific channel.

BigCommerce Channel Listings Data Dictionary

Channel SiteChannel Site

Returns site data for given channel.

BigCommerce Channel Site Data Dictionary

CurrenciesCurrencies

CurrenciesCurrencies

Returns a list of all store Currency.

BigCommerce Currencies Data Dictionary

CustomersCustomers

CustomersCustomers

Returns a list of all Customers. 

BigCommerce Customers Data Dictionary

Customer AddressesCustomer Addresses

Returns a list of Customer Addresses. Returns the addresses belonging to a customer. 

BigCommerce Customer Addresses Data Dictionary

Customer AttributesCustomer Attributes

Returns a list of Customer Attributes. 

BigCommerce Customer Attributes Data Dictionary

Customer Attribute ValuesCustomer Attribute Values

Returns a list of Customer Attribute Values. 

BigCommerce Customer Attribute Values Data Dictionary

Customer Form Field ValuesCustomer Form Field Values
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Returns a list of Form Field Values for the Customer or Customer Address object.

BigCommerce Customer Form Field Values Data Dictionary

GeographyGeography

CountriesCountries

Get a list of all countries available. A country or territory, identifiable by an ISO 3166 country code.

BigCommerce Countries Data Dictionary

StatesStates

Returns a list of States belonging to a Country.

A state or province, identifiable by an ISO 3166 subdivision code.

BigCommerce States Data Dictionary

MarketingMarketing

BannersBanners

Returns a list of Banners. Default sorting is by banner id.

BigCommerce Banners Data Dictionary

CouponsCoupons

Returns a list of Coupons. 

BigCommerce Coupons Data Dictionary

Gift Certif icatesGift Certif icates

Returns a single Gift Certificate.

BigCommerce Gift Certificates Data Dictionary

OrdersOrders

OrdersOrders

Gets a list of orders using the filter query.  

BigCommerce Orders Data Dictionary

Order CouponsOrder Coupons

Lists all order coupons. 

BigCommerce Order Coupons Data Dictionary
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Order ProductsOrder Products

Lists all order products on an order using order_id . 

BigCommerce Order Products Data Dictionary

Order TaxesOrder Taxes

Gets all order taxes using  order_id . Each tax applied to an order. 

BigCommerce Order Taxes Data Dictionary

Order StatusOrder Status

Returns a Collection of All Order Statuses.

BigCommerce Order Status Data Dictionary

Order ShipmentsOrder Shipments

Gets a list of all shipments on an order.

BigCommerce Order Shipments Data Dictionary

Order Shipping AddressesOrder Shipping Addresses

Get all shipping addresses on an order using the order_id.

BigCommerce Order Shipping Addresses Data Dictionary

Order MessagesOrder Messages

Gets the messages associated with an order.

BigCommerce Order Messages Data Dictionary

Order Shipping Addresses QuotesOrder Shipping Addresses Quotes

Gets all shipping quotes associated to an order.

BigCommerce Order Shipping Addresses Quote Data Dictionary

MetafieldsMetafields

Gets a Metafield object list, by order id.

BigCommerce Orders Metafields Data Dictionary

Order RefundsOrder Refunds

Returns a list of refunds ordered by refund ID in ascending order.

Requires at least one of the following scopes:
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store_v2_transactions_read_only
store_v2_transactions
store_v2_orders_read_only
store_v2_orders

BigCommerce Order Refunds Data Dictionary

Order TransactionsOrder Transactions

Returns an order ’sorder ’s transactions.

Usage NotesUsage Notes

Depending on the payment method, different information will be available (not all payment gateways
return full card or fraud detail).
Transactions are not created for the following payment methods:

Test Payment Gateway
PayPal Express
Amazon Pay

Requires at least one of the following scopes:

store_v2_transactions_read_only
store_v2_transactions

BigCommerce Order Transactions Data Dictionary

Payment MethodsPayment Methods

Payment MethodsPayment Methods

Gets the list of enabled payment methods. 

BigCommerce Payment Methods Data Dictionary

Payment ProcessingPayment Processing

Accepted MethodsAccepted Methods

Returns a list of accepted payment methods based on the order_id.

BigCommerce Accepted Methods Data Dictionary

Price ListsPrice Lists

Price ListsPrice Lists

Returns a list of Price Lists. 

BigCommerce Price LIsts Data Dictionary

Price List AssignmentsPrice List Assignments

Fetches an array of Price List Assignments matching a particular Customer Group and Price List and
Channel.
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BigCommerce Price List Assignments Data Dictionary

Price List RecordsPrice List Records

Returns a list of Price List Records associated with a Price List.

BigCommerce Price List Records Data Dictionary

ShippingShipping

Shipping MethodsShipping Methods

Returns a list of Shipping Methods in a zone. 

BigCommerce Shipping Methods Data Dictionary

Shipping ZonesShipping Zones

Returns a list of all Shipping Zones.

BigCommerce Shipping Zones Data Dictionary

Shipping Products CustomsShipping Products Customs

Get customs information for products.

BigCommerce Shipping Products Customs Data Dictionary

SitesSites

SitesSites

Get sites linked to a headless storefront sales channels.

BigCommerce Sites Data Dictionary

Sites RoutesSites Routes

Get a site’s routes.

BigCommerce Sites Routes Data Dictionary

Store ContentStore Content

Blog PostsBlog Posts

Returns all Blog Posts. Default sorting is by published_date, beginning with the most recent post.

BigCommerce Blog Posts Data Dictionary

Blog TagsBlog Tags

Returns a list of Blog Tags.

BigCommerce Blog Tags Data Dictionary
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Store InformationStore Information

Store InformationStore Information

Returns metadata about a store.

BigCommerce Store Information Data Dictionary

SubscribersSubscribers

SubscribersSubscribers

Returns a list of Subscribers.

BigCommerce Subscribers Data Dictionary

Tax ClassesTax Classes

TaxesTaxes

Returns a list of all Tax Classes in a store.

BigCommerce Taxes Data Dictionary

WidgetsWidgets

WidgetWidget

Returns a list of Widgets. 

BigCommerce Widget Data Dictionary

PlacementPlacement

Returns a list of Placements. 

BigCommerce Placement Data Dictionary

WishlistsWishlists

WishlistsWishlists

Returns a list of wishlists. 

BigCommerce Wishlists Data Dictionary

MetadataMetadata

Panoply adds the following metadata fields to each table collected from BigCommerce.

__resource : The selected resource

__store : The BigCommerce account associated with the record
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July 2021July 2021

Panoply has released the new BigCommerce data source. Using the BigCommerce API, Panoply can collect
your data into your data warehouse. The resources available are:

Catalog
Channels
Currencies
Geography
Marketing
Orders
Payment Methods
Payment Processing
Price Lists
Shipping
Sites
Store Content
Store Information
Subscribers
Tax Classes
Widgets
Wishlists

BigCommerce Release NotesBigCommerce Release Notes
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This document provides step-by-step instructions for integrating Bing Ads data into Panoply.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Select Bing AdsBing Ads .
Click LoginLogin.
Select the reports for which to import data.
Select the Date RangeDate Range.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and the click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Bing Ads, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Bing Ads data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Bing Ads Setup GuideBing Ads Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source. More details on Advanced Settings can be found in our Advanced
Settings page.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for **Bing Ads **is bingads .

The naming convention is bingads_{__tableName}

If the postfix __tableName  is not included by the user, it will be added automatically by

Panoply.

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 . The default primary key for

Bing Ads is id .

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Bing Ads Advanced SettingsBing Ads Advanced Settings

WarningWarning

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Bing Ads offers a number of reports through different channels, and Panoply pulls each of them in for the
date range specified at the time of collection. The Bing Ads data elements ingested by Panoply are listed
below.

Account PerformanceAccount Performance

The account performance data is collected from the AccountPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

Ad Extension by AdAd Extension by Ad

The Ad Extension by ad data is collected from the AdExtensionByAdReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Ad Extension DetailAd Extension Detail

The Ad Extension Detail data is collected from the AdExtensionDetailReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Ad PerformanceAd Performance

As noted above, Ad Performance data is collected from the AdPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here

Age Gender DemographicsAge Gender Demographics

As noted above, data is extracted from the AgeGenderDemographicReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here

Campaign PerformanceCampaign Performance

As noted above, Campaign Performance data is collected from the CampaignPerformanceReportRequest

data object. Full data dictionary is available here.

DSA Category PerformanceDSA Category Performance

As noted above, data in this table comes from the DSACategoryPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here

Geographic PerformanceGeographic Performance

As noted above, the data in this table is collected from the GeographicPerformanceReportRequest  data

object. Full data dictionary is available here

Product Match CountProduct Match Count

As noted above, this data is retrieved from the ProductMatchCountReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Bing Ads Data DictionaryBing Ads Data Dictionary
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Product Search Query PerformanceProduct Search Query Performance

As noted above, this data is retrieved from the ProductSearchQueryPerformanceReportRequest  data object.

Full data dictionary is available here.

Publisher Usage PerformancePublisher Usage Performance

As noted above, this data is collected from the PublisherUsagePerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

Share of VoiceShare of Voice

As noted above, this data is collected from the ShareOfVoiceReportRequest  data object. Full data dictionary

is available here.

Ad Dynamic Text PerformanceAd Dynamic Text Performance

As noted above, data is collected from the AdDynamicTextPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Ad Extension by KeywordAd Extension by Keyword

As noted above, this data is retrieved from the AdExtensionByKeywordReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Ad Group PerformanceAd Group Performance

As noted above, this data is collected from the AdGroupPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Age Gender AudienceAge Gender Audience

As noted above, this data is collected from the AgeGenderAudienceReportRequest  data object. Full data

dictionary is available here.

Call DetailCall Detail

As noted above,this data is collected from the CallDetailReportRequest  data object. Full data dictionary is

available here.

DSA Auto Target PerformanceDSA Auto Target Performance

As noted above, this data is collected from the DSAAutoTargetPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

DSA Search Query PerformanceDSA Search Query Performance

As noted above, this data is extracted from the DSASearchQueryPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

Negative Keyword ConflictNegative Keyword Conflict
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As noted above, this data is retrieved from the NegativeKeywordConflictReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

Product Partition Unit PerformanceProduct Partition Unit Performance

As noted above, this data is extracted from the ProductPartitionPerformanceReportRequest  data object.

Full data dictionary is available here.

Professional Demographics AudienceProfessional Demographics Audience

As noted above, this data is collected from the ProfessionalDemographicsAudienceReportRequest  data

object. Full data dictionary is available here.

Search Query PerformanceSearch Query Performance

As noted above, this data is retrieved from the SearchQueryPerformanceReportRequest  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.

User Location PerformanceUser Location Performance

As noted above, this data is collected from the UserLocationPerformanceReportColumn  data object. Full

data dictionary is available here.
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October 2019October 2019

These updates are based on updates to Bing Ads' API.

ReportReport
NameName

DeprecationsDeprecations

Account
Performance

Removed the following fields - AverageCpp, ClickCalls, ManualCalls

Ad Group
Performance

Removed the following fields - AverageCpp, ClickCalls, ManualCalls

Age Gender
Demographic

Removed the report.

Campaign
Performance

Removed the following fields - AverageCpp, ClickCalls, ManualCalls

Call Detail Removed the following fields - CallStatus, CallTypeName
Share of
Voice

Removed the following fields - ImpressionLostToRankPercent, ImpressionLostToAdRelevancePercent,
ImpressionLostToExpectedCtrPercent, ImpressionLostToRelevancePercent, ImpressionLostToBidPercent

Report NameReport Name AdditionsAdditions
Share of Voice Removed the following field - ImpressionLostToRankAggPercent

April 2019April 2019

Recent changes to Bing Ads' API are shown here in tabular format before they are added to the above tables.
Check here first for information on recent changes to data fields and table structures. Results as of April 3,
2019 are shown in the table below.

Deprecations and RenamingDeprecations and Renaming

ReportReport
NameName

DeprecationsDeprecations RenamingRenaming

Account
Performance

Removed the following fields - ImpressionSharePercent -
ImpressionLostToBudgetPercent - ImpressionLostToRankPercent
- ImpressionLostToBidPercent -
ImpressionLostToAdRelevancePercent -
ImpressionLostToExpectedCtrPercent -
ExactMatchImpressionSharePercent

Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Ad Dynamic
Text
Performance

n/a
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Ad Extension
By Ad

n/a Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Ad Extension
By Keyword

n/a Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Ad Extension
Detail

n/a Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Ad Group
Performance

Removed the following fields - BusinessCategoryId -
BusinessCategoryName - BusinessListingId -
BusinessListingName - ExactMatchImpressionSharePercent -
ImpressionLostToAdRelevancePercent -
ImpressionLostToBidPercent - ImpressionLostToBudgetPercent -
ImpressionLostToExpectedCtrPercent -
ImpressionLostToRankPercent - ImpressionSharePercent
Remove id header - BusinessListingId - BusinessListingName

Rename the fields with Historic
word to Historical -
HistoricAdRelevance, -
HistoricExpectedCtr -
HistoricLandingPageExperience -
HistoricQualityScore Rename
header field - GregorianDate to
TimePeriod

Bing Ads Release NotesBing Ads Release Notes
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Ad
Performance

Removed the following fields - BusinessListingId -
BusinessListingName - BusinessCategoryId -
BusinessCategoryName

Rename - FinalURL to FinalUrl -
FinalMobileURL to FinalMobileUrl -
FinalAppURL to FinalAppUrl
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Age Gender
Audience

n/a Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Age Gender
Demographic

n/a Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Call Detail n/a n/a

Campaign
Performance

Remove the following fields - ImpressionSharePercent -
ImpressionLostToBudgetPercent - ImpressionLostToRankPercent
- ImpressionLostToBidPercent -
ImpressionLostToAdRelevancePercent -
ImpressionLostToExpectedCtrPercent

Rename Status to CampaignStatus
Rename the fields with Historic
word to Historical -
HistoricAdRelevance, -
HistoricExpectedCtr -
HistoricLandingPageExperience -
HistoricQualityScore Rename
header field - GregorianDate to
TimePeriod

DSA Auto
Target
Performance

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

DSA Category
Performance

 Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

DSA Search
Query
Performance

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Geographic
Performance

 Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Negative
Keyword
Conflict

n/a n/a

Product Match
Count

n/a n/a

Product
Partition Unit
Performance

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Product
Search Query
Performance

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Professional
Demographics
Audience

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Publisher
Usage
Performance

 
Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Search Query
Performance

 Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

Share of Voice  Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod

User Location
Performance  

Rename header field -
GregorianDate to TimePeriod -
CountryOrRegion to Country

ReportReport
NameName

DeprecationsDeprecations RenamingRenaming

Updates to Primary Key PatternsUpdates to Primary Key Patterns

ReportReport
NameName

Legacy Primary Key IDLegacy Primary Key ID
patternpattern

New Primary Key ID patternNew Primary Key ID pattern ReferenceReference

Account
Performance

AccountId AdDistribution
AccountNumber GregorianDate
CurrencyCode AdDistribution
DeviceType DeviceOS Network
TopVsOther BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType

AccountId AccountNumber
AdDistribution BidMatchType
CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Network TimePeriod
TopVsOther

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/reports?
view=bingads-
13#columnrestrictions
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Ad Dynamic
Text
Performance

GregorianDate Keyword AdId
AdGroupName Keyword AdId
AdType DestinationUrl Param1
Param2 Param3 CurrencyCode
AdDistribution AveragePosition
DeviceType Language TitlePart1
TitlePart2 Path1 Path2 AdLabels

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AdGroupName AdId
AdLabels AdType CurrencyCode
DestinationUrl DeviceType
Keyword Language Param1
Param2 Param3 Path1 Path2
TimePeriod TitlePart1 TitlePart2

 

Ad Extension
By Ad

GregorianDate AdId CampaignId
AdGroupId AdId AdExtensionType
DeviceType DeviceOS ClickType
AdExtensionId
AdExtensionVersion AccountId
BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType Network
TopVsOther

AccountId AdExtensionId
AdExtensionType
AdExtensionVersion AdGroupId
AdId BidMatchType CampaignId
ClickType DeliveredMatchType
DeviceOS DeviceType Network
TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

Ad Extension
By Keyword

CampaignName KeywordId
GregorianDate CampaignId
AdGroupId KeywordId
AdExtensionType DeviceType
DeviceOS ClickType
AdExtensionId
AdExtensionVersion AccountId
BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType Network
TopVsOther

AccountId AdExtensionId
AdExtensionType
AdExtensionVersion AdGroupId
BidMatchType CampaignId
CampaignName ClickType
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType KeywordId Network
TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

Ad Extension
Detail

GregorianDate AdId
AdExtensionPropertyValue
AccountId GregorianDate
CampaignId AdGroupId AdId
AdExtensionTypeId
AdExtensionId DeviceType
DeviceOS BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType Network
TopVsOther

AccountId AdExtensionId
AdExtensionPropertyValue
AdExtensionTypeId
AdExtensionVersion AdGroupId
AdId BidMatchType CampaignId
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Network TimePeriod
TopVsOther

 

Ad Group
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
AdGroupName AdDistribution
AdGroupLabels AdDistribution
CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Network DeviceOS
Language CampaignId
TopVsOther BusinessListingId
BusinessListingName

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AdGroupLabels
AdGroupName BidMatchType
CampaignId CampaignName
CurrencyCode
CustomParameters
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Language Network
TimePeriod TopVsOther

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/reports?
view=bingads-
13#columnrestrictions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-historical-
columns
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-internalcolumns

Ad
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
AdGroupName AdId TitlePart1
TitlePart2 AveragePosition
Network TopVsOther DeviceOS
DeviceType DeliveredMatchType

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AdGroupName AdId
BidMatchType CampaignId
CampaignName
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Language Network
TimePeriod TitlePart1 TitlePart2
TopVsOther

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-internalcolumns
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-
downloadedcolumns

Age Gender
Audience

CampaignName AgeGroup
Gender AccountId GregorianDate
CampaignId AdGroupId
AdDistribution Language

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AgeGroup
CampaignId CampaignName
Gender Language TimePeriod

 

Age Gender
Demographic

CampaignName AgeGroup
Gender GregorianDate

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AgeGroup
CampaignId CampaignName
Gender Language TimePeriod

 

ReportReport
NameName

Legacy Primary Key IDLegacy Primary Key ID
patternpattern

New Primary Key ID patternNew Primary Key ID pattern ReferenceReference
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Call Detail

CampaignName AdGroupId
CallTypeName StartTime
EndTime CallTypeName
AreaCode City State AccountId
CampaignId AdGroupId

AccountId AdGroupId AreaCode
CallTypeName CampaignId
CampaignName City EndTime
StartTime State

No changes

Campaign
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
DeviceOS TopVsOther Network
DeviceType DeliveredMatchType

AccountId AdDistribution
BidMatchType CampaignId
CampaignName
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Network TimePeriod
TopVsOther

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/reports?
view=bingads-
13#columnrestrictions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-historical-
columns
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/bingads/guides/migration-
guide?view=bingads-
13#reporting-internalcolumns

DSA Auto
Target
Performance

GregorianDate AccountNumber
CampaignId AdGroupId
AdDistribution Language Network
TopVsOther DeviceType
DeviceOS BidStrategyType
TrackingTemplate
CustomParameters
DynamicAdTargetId

AccountId AccountNumber
AdDistribution AdGroupId
BidStrategyType CampaignId
CustomParameters DeviceOS
DeviceType DynamicAdTarget
DynamicAdTargetId Language
Network TimePeriod TopVsOther
TrackingTemplate

 

DSA Category
Performance

GregorianDate CampaignName
AdId AccountNumber
CampaignId AdGroupId
Category0 Category1 Category2
AdDistribution Language Network
TopVsOther DeviceType
DeviceOS

AccountId AccountNumber
AdDistribution AdGroupId AdId
CampaignId CampaignName
Category0 Category1 Category2
DeviceOS DeviceType Language
Network TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

DSA Search
Query
Performance

GregorianDate SearchQuery AdId
AccountNumber CampaignId
AdGroupId AdId SearchQuery
Headline CategoryList
LandingPageTitle FinalUrl
DynamicAdTargetId
AdDistribution Language Network
TopVsOther DeviceType
DeviceOS

AccountId AccountNumber
AdDistribution AdGroupId AdId
CampaignId CategoryList
DeviceOS DeviceType
DynamicAdTargetId FinalUrl
Headline LandingPageTitle
Language Network SearchQuery
TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

Geographic
Performance

CampaignName
MostSpecificLocation
LocationType AveragePosition
Network DeliveredMatchType
DeviceOS DeviceType
ProximityTargetLocation
GregorianDate TopVsOther
LocationId City

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId BidMatchType
CampaignId CampaignName City
Country County
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Language LocationId
LocationType MetroArea
MostSpecificLocation Network
PostalCode
ProximityTargetLocation Radius
State TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

Negative
Keyword
Conflict

CampaignName AdGroupName
AdGroupId BidMatchType
Keyword NegativeKeyword

AccountId AdGroupId
AdGroupName BidMatchType
CampaignId CampaignName
Keyword KeywordId
NegativeKeyword
NegativeKeywordId
NegativeKeywordListId
NegativeKeywordMatchType

No changes

Product Match
Count

CampaignName AdGroupId
ProductGroup PartitionType
AdGroupCriterionId
MatchedProductsAtCampaign
MatchedProductsAtAdGroup
MatchedProductsAtProductGroup

AccountId AdGroupCriterionId
AdGroupId CampaignId
CampaignName CustomerId
MatchedProductsAtAdGroup
MatchedProductsAtCampaign
MatchedProductsAtProductGroup
PartitionType ProductGroup

No changes

ReportReport
NameName

Legacy Primary Key IDLegacy Primary Key ID
patternpattern

New Primary Key ID patternNew Primary Key ID pattern ReferenceReference
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Product
Partition Unit
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
AdGroupId ProductGroup
ProductUnit AdId CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType
BidMatchType DeviceType
Language Network TopVsOther
LocalStoreCode

AccountId AdGroupCriterionId
AdGroupId AdId BidMatchType
BidStrategyType CampaignId
CampaignName CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType DeviceType
Language LocalStoreCode
Network ProductGroup
ProductUnit TimePeriod
TopVsOther

 

Product
Search Query
Performance

GregorianDate AdId AdGroupId
CampaignId DestinationUrl
DeviceType DeviceOS Language
SearchQuery Network
MerchantProductId Title
ProductGroup
AdGroupCriterionId ClickTypeId

AccountId AdGroupCriterionId
AdGroupId AdId CampaignId
ClickType ClickTypeId
DestinationUrl DeviceOS
DeviceType Language
MerchantProductId Network
ProductGroup SearchQuery
TimePeriod Title

 

Professional
Demographics
Audience

CampaignName GregorianDate
JobFunctionName AccountId
AdGroupId CompanyName
IndustryName JobFunctionName
AdDistribution Language

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId CampaignId
CampaignName CompanyName
IndustryName JobFunctionName
Language TimePeriod

 

Publisher
Usage
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
AdGroupName CurrencyCode
AdDistribution PublisherUrl
Language BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType Network
TopVsOther DeviceType
DeviceOS

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AdGroupName
BidMatchType CampaignId
CampaignName CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Language Network
PublisherUrl TimePeriod
TopVsOther

 

Search Query
Performance

CampaignName GregorianDate
AdGroupName AdType
SearchQuery DestinationUrl
BidMatchType
DeliveredMatchType
SearchQuery Keyword
AdGroupCriterionId Language
KeywordId Network TopVsOther
DeviceType DeviceOS
CampaignType

AccountId AdGroupCriterionId
AdGroupId AdGroupName AdId
AdType BidMatchType
CampaignId CampaignName
CampaignType
DeliveredMatchType
DestinationUrl DeviceOS
DeviceType Keyword KeywordId
Language Network SearchQuery
TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

Share of Voice

CampaignName GregorianDate
DeliveredMatchType KeywordId
BidMatchType Language
AdGroupId CampaignId
AdDistribution DeviceType
Network BidStrategyType

AccountId AccountNumber
AdDistribution AdGroupId
AdGroupName BidMatchType
BidStrategyType CampaignId
CampaignName
DeliveredMatchType DeviceType
Keyword KeywordId Language
Network TimePeriod

 

User Location
Performance

CampaignName AdGroupName
DeliveredMatchType
BidMatchType Network
LocationId GregorianDate
DeviceOS DeviceType
TopVsOther CountryOrRegion
State City AdDistribution
QueryIntentLocationId
QueryIntentCountry
QueryIntentCounty QueryIntentCity
CurrencyCode

AccountId AdDistribution
AdGroupId AdGroupName
BidMatchType CampaignId
CampaignName City Country
County CurrencyCode
DeliveredMatchType DeviceOS
DeviceType Language LocationId
MetroArea Network PostalCode
QueryIntentCity
QueryIntentCountry
QueryIntentCounty
QueryIntentDMA
QueryIntentLocationId
QueryIntentPostalCode
QueryIntentState Radius State
TimePeriod TopVsOther

 

ReportReport
NameName

Legacy Primary Key IDLegacy Primary Key ID
patternpattern

New Primary Key ID patternNew Primary Key ID pattern ReferenceReference
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To configure this data source and collect Delighted data:

From the Data SourcesData Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Delighted, then select that data source.
Enter your API KeyAPI Key.
Choose the data to collect.
Click Save Changes, then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Delighted, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Delighted data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Delighted Setup GuideDelighted Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default destination for DelightedDelighted is delighted_{__tablename}  where {__tablename}

is a dynamic field that represents the tables being collected.
Users can change the prefix, but must include {__tablename} or Panoply will put all data in

the same table.

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 . Panoply

recommends users do not change the Primary Key.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Delighted Advanced SettingsDelighted Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To configure this data source and collect Facebook Ads data:

From the Data SourcesData Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Facebook Ads, then select it.
Click on the LoginLogin button and follow the dialog to connect your Facebook with Panoply.
Choose which Ad Account to use.
Choose from the Data AvailableData Available . See the Data Dictionary for more information.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Facebook Ads, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Facebook data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Facebook Ads Setup GuideFacebook Ads Setup Guide

Note:Note:

To access Facebook Ads data, users require access to the Ad Accounts and the permissions of
Developer or greater. The data any user has access to in Panoply is controlled by the permissions they
have in Facebook.

Note:Note:

In order to see the Ad Creatives, users need to choose Ads or Ad Sets from the Data AvailableData Available  list.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

To configure the advanced settings for this data source:

Facebook Ads Advanced SettingsFacebook Ads Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Note:Note:

To access Facebook Ads data, users require access to the Ad Accounts and the permissions of
Developer or greater. The data any user has access to in Panoply is controlled by the permissions they
have in Facebook.
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Historical RangeHistorical Range: Choose the historical range for your firstfirst collection. Options are the last 30, 90,
365 and 730 days. The default is the last 365 days.
Delivery BreakdownDelivery Breakdown: The delivery breakdown allows you to choose a method of categorization for
your data. For example, if you select Age, your results will be returned based on age ranges. Learn
more.

Facebook limits which values can be selected when choosing both an Action and a Delivery
breakdown. Learn more.

Action BreakdownAction Breakdown: The action breakdown allows you to categorize data by actions taken as a
result of your ad. For example, if you are running a campaign with a Carousel ad, you can select
Carousel Card to show how many clicks each card received. Learn more.

Facebook limits which values can be selected when choosing both an Action and a Delivery
breakdown. Learn more.*

Click WindowClick Window: This is the length of time after a person clicked your ad that will give that ad credit for
subsequent actions. By default, Facebook uses an attribution window of 7-day click. This means your
reporting table will show these actions if they happened within  7 days of someone clicking on your
ad. Learn More.
View WindowView Window: This is the length of time after a person viewed your ad that will give that ad credit for
subsequent actions. By default, Facebook uses an attribution window of 7-day click. This means your
reporting table will show these actions if they happened within  7 days of someone clicking on your
ad. Learn More.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: The Destination Prefix determines the name of the tables created. Panoply
automatically uses facebook_ads  as the destination prefix, then adds the name of the resource,

such as facebook_ads_<resource> . To change the prefix for these tables, enter your preferred

prefix. If you enter my_fb_ads  for example, the resulting table would be my_fb_ads_<resource>

such as my_fb_ads_insights  or my_fb_ads_campaigns .

For nested data, child tables will be created with the prefix
facebook_ads_<resource>>_<child> .

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
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The resources available in the Facebook Ads data source include Ad Insights, Ad Accounts, Ad Sets, Ad
Creatives, Ads, and Campaigns. For additional information, see the Facebook Ads Marketing API
documentation.

Data AvailableData Available : When configuring Facebook Ads, one of the mandatory fields is called Data AvailableData Available . You
will be required to choose from this list.

Ad Accounts
Ad Sets
Ads
Campaigns
Insights

Primary KeyPrimary Key::

For the Ad Accounts, Ad Sets, Ads, and Campaigns, the primary key is the Facebook supplied id

field.
For the Ad Insights endpoint, Panoply creates the primary key based on the following pattern:
<account_id>_<ad_id>_<adset_id>_<campaign_id>_<date_start>_<date_stop>

_<__action_attribution_windows>_<__delivery>_<__breakdowns>_<__action>

Incremental KeyIncremental Key::

On your first collection, Panoply imports data based on the Historical RangeHistorical Range you select when configuring
this source. For subsequent collections, Panoply uses the following logic:

Ad Insights: Uses the date of the last successful collection, minus 30 calendar days.
Ad Accounts: There is no date field in this data, so Panoply will always pull all of the data of all
available Ad Accounts, no matter which accounts were selected.
Ad Sets: Uses the date of the last successful collection, minus 2 calendar days.
Ads: Uses the date of the last successful collection, minus 2 calendar days.
Campaigns: Uses the date of the last successful collection, minus 2 calendar days.

MetadataMetadata

Panoply includes these metadata columns in the Ad Insights table:

__action_attribution_windows : Formatted as a combination of the payload values of the Click

Attribution and View Attribution. Comma separated.
__delivery : The payload value of Delivery Breakdown.

__action : The payload value of Action Breakdown.

__breakdowns : The value from the API’s returned data of the fields assigned to the Delivery.

Underscore delimited.
__id : The generated primary key for the Insight data based from the ID pattern.

__resource : INSIGHTS

__aggregation : DAY

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

Panoply includes these metadata columns in the Ad Accounts table:

Facebook Ads Data DictionaryFacebook Ads Data Dictionary
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__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__resource : AD_ACCOUNTS

Panoply includes these metadata columns in the Ad Sets table:

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__resource : ADSETS

__ad_creative_id :

Sub-table of facebook_adsets
This is generated because the original id field will be overwritten.

Panoply includes these metadata columns in the Ads table:

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__resource : ADS

__creative_id :

__ad_creative_id :

Sub-table of facebook_ads_ads
This is generated because the original id field will be overwritten.

Panoply includes these metadata columns in the Campaigns table:

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__resource : CAMPAIGNS

Collected TablesCollected Tables

These tables include the data contained in each endpoint. These are parent tables, there may also be tables
created by Panoply out of any nested data.

Ad InsightsAd Insights

Ad Insights Data Dictionary

Ad AccountsAd Accounts

Ad Accounts Data Dictionary

Note:Note:

Fields for each table are dynamic depending on the data returned by Facebook. Facebook only returns
fields that is in the logged in user's account. It is possible that there are fields listed here that might not
be available for the user or fields not listed here but available to the user.
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Ad SetsAd Sets

Ad Sets Data Dictionary

AdsAds

Ads Data Dictionary

CampaignsCampaigns

Campaigns Data Dictionary
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May 2021May 2021

In response to changes made by Facebook,  the default Attribution Setting has been set to 7-day click7-day click. The
28-day window has been deprecated. Because of these changes, users will need to adjust their settings or
add a new instance of the data source.

March 2021March 2021

The Facebook Ads data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Ads API version 9.

January 2021January 2021

Panoply fixed an issue with adcreatives fields causing collection failures. 

Panoply fixed a collection issue related to large data files.

November 2020November 2020

Panoply has refreshed the Facebook AdsFacebook Ads  data source. This update added functionality to retrieve data from
several new endpoints, including Ad Accounts, Ad Sets, Ads, and Campaigns. The overall performance of the
data source has been improved. Due to the change in schema that comes with these changes, users will
need to delete your existing data source(s) for Facebook Ads, and add the new version.

To update to the new version of Facebook Ads:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have 90 days from November 2, 2020 to to update to the new data source.

For more information, see Facebook Ads Documentation

Facebook Ads Release NotesFacebook Ads Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect Facebook Pages data:

On the Data Sources page, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Facebook Pages, then select the Facebook Pages source to continue to the next step.
Click LoginLogin and follow Facebook’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access Facebook Posts
data.
Select the Facebook Pages from which to collect data.

Panoply will show a list of the pages that your Facebook account has access to once you
have logged in.

Select the Metrics to collect.
The metrics are defined by the Page Insights object of the Facebook Graph API.

Select a Date Range.
The Date Range determines how many days of historical data to collect.
If this is a first-time collection, we recommend using the default selection. This will speed up
the initial collection.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then you can Click **CollectClick **Collect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the TablesTables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Facebook Pages, however there are a number
of Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Facebook Pages data source. We do not recommend
changing Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Facebook Pages Setup GuideFacebook Pages Setup Guide

WARNING:WARNING:

Facebook requires the logged in user to have permissions to the data. If the permissions are not in
place, some of the data will not be available.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination:Destination: The destination is the target table for the data. The default for the Facebook Posts data
source is facebook_pages_{__resource} , where {__resource}  is a dynamic field, for example

facebook_pages_insights .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the table does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then you can Click **CollectClick **Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the TablesTables page to review the data results.

Facebook Pages Advanced SettingsFacebook Pages Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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There are two types of tables collected from the Facebook Pages data source. This page will define the data
dictionary for the Metadata tables.

Metadata tablesMetadata tables

Metadata tables store information regarding your selected Facebook Page (s), such as the category and
description of the page, email and operating hours that are listed in its About section (if the page is for a

business) , the year and month when the page was first created and more.

These tables are always created for a Facebook Pages data source. They're based on the Page or Pages
you've selected when configuring the data source, and not on the metric categories (more on this on the next
section).

The main metadata table is named facebook\_pages\_metadata  while the rest have the

facebook_pages_metadata  prefix in their table names. They are:

facebook_pages_metadatafacebook_pages_metadata

The primary or parent table of all metadata-related tables. In this case, metadata is information about the
page itself, as opposed to the insights tables which contain information about page interaction. These tables
store data regarding the Facebook Page or Pages you've selected on the configuration page of your
Facebook Pages data source. Most of this data is listed in the About section of your Page or Pages.

Facebook Pages Metadata Data Dictionary

The Page object of Facebook's Graph API is your primary reference for understanding all of the metadata
tables. If there are additional references specific to each table, we'll list them within the description of the
table.

facebook_pages_metadata_category_listfacebook_pages_metadata_category_list

This table stores the category names that describe or classify the Page. Each category defined for your
Page is saved as one record inside this table.

Category List Data Dictionary

facebook_pages_metadata_connected_instagram_accountfacebook_pages_metadata_connected_instagram_account

A table to store the Instagram account connected to a Page via page settings.

Connected Instagram Account Data Dictionary

facebook_pages_metadata_emailsfacebook_pages_metadata_emails

A table to store the emails listed in the About section of your Page.

facebook_pages_metadata_hoursfacebook_pages_metadata_hours

A table to store your Page's range of opening hours for a day.

Facebook Pages Data Dictionary - MetadataFacebook Pages Data Dictionary - Metadata
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The opening hours for a day can have 2 different hour ranges. The fields that represent the range of opening
hours for a day are in the form of {day}_{number}_{status} .

{day}  is the first three characters of the day of the week, {number}  should be either 1 or 2 to allow for the

two different hours ranges per day. {status}  should be either "open" or "close" to delineate the start or end

of a time range.

An example would be “mon_1_open” with value 17:00 and “mon_1_close” with value 21:15, which would
represent a single opening range of 5 pm to 9:15 pm on Mondays. If one specific day is open 24 hours, the
range should be specified as 00:00 to 24:00.

facebook_pages_metadata_instagram_business_accountfacebook_pages_metadata_instagram_business_account

A table to store the Instagram account linked to a Page during an Instagram business conversion flow.

facebook_pages_metadata_locationfacebook_pages_metadata_location

A table to store the location information of your Page. They consist of country, state, city, and ZIP.

facebook_pages_metadata_messenger_ads_default_icebreakersfacebook_pages_metadata_messenger_ads_default_icebreakers

A table to store the default Ice Breakers of your Page.

Ice breakers provide a way for users to start a conversation with your Page with a list of frequently asked
questions.

facebook_pages_metadata_page_about_storyfacebook_pages_metadata_page_about_story

A table to store the Page About Story of your Page.

A Page About Story is a document located in your Page's About section. It tells your Page's story with rich

text and images and can be updated as your story evolves.

Page About Story

facebook_pages_metadata_start_infofacebook_pages_metadata_start_info

A table to store the information of when the entity represented by the Page was started or founded.

Start Info

facebook_pages_metadata_voip_infofacebook_pages_metadata_voip_info

A table to store a Page's VOIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) information, whether or not the Page can be
reached or called via apps or services that use VOIP technology.

Additional reference:

VOIP Info

VOIP Info
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There are two types of tables collected from the Facebook Pages data source. This page will define the data
dictionary for the Insights tables.

Insights TablesInsights Tables

The second group of tables store metrics about your Facebook Pages and their posts. Facebook provides a
great number of metrics and Panoply creates a series of tables based on the information provided by the
Facebook Graph API. The primary table facebook_pages_insights  contains all of the metrics in a single

table. For some metrics, Panoply also creates other tables, and for some of those tables, we nest information
for several metrics.

The tables are named based on the metrics contained in them. These tables are only created when your
Facebook Pages pass this data to Panoply, for example, you will only have data for
facebook_pages_insights_page_fan_adds  if your Page(s) has data that includes new fan adds.

The Page Insights object of the Facebook Graph API provides a detailed list of metrics under each category.

Page ContentPage Content

Page Tab Views Login Top Page Tab Views Login Top 

A table to store the number of times logged-in users that saw tabs on your Page.

Page Tab Views Login Top Data Dictionary

Page Tab Views Login Top UniquePage Tab Views Login Top Unique

A table to store the number of logged-in users that saw tabs on your Page.

Page Tab Views Login Top Unique Data Dictionary

Page Tab Views Logout Top Page Tab Views Logout Top 

A table to store the number of times users not logged in to Facebook saw tabs on your Page.

Page Tab Views Logout Top Data Dictionary

Page CTA ClicksPage CTA Clicks

Page Total ActionsPage Total Actions

This table stores the number of clicks on your Page's contact info and call-to-action button.

Page Total Actions Data Dictionary

Page Call Phone Clicks by Age Gender Logged In UniquePage Call Phone Clicks by Age Gender Logged In Unique

This table provides the number of people who logged in to Facebook and clicked the Call Now button on
your Page, broken down by age and gender.

Call Phone Clicks by Age Gender Logged in Unique Data Dictionary

Facebook Pages Data Dictionary - InsightsFacebook Pages Data Dictionary - Insights
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Page CTA Clicks by Site Logged in UniquePage CTA Clicks by Site Logged in Unique

A table to store the number of people who are logged in to Facebook and clicked on the CTA button, broken
down by www, mobile, API or other.

Page CTA Clicks by Site Logged in Unique Data Dictionary

Page CTA Clicks Logged In TotalPage CTA Clicks Logged In Total

A table to store the total number of clicks on the Page CTA button by people who are logged in to Facebook.

Page CTA Clicks Logged In Total Data Dictionary

Page CTA Clicks Logged In UniquePage CTA Clicks Logged In Unique

A table to store the unique number of clicks on the Page CTA button by people who are logged in to
Facebook.

Page CTA Clicks Logged In Unique Data Dictionary

Page EngagementPage Engagement

Page Fans OnlinePage Fans Online

A table to store the number of your fans who saw any posts on Facebook on a given day, broken down by
hour of the day in PST/PDT.

Page Fans Online Data Dictionary

Page ImpressionsPage Impressions

Story TypeStory Type

A table to store the total impressions of posts published by a friend about your Page by type.

Page Impressions by Story Type Data Dictionary

Story Type UniqueStory Type Unique

A table to store the number of people who saw posts published by a friend about your Page by type.

Page Impressions by Story Type Unique Data Dictionary

Frequency DistributionFrequency Distribution

A table to store the number of people your Page reached, broken down by how many times people saw any
content about your Page.

Page Impressions Frequency Distribution Data Dictionary

Viral Frequency DistributionViral Frequency Distribution

A table to store the number of people your Page reached from a story published by a friend, broken down by
how many times people saw stories about your Page.
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Page Impressions Viral Frequency Distribution Data Dictionary

Page PostsPage Posts

Impressions Frequency DistributionImpressions Frequency Distribution

A table to store the number of people who saw your Page posts, broken down by how many times people
saw your posts.

Page Posts Impressions Frequency Distribution

Page and Post StoriesPage and Post Stories

Page Content Activity by Action TypePage Content Activity by Action Type

A table to store the number of stories about your Page's stories, by Page story type.

Page Content Activity by Action Type Data Dictionary

Page Content Activity by Action Type UniquePage Content Activity by Action Type Unique

A table to store the number of people talking about your Page's stories, by Page story type.

Page Content Activity by Action Type Unique Data Dictionary

Page ReactionsPage Reactions

Page Actions Post Reactions TotalPage Actions Post Reactions Total

A table for storing the daily total post reactions of a page by type. These reaction types are “anger”, “haha”,

"like", “love”, “sorry”, and "wow".

Page Actions Post Reactions Total Data Dictionary

Page User DemographicsPage User Demographics

Page Fans by Like SourcePage Fans by Like Source

This table stores the number of fans who have liked your page, sorted by  the most common places where
people can like your Page.

Page Fans by Like Source Data Dictionary

Page Fans by Like Source UniquePage Fans by Like Source Unique

This table stores the number of unique fans who have liked your page, sorted by  the most common places
where people can like your Page.

Page Fans by Like Source Unique Data Dictionary

Page Fans by Unlike SourcePage Fans by Unlike Source
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A table to store the number of people who unliked your Page, broken down by the most common ways
people can unlike your Page.

Page Fans by Unlike Source Data Dictionary

Page Fans by Unlike Source UniquePage Fans by Unlike Source Unique

A table to store the number of people who unliked your Page, broken down by the most common ways
people can unlike your Page.

Page Fans by Unlike Source Unique Data Dictionary

Page Fans CityPage Fans City

A table to store the aggregated Facebook location data, sorted by city, about the people who like your Page.

Page Fans City Data Dictionary

Page Fans CountryPage Fans Country

A table to store the number of people, aggregated per country, that like your Page. Only the 45 countries with
the most people that like your Page are included.

Page Fans Country Data Dictionary

Page Fans Gender AgePage Fans Gender Age

A table to store the number of people who saw any of your posts at least once, grouped by age and gender.
This number is an estimate.

Page Fans Gender Age Data Dictionary

Page Fans LocalePage Fans Locale

A table to store the aggregated language data about the people who like your Page based on the default
language setting selected when accessing Facebook.

Page Fans Locale Data Dictionary

Page Video ViewsPage Video Views

Page Video Views by Paid Non-PaidPage Video Views by Paid Non-Paid

A table to store the number of times videos have played for at least 3 seconds, or for nearly their total length
if they're shorter than 3 seconds, broken down by total, paid, and non-paid.

Page Video Views by Paid Non-Paid Data Dictionary

Page ViewsPage Views

Page Views by Profile Tab TotalPage Views by Profile Tab Total
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A table to store the number of people who have viewed each Page profile tab.

Page Views by Profile Tab Total Data Dictionary

Page Views by Profile Tab Logged In UniquePage Views by Profile Tab Logged In Unique

A table to store the number of people logged in to Facebook who have viewed your Page's profile, broken
down by each tab.

Page Views by Profile Tab Logged in Unique Data Dictionary

Page Views by Internal Referrer Logged In UniquePage Views by Internal Referrer Logged In Unique

A table to store the number of people logged in to Facebook who have viewed your Page, broken down by
the internal referrer within Facebook.

Page Views by Internal Referrer Logged In Unique Data Dictionary

Page Views by Site Logged In UniquePage Views by Site Logged In Unique

A table to store the number of people logged in to Facebook who have viewed your Page profile, broken
down by the type of device.

Page Views by Site Logged In Unique Data Dictionary

Page Views by Referrers Logged In UniquePage Views by Referrers Logged In Unique

This table stores the number of logged-in page visit counts (unique users) by referral source.

Page Views by Referrers Logged In Unique Data Dictionary

 

Page Video PostsPage Video Posts

The Page Video Posts metrics can be found in the main Insights table.

Facebook Graph API Reference:

Page Insights - Page Video Posts

Video Ad BreaksVideo Ad Breaks

The Video Ad Breaks metrics can be found in the main Insights table.

Facebook Graph API Reference:

Page Insights - Video Ad Breaks
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March 2021March 2021

The Facebook Pages data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Pages API version 9.

July 2020 (v 3.0.0)July 2020 (v 3.0.0)

Facebook has released API v 7.0, with changes that required a major revision on Panoply's side. This
change maps our data source to the latest Facebook API and also opens up more of the data provided by the
API for Panoply users. The existing Facebook Pages data source is deprecated as of Monday, July 20, 2020,
and users have 90 days to add the updated version. At the end of that 90 days, the deprecated version will
cease collecting data. For more information about using this new data source, see Facebook Pages.

Facebook Pages Release NotesFacebook Pages Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect Facebook Posts data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Facebook PostsFacebook Posts, then select it to continue to the next step.
Click LoginLogin and follow Facebook’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access Facebook Posts
data.
Select the Facebook Pages from which to collect data.

The Facebook pages that appear in the list are those that your Facebook account has access
to.

Select the Resources to collect.
Select a Date Range.

‘Date Range’ determines how many days of historical data to collect.
If this is a first time collection, we recommend using the default selection. This will speed up
the initial collection.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes then you can click CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Facebook Posts, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Facebook Posts data source. We do not recommend
changing Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Facebook Posts Setup GuideFacebook Posts Setup Guide

Warning:Warning:

Facebook requires the logged in user to have permissions to the data. If the permissions are not in
place, some of the data will not be available.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
**Destination: **The Destination is the target table for the data. The default for the Facebook Posts
data source is facebook_posts_{resource} , where resource  is the table name from the schema

for this data source, for example facebook_posts_insights .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the table does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then you can click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Facebook Posts Advanced SettingsFacebook Posts Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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These are the resources available for the Facebook Posts data source, along with their table mappings.
Depending on the resource, Panoply makes use of one or more tables for importing data. Here they are,
grouped by resource:

SharesShares

This table contains posts and their share data.

Shares Data Dictionary

ReactionsReactions

This table contains posts and the reaction of various users to it.

Reactions Data Dictionary

CommentsComments

This table contains post comments and their comment replies.

Comments Data Dictionary

Comments ReactionsComments Reactions

This table contains the reactions of various users to either post comments or comment replies.

Comments Reactions Data Dictionary

InsightsInsights

This table contains the insights of your Facebook Page's posts, specifically, video posts. It contains fields
that represent the video-related metrics of your video post, like how many times the video was played, the
number of people who viewed it, etc. These fields are prefixed with the word posts  in them.

Insights Data Dictionary

Insights LifetimeInsights Lifetime

This table contains the insights of your Facebook Page's posts, specifically preferring those metrics that can
be aggregated for a lifetime.

Take note that other metrics of a post are aggregated differently, either for days, weeks, or months. Again,
this table stores only the ones that can be aggregated for a lifetime.

Insights Lifetime Data Dictionary

Flattened FieldsFlattened Fields

There are also numerous fields that are flattened by Panoply. Flattened fields are easy to recognize. They're
those fields with similar names but are differentiated by a suffix, which can either be a text or number value.
The suffix is based on the propertis of the source nested objects.

Facebook Posts Data DictionaryFacebook Posts Data Dictionary
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For example, the post_video_retention_graph_0  and post_video_retention_graph_1  fields are flattened

fields based from the post_video_retention_graph  object. The numbers 0 , 1 , and so on, are the suffixes

that represent each property of the object.

Likewise, the fields post_video_view_time_by_country_id_israel  and

post_video_view_time_by_country_id_canada  (and a list of other countries) were flattened from the

post_video_view_time_by_country_id  object. The respective country names also represent each property

of the object.

These are the objects (metrics) from the Page Insights resource that are flattened:

post_activity_by_action_type

post_activity_by_action_type_unique

post_clicks_by_type

post_clicks_by_type_unique

post_impressions_by_story_type

post_negative_feedback_by_type

post_negative_feedback_by_type_unique

post_reactions_by_type_total

post_video_retention_graph

post_video_retention_graph_autoplayed

post_video_retention_graph_clicked_to_play

post_video_view_time_by_age_bucket_and_gender

post_video_view_time_by_country_id

post_video_view_time_by_distribution_type

post_video_view_time_by_region_id

post_video_views_by_distribution_type
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March 2021March 2021

The Facebook Posts data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Posts API version 9.

July 2020 (v 2.0.0)July 2020 (v 2.0.0)

Facebook has released API v 7.0, and Panoply is releasing a new Facebook Posts data source beta to
replace the already deprecated Facebook Posts data source. This change maps our data source to the latest
Facebook API and also opens up more of the data provided by the API for Panoply users. For more
information about using this updated data source, see: Facebook Posts.

Facebook Posts Release NotesFacebook Posts Release Notes
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To integrate Google Ads data into Panoply, follow the following steps:

From the Home page in the Panoply dashboard, click Data SourcesData Sources. Then, click the Add DataAdd Data
SourceSource button.
Search for and select Adwords APIAdwords API.
Click Login With GoogleLogin With Google, select the Google account tied to the data you would like to add to
Panoply. Follow the dialog to confirm your access to the data and click AllowAllow.
Enter the Customer ID.Customer ID.
Choose a Date Range.Date Range.
Choose an Attribution Window.Attribution Window.
Select the reports that you want to import.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Google Ads, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Google Ads data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Google Ads Setup GuideGoogle Ads Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

DestinationDestination: The default destination is adwords_<reportName> , where <reportName>  is a variable.

Each report has its own destination table, prefixed with adwords_ .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The default is built out of fields from each report, as shown here:

ReportReport Fields that create the primary keyFields that create the primary key

Criteria Performance Report

Campaign ID
Ad group ID
Keyword ID
Day

AdGroup Performance Report

Campaign ID
Ad group ID
Device
Day

Ad Performance Report

Campaign ID
Ad group ID
Ad ID
Day

Search Query Performance Report

Campaign ID
Ad group ID
Ad ID
Day

Display Keyword Performance Report

Campaign ID
Base Campaign ID
Ad group ID
Base Ad group ID
Keyword ID
Customer ID

Geo Performance Report

Campaign ID
City
Country/Territory
Customer ID
Metro area
Most specific location
Region
Ad type
Ad group ID
Ad group state
Network
Network (with search partners)
Day
Device
Location type

4. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.

5. Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.

Google Ads Advanced SettingsGoogle Ads Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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6. TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.

7. Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
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For guidance on selecting reports, see Choosing the Right Report in the AdWords API reporting guide. For
an overview of each report type, see Report Types in the AdWords API documentation.

Criteria Performance ReportCriteria Performance Report

The Criteria Performance report includes statistics aggregated at the ad group criteria level, one row per ad
group and criteria combination. If other segment fields are used, you may get more than one row per criteria.
This is a single attribution report. Google Ads Data Dictionary

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the Criteria Performance Report.

AdGroup Performance ReportAdGroup Performance Report

The Ad Group Performance report includes all statistics aggregated by default at the ad group level, one row
per ad group. If other segment fields are used, you may get more than one row per ad group.  Google Ads
Data Dictionary

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the AdGroup Performance Report.

Ad Performance ReportAd Performance Report

The Ad Performance report includes all statistics aggregated at the ad level, one row per ad. If other segment
fields are used, you may get more than one row per ad. Google Ads Data Dictionary

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the Ad Performance Report.

Search Query Performance ReportSearch Query Performance Report

The Search Terms report includes all statistics aggregated at the search terms level, one row per
combination of search terms. If other segment fields are used, you may get more than one row per
combination of search terms. Google Ads Data Dictionary

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the Search Query Performance Report.

Display Keyword Performance ReportDisplay Keyword Performance Report

The Display Keyword Performance report includes all Display Network and YouTube Network statistics
aggregated at the keyword level, one row per keyword. If other segment fields are used, you may get more
than one row per keyword.  Google Ads Data Dictionary

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the Display Keyword Performance Report.

Geo Performance ReportGeo Performance Report

Google Ads Data DictionaryGoogle Ads Data Dictionary

Note:Note:

Cost fields are returned in micro currency units (micros). For example, $1.23 will be seen as 1230000 .
Divide the micro currency units by 1000000 to get the actual cost.

When filtering on cost fields, provide the value in micros. For example, to return rows where
AverageCpc  is greater than $1, use WHERE AverageCpc > 1000000 .
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The Geo Performance report includes all statistics aggregated at the country/territory level, one row per
country/territory. If other segment fields are used, you may get more than one row per
country/territory. Google Ads Data Dictionary.

For more detail, see the AdWords API documentation on the Geo Performance Report.
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July 2020 (v 1.6.0)July 2020 (v 1.6.0)

An added field spurred this change to Google Adwords data source, as it alters the ID patterns on two
reports: the Adgroup Performance Report and the Search Query Performance Report. For the Adgroup
Performance Report, that new pattern is: {campaign_id}*{ad_group_id}*{device}*{network (with search

partners)}*{day}  and for the Search Query Performance Report, that new pattern is {keyword_id}*

{customer_ID}*{match_type}*{search term hashed}*{day} .

Because these changes altered the primary key, the data in the tables prior to the change has an outdated
schema that cannot be updated correctly. As a next step, clients using the Adwords data source must:

Delete the data source.
Drop the tables created by the source.
Re-add the data source and run the collection, so that the new primary key is brought in.

June 2020 (v1.51)June 2020 (v1.51)

Panoply is always working to improve our service and our data sources. This update to the Google Adwords
data source brings it current with recent changes in the underlying API, including changes to the Search
Query Report which affected the Primary Key of the report and the addition of greater historical data ranges.
Some of these changes will require action by those clients using the Adwords API data source.

That action includes the following steps:

Delete the table with Search Query Report data. Unless renamed by user it will be called
adwords_search_query_performance_report

Verify that the Search Query Report is checked in your Adwords data source.
Manually collect from the Adwords data source. This will recreate the table and will pull in the data.
All data will be historical up to the attribution window

In addition, the changes to this data source affected the primary key. In response we have updated the ID
pattern on the Search Query Performance Report by adding a hashed value of the Search term field. The
new ID pattern is {campaign_id\}_{ad_group\_id}_{ad\_id}_{keyword ID\}\*\{customer\_id}_{Search
term hashed}_{Day}

Lastly, we have added options for longer date ranges greater than the last 30-days. These ranges include
30-days, 90-days, 1-year, and 2-years. We have also added the option to choose the attribution window on
succeeding data collects with durations of 30-days or 90-days.

Google Ads Release NotesGoogle Ads Release Notes

Note:Note:

This change is in addtion to the changes made in June 2020, so users who already followed these
steps for that change will need to do so again.
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To integrate Google Analytics data into Panoply using default selections, complete the following steps.

From the Home page in the Panoply dashboard, click Data SourcesData Sources.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Select Google AnalyticsGoogle Analytics . 
Click Sign In With GoogleSign In With Google.
Select the Google account tied to the data you would like to add to Panoply. If you do not see the
profile you want in this list, we recommend that you double-check the permission settings.
A Google Account Authorization window confirms whether you want to allow Panoply to access your
Google Analytics data. Click AllowAllow to continue.
Select the Google Analytics View(s)Google Analytics View(s) from which to import data. Users must select at least one
View.
(Optional) Select the DimensionsDimensions. The dimensions parameter breaks down metrics by common
criteria. Google Limits the number of selected dimensions to 9 and there are certain combinations that
are invalid. 
Select the MetricsMetrics to collect. Users must select at least one Metric.
(Optional) Select SegmentsSegments. When selecting a segment, another dimension (such as ga:segment )

will be added automatically and will be counted as part of the dimensions limitation.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then you can Click CollectClick Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the TablesTables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Google Analytics, however there are a number
of Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Facebook Pages data source. We do not recommend
changing Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Google Analytics Setup GuideGoogle Analytics Setup Guide

Note:Note:

The Google Analytics data source uses the GA4 version of Google Analytics. In order to be successful
in pulling your data into Panoply, you will need to upgrade to GA4.you will need to upgrade to GA4.

Note:Note:

Before beginning data integration, ensure that you have the necessary permissions in place to access
Google Analytics data for the desired account. To be detected by Panoply, profiles must have the ReadRead
& Analyze& Analyze  permissions.

If the account selected does not have permission to access the Google Analytics data, or if there is no
Google Analytics account tied to the selected profile, Panoply will return an error.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Incremental LoadIncremental Load: As a default, Panoply collects all of your Google Analytics data.  If the data
selected includes date related dimensions, Panoply will use incremental loads. If the user does not
select date related dimensions (or no dimensions at all), the user will only be able to select the date
to begin the collection from. This will not change upon successful collections.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for Google AnalyticsGoogle Analytics  is google_analytics .

TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Google Analytics Advanced SettingsGoogle Analytics Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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The amount of data that the Google Analytics returns is massive, we can not provide a full data dictionary.
For details on the data, see the Google Analytics API documents.

MetadataMetadata

Panoply also adds the following fields into your tables.

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__account : connected account name

__property : selected GA property

__view : Selected GA view

__sampled : Will display true if the results are sampled and false if not

__sampled_rate : Will display the sample rate based on samplesReadCounts / samplingSpaceSizes

Google Analytics Data DictionaryGoogle Analytics Data Dictionary

Note:Note:

Google occasionally adds new dimensions. Your earliest data may predate some dimensions. For
example, Google introduced the ga:dateHourMinute  dimension in 2017. If your data goes back to 2012
and you select the "As much as possible" date range option, Panoply can only collect data for the
ga:dateHourMinute  dimension since the day Google added that dimension in 2017.
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Google Analytics Frequently Asked QuestionsGoogle Analytics Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Why doesn't my Google Analytics data match what I'm seeing in Panoply?Q: Why doesn't my Google Analytics data match what I'm seeing in Panoply?

A: One potential cause for the mismatch is a discrepancy in the dimensions of the analyzed data.

It’s also possible that the data pulled from GA may not be up-to-date with the data displayed in GA, creating a
false reading. To remedy this situation, verify that you’re analyzing the same dimensions. If this is the case,
try rerunning the import.

If neither of these issues is the cause, you can try deleting the tables and re-importing the data.

Google Analytics FAQsGoogle Analytics FAQs
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May 2021May 2021

Panoply has refreshed the Google Analytics data source to improve performance. Users will need to be
upgraded to the GA4 version of Google Analytics.

Google Analytics Release NotesGoogle Analytics Release Notes
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To integrate Google Search Console data into Panoply, follow the following steps:

From the Home page in the Panoply dashboard, click Data SourcesData Sources. Then, click the Add DataAdd Data
SourceSource button.
Search for and select Google Search ConsoleGoogle Search Console.
Click LoginLogin, select the Google account tied to the data you would like to add to Panoply. Follow the
dialog to confirm your access to the data and click Allow.
Select the Site URLSite URL.
(Optional) Select the Primary DimensionPrimary Dimension.
(Optional) Select the Secondary DimensionSecondary Dimension
(Optional) Select the Aggregation TypeAggregation Type.
(Optional) Select a Date RangeDate Range
Click Save Changes and then click Collect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Google Search Console, however there are a
number of Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Google Search Console Setup GuideGoogle Search Console Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: The default destination is google_search_console_{__dimensions} .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. The default Primary Key is {site_url}-{date}-{aggregation_type}-{search_type}-
{country}-{device}-{page}-{query}

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Google Search Console Advanced SettingsGoogle Search Console Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To integrate Hubspot data into Panoply complete the following steps.

From the Home page in the Panoply dashboard, click Data SourcesData Sources. Then, click the Add DataAdd Data
SourceSource button.
In the Data Sources – Choose Source Type window, select HubspotHubspot.
Enter your API key and then click NextNext.
Select the resources you want to import. See the Data Dictionary for more detail on each resource.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Hubspot Setup GuideHubspot Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination: Destination:  The default destination is hubspot_{__table} , where {__table}  is a variable. Each

resource has its own destination table, prefixed with hubspot_ .

Primary KeyPrimary Key - Default is id , built out of source fields from each resource, as shown here:

ResourceResource Source field(s) that create the primary keySource field(s) that create the primary key
Campaigns id
Company companyid
Contacts canonical-vid
Deals dealid
Engagements id

Forms portalid
guid

Owners portalid
ownerid

Pipelines pipelineid
stageid

4. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
5. Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.
6. TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
7. Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Hubspot Advanced SettingsHubspot Advanced Settings

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Panoply ingests Hubspot data into your Panoply database via HubSpot's APIs. Read Hubspot's APIs
overview for a high-level summary of these APIs.

SubtablesSubtables

Because Panoply creates subtables out of nested data, Hubspot data from one resource can result in
multiple destination tables. Each subtable is named by appending the attribute name of the nested data to
the name of the original destination table.

For example, the default original destination table for the Owners resource is hubspot_owners . However, the

Owners resource data includes a nested list called remoteList  so Panoply creates a

hubspot_owners_remotelist  subtable.

Each subtable includes an id  field as its primary key. Subtables include a foreign key to allow queries to

easily join the subtable to its parent table. The foreign key is the parent table's name followed by _id  and is

equal to the parent table's id  field. For example, hubspot_company_properties_versions  has a primary

key of id  and a foreign key of hubspot_company_properties_id  that is equal to the

hubspot_company_properties  table's id  key.

The relationship between parent table and subtable is shown in this example:

TableTable PrimaryPrimary
keykey

Foreign keyForeign key NotesNotes

hubspot_owners id none id  is {portalid} - {ownerid}

hubspot_owners_remotelist id hubspot_owners_id hubspot_owners_id  is tied to the id  from
hubspot_owners

Note that multiple layers of nesting can result in multiple subtables, as shown in this example:

TableTable PrimaryPrimary
keykey

Foreign keyForeign key NotesNotes

hubspot_deals id none Original resource table

hubspot_deals_properties id hubspot_deals_id
hubspot_deals_id  is tied to the
id  from hubspot_deals

hubspot_deals_properties_versions id hubspot_deals_properties_id
hubspot_deals_properties_id

is tied to the id  from
hubspot_deals_properties

Subtables created from nested data include __updatetime  and __sendtime  metadata fields. All other

Hubspot tables include __updatetime , __sendtime , and __table  metadata fields.

Here's an example of how to extract two datapoints ( amount  and dealname  from a Hubspot subtable (in this

case, hubspot_deals_properties ):

The idea is to get values for the specified key:

MAX(CASE WHEN "key" = 'KEY GOES HERE' THEN value ELSE NULL END)

Hubspot Data DictionaryHubspot Data Dictionary

SELECTSELECT  hubspot_deals_idhubspot_deals_id,,

            MAXMAX((CASECASE  WHENWHEN  "key""key"  ==  'amount''amount'  THENTHEN  valuevalue  ELSEELSE  NULLNULL  ENDEND))  amountamount,,

            MAXMAX((CASECASE  WHENWHEN  "key""key"  ==  'dealname''dealname'  THENTHEN  valuevalue  ELSEELSE  NULLNULL  ENDEND))  dealnamedealname

FROMFROM  hubspot_deals_propertieshubspot_deals_properties

GROUPGROUP  BYBY  11;;

SQL Copy
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Connecting TablesConnecting Tables

To combine nested data (key-value pair tables) into a single table, you can use queries to create views. In a
Redshift database, views are a handy shortcut to speed up a workflow. You can create a view for any query
that needs multiple contact, form, deal, or company properties together in a table.

Here is an example query that does this, and also shows how to change Unix timestamps into dates:

You can add as many columns as you like by continuing to JOIN  the properties table to this table and

including the values in the SELECT  clause.

List of ResourcesList of Resources

In this Panoply integration, the following resources are available:

Campaigns
Company
Contacts
Deals
Email Events
Engagements
Forms
Owners
Pipelines

CampaignsCampaigns

Panoply uses the Hubspot Campaigns IDs API to retrieve data for each campaign in a portal. See the
Hubspot Campaigns API documentation for an overview and example data.

This resource's default destination is hubspot_campaigns . The primary key is id , which equals the ID of

the campaign.

CompanyCompany

Panoply uses the Hubspot Companies API to retrieve all of the companies in a portal. See the Hubspot
Companies API documentation for field descriptions and example data.

This resource's default destination is hubspot_company . The primary key is id , which equals companyid .

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

SELECTSELECT  pp..hubspot_contacts_idhubspot_contacts_id,,

MAXMAX((CASECASE  WHENWHEN  "key""key"  ==  'email''email'  THENTHEN  pp..valuevalue  ELSEELSE  NULLNULL  ENDEND))  emailemail,,

-- convert raw Unix timestamps into dates-- convert raw Unix timestamps into dates

MAXMAX((CASECASE  WHENWHEN  "key""key"  ==  'createdate''createdate'  THENTHEN  timestamptimestamp  'epoch''epoch'  ++  pp..valuevalue  //  10001000  **  intervalinterval  '1'1  

second'second'    ELSEELSE  NULLNULL  ENDEND))  createdatecreatedate,,

MAXMAX((CASECASE  WHENWHEN  "key""key"  ==  'hs_analytics_source''hs_analytics_source'  THENTHEN  pp..valuevalue  ELSEELSE  NULLNULL  ENDEND))  hs_analytics_sourcehs_analytics_source

FROMFROM  hubspot_contacts_properties phubspot_contacts_properties p

GROUPGROUP  BYBY  11

SQL Copy
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hubspot_company_properties

hubspot_company_properties_versions

ContactsContacts

Panoply uses the Hubspot Contacts API to retrieve all of the contacts in a portal. See the Hubspot Contacts
API documentation for field descriptions and example data

This resource's default destination is hubspot_contacts . The primary key is id , which equals canonical-

vid .

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

hubspot_contacts

hubspot_contacts_form-submissions

hubspot_contacts_form-submissions_contact-associated-by

hubspot_contacts_identity-profiles

hubspot_contacts_identity-profiles_identities

hubspot_contacts_identity-profiles_linked-vids

hubspot_contacts_merge-audits

hubspot_contacts_merge-audits_merged_from_email

hubspot_contacts_merge-audits_merged_from_email_source-vids

hubspot_contacts_merge-audits_merged_to_email

hubspot_contacts_merged-vids

hubspot_contacts_properties

hubspot_contacts_properties_value_parsed

hubspot_contacts_properties_versions

hubspot_contacts_properties_versions_source-vids

hubspot_contacts_properties_versions_value_parsed

DealsDeals

Panoply uses the Hubspot Deals API to retrieve all of the deals in a portal. See the Hubspot Deals API
documentation for field descriptions and example data

This resource's default destination is hubspot_deals . The primary key is id , which equals dealid .

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

hubspot_deals_associations

hubspot_deals_associations_associatedcompanyids

hubspot_deals_associations_associatedvids

hubspot_deals_properties

hubspot_deals_properties_versions

Email EventsEmail Events

Panoply uses the Hubspot Email Events API to retrieve data for each campaign in a portal. See the Hubspot
Email Events API documentation for an overview and example data.

This resource's default destination is hubspot_email_events . The primary key is id , which equals the ID

of the campaign.
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EngagementsEngagements

Panoply uses the Hubspot Engagements API to retrieve all of the engagements in a portal. See the Hubspot
Engagements API documentation for field descriptions and example data.

This resource's default destination is hubspot_engagements . The primary key is id , which equals the ID for

the engagement.

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

hubspot_engagements_associations_companyids

hubspot_engagements_associations_contactids

hubspot_engagements_associations_dealids

hubspot_engagements_associations_ownerids

hubspot_engagements_metadata

hubspot_engagements_metadata_emailsendeventid

hubspot_engagements_scheduledtasks

FormsForms

Panoply uses the Hubspot Forms API to retrieve all of the forms in a portal. See the Hubspot Forms API
documentation for field descriptions and example data

This resource's default destination is hubspot_forms . The primary key is id , which equals a dash-

separated concatenation of portalid  and guid .

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups_fields

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups_fields_options

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups_fields_selectedoptions

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups_fields_validation

hubspot_forms_formfieldgroups_richtext

hubspot_forms_metadata

hubspot_forms_multivariatetest

OwnersOwners

Panoply uses the Hubspot Owners API to retrieve all of the owners in a portal. See the Hubspot Owners API
documentation for field descriptions and example data

This resource's default destination is hubspot_owners . The primary key is id , which equals a dash-

separated concatenation of portalid  and ownerid .

Data from this resource includes nested data, and therefore Panoply creates additional destination tables
based on your source data, such as the following:

hubspot_owners_remotelist

PipelinesPipelines
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Panoply uses the Hubspot CRM Pipelines API to retrieve all of the pipelines for deals and tickets. See the
Hubspot CRM Pipelines API documentation for field descriptions and example data

This resource's default destination is hubspot_pipelines . The primary key is id , which equals a dash-

separated concatenation of pipelineid  and stageid .

Pipelines metadata  is embedded into the pipelines data and includes a metadata_  prefix.
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July 2021July 2021

In our efforts to improve collection times, Panoply has made two changes to the way we collect from
Hubspot.

We have increased the limit for email events to 1000 (max) from 250.
We have implemented Incremental Loads for the following endpoints:

Contacts
Company
Engagements
Deals

March 2021March 2021

Panoply has added the email events endpoint to the Hubspot data source.

Hubspot Release NotesHubspot Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup of the Instagram Business data source.

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Instagram BusinessInstagram Business, then select it to continue to the next step.
Click LoginLogin and follow Instagram’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access Instagram
Business data. To ensure your authentication is properly completed, click on the Edit SettingsEdit Settings
button and follow these steps:

Verify the Facebook Account
Choose a single Instagram account
Choose a single Facebook page

Select the Metrics to collect.
The metrics are defined by the Instagram Business API
To better understand the data available, see the Data Dictionary.

Select a Date Range.
The Date Range determines how many days of historical data to collect.
If this is a first time collection, we recommend using the default selection. This will speed up
the initial collection.

Save your changes by clicking the Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Links for further assistanceLinks for further assistance

If you are having trouble connecting your Instagram Business page, these links may be of help.

Get Started on Instagram for Businesses
Add a Facebook Page to your Instagram Business Account
Add or Remove an Instagram Account From Your Facebook Page
Troubleshooting your Connection

Instagram Setup GuideInstagram Setup Guide

Note:Note:

Instagram requires the logged in user to have an Instagram Business account. During authentication,
the user will need to verify that the Facebook account is the admin of both the Instagram account and
the relevant, related Facebook page.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: The Default is instagram_graph_<resource> , where resource  is the table name from

the schema for this data source.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Instagram Advanced SettingsInstagram Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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These are the resources available for the Instagram Business data source, and along with them their table
mappings. Depending on the resource, Panoply makes use of one or more tables for importing data. Here
they are, grouped by resource:

CommentsComments

The Comments table contains information about comments to your Instagram posts.

Comments Data Dictionary

Comments RepliesComments Replies

The Comments Replies table contains information about replies to comments on your Instagram posts.

Comments Replies Data Dictionary

Insights DayInsights Day

The Insights Day table contains insights about your posts by day.

Insights Day Data Dictionary

Insights Day ValuesInsights Day Values

The Insights Day Values table contains insights for a given day.

Insights Day Values Data Dictionary

Insights LifetimeInsights Lifetime

The Insights Lifetime table contains information about the lifetime of your Instagram account.

Insights Lifetime Data Dictionary

Insights Lifetime ValuesInsights Lifetime Values

The Insights Lifetime Values table contains information about the lifetime of your Instagram account.

Insights Lifetime Values Data Dictionary

Insights Lifetime Values ValueInsights Lifetime Values Value

The Insights Lifetime table contains information about your Instagram account by age, gender and location.

Insights Lifetime Values Value Data Dictionary

MediaMedia

The Media table contains information about the media posted to your Instagram account.

Media Data Dictionary

Instagram Data DictionaryInstagram Data Dictionary
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Media Children IDsMedia Children IDs

The Media table contains information about the media posted to your Instagram account.

Media Children IDs Data Dictionary

Media Media Comment IDsComment IDs

The Media table contains information about the media posted to your Instagram account.

Media Comment IDs Data Dictionary

RepliesReplies

The Replies table contains information about replies to the content posted to your Instagram account.

Replies Data Dictionary

TagsTags

The Tags table contains information about the tags used on your content.

Tags Data Dictionary

Tags ChildrenTags Children

The Tags table contains information about the tags used on your content.

Tags Children Data Dictionary

Tags Children DataTags Children Data

The Tags table contains information about the tags used on your content.

Tags Children Data Data Dictionary

UsersUsers

The Users table contains information about the users who interact with your Instagram account.

Users Data Dictionary
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March 2021March 2021

The Instagram Business data source has been upgraded to the Instagram Business API version 9.

August 2020August 2020

When a user has been granted a role by the Business Manager, that user must also have one of these other
permissions: ads_managment , pages_read_engagement  or business_management . While investigating an

error reported by a user, it was discovered that the pages_read_engagment  had not been included with the

original release of this source. In addition, to be successful, the Instagram Business account should be
connected to a Facebook Business Page. Users will need to reconnect to approve these added permissions.

July 2020 v 2.0 betaJuly 2020 v 2.0 beta

The updated Instagram Graph API replaces the already deprecated original Instagram API. Panoply has now
made this beta available for the public. We invite clients to add this updated data source to pull in your
Instagram data into Panoply. For more information about using this data source, see Instagram Business.

Instagram Release NotesInstagram Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect Intercom data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for IntercomIntercom, then select it to continue to the next step.
Click LoginLogin and follow Intercom’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access the Intercom data.
Select the MetricsMetrics to collect.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Intercom Setup GuideIntercom Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for IntercomIntercomis intercom .

The naming convention is intercom_<_tableName> .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the table does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Intercom Advanced SettingsIntercom Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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June 2020 (API v 2.0)June 2020 (API v 2.0)

Revisions in the API for a data source often drive the changes that Panoply makes to allow our users to take
advantage of new or changing fields. Changes to the Intercom API have caused Panoply to revise the
Intercom data source, and the current version will be deprecated. Any existing connections to the current
version of Intercom will continue to function and collect data for 90 days following the release of version 2. All
new connections will use version two.

Intercom has merged the two columns “Users” and “Leads” into a single column called “Contacts”. Intercom
has also altered their IDs, requiring us to make alterations in order to use {workspace_id}-{id}  as the

primary key. The default destination of this key is intercom_{workspace_name}_{__resource} .

Additionally, two new columns were added, workspace_id  and workspace name , to help users differentiate

between workspaces.

Note: every Intercom data source collects one Workspace today. Nevertheless, users should be mindful if
they plan to query across tables created by different workspaces.

Intercom Release NotesIntercom Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect Jira data:

From the Data SourcesData Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Jira, then select that data source.
Enter the Site AddressSite Address .
Enter your Email/UsernameEmail/Username.
Enter the API TokenAPI Token. For help with your API Token, see Atlassian's Documentation.
Click Save Changes, then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Jira, however there are a number of Advanced
Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced Settings
unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Jira Setup GuideJira Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for JiraJira is jira_issues .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. Panoply recommends using the default Primary Key.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Jira Advanced SettingsJira Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To configure this data source and collect Linkedin Ads data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data Source.
Search for Linkedin Ads, then select it to continue to the next step.
Click the LoginLogin button to and follow the Linkedin authorization flow.
Enter your user name and password to allow Panoply to access your LinkedIn Ads data.
Select the AccountAccount to extract data from. If you do not see data available, double check that you are
signed into the correct account.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from LinkedinAds, however there are
a number of Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not
recommend changing Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

LinkedIn Ads Setup GuideLinkedIn Ads Setup Guide

Note:Note:

Users must have an Enterprise or Business Ads Account in Campaign Manager and have an
authenticated user who is an administrator of the account. The data Panoply has available after the
user is logged in will be the same data the user has access to in LinkedIn Ads. For more information,
see Create and Manage AccountsCreate and Manage Accounts

Note:Note:

To avoid problems that can arise, it is recommended that you only have one instance of the LinkedIn
Ads data source per logged in user.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

PivotPivot: For Ad Analytics only, the Pivot group defines the way the data is grouped. Default is
CampaignCampaign. For a list of available pivots, see the Data Dictionary.
Historical RangeHistorical Range: On the first collection of the Ad Analytics endpoint only, you can select the
historical range of the data to collect.
Post-Click AttributionPost-Click Attribution : This conversion window is the timeframe within which conversions will be
attributed to a LinkedIn ad. LinkedIn advertisers can customize their conversion windows based on
their reporting preferences. LinkedIn records conversions within the selected conversion window of a
member clicking on a LinkedIn Ad.
View-Through AttributionView-Through Attribution : This conversion window is the timeframe within which conversions will
be attributed to a LinkedIn ad. LinkedIn advertisers can customize their conversion windows based on
their reporting preferences. LinkedIn records conversions within the selected conversion window of a
member seeing a LinkedIn Ad.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: The Destination Prefix determines the name of the tables created. Panoply
automatically uses linkedin_ads  as the destination prefix, then adds the name of the resource,

such as linkedin_ads_endpoint . To change the prefix for these tables, enter your preferred prefix. If

you enter my_linkedin  for example, the resulting table would be my_linkedin_endpoint  such as

my_linkedin_insights .

The Ad Analytics endpoint combines the prefix with the name of the pivot to create the table
name, with the syntax linkedin_ads_ad_analytics_<pivot>  where pivot  is a dynamic field

representing the name of the collected pivot.
All other endpoints combine the prefix with the name of the endpoint to create the table name,
with the syntax linkedin_ads_<endpoint>  where endpoint  is a dynamic field representing

the name of the collected endpoint.

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

LinkedIn Ads Advanced SettingsLinkedIn Ads Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Some important information about your data includes what the Primary and Incremental Keys are and what
metadata we add as we create your tables.

Primary Key:Primary Key:

The default primary key for the Linkedin Ads endpoint is
<accountId>_<pivot>_<pivotValue>_<startDate>_<endDate>  For other endpoints the primary key is

<lastModified>_<id> .

Incremental Loads:Incremental Loads:

By default, Panoply collects all of your Linkedin Ads data on the first run. On subsequent collections, Panoply
collects from the date of the last successful collection, minus 30 calendar days.

MetadataMetadata

Panoply includes these metadata columns in each table:

__tablename : Name of the Data Available (i.e., endpoint) where the data originated in LinkedIn.

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

API EndpointsAPI Endpoints

Panoply utilizes the LinkedIn Ads Reporting API to collect your data. For more information about the LinkedIn
Ads Reporting API, consult the LinkedIn Ads Reporting API documentation.

Ad AnalyticsAd Analytics

For the Ad Analytics endpoint, Panoply creates one table for each of the selected reporting pivots. This is
because the data in Panoply is built by accessing the https://api.linkedin.com/v2/adAnalyticsV2

LinkedIn Ads Reporting API endpoint with the pivot={PIVOT-NAME}  query parameter (and other parameters)

for the selected pivot. The timeGranularity  used is DAILY. For more information on the paramters available

for the Ad Analytics endpoint, see Ads Reporting

The availble pivot values are:

Account: Group results by account.
Campaign: (default)(default): Group results by campaign.
Company: Group results by advertiser's company.
Creative: Group results by creative.
Member_Company: Group results by member company.
Member_Company_Size: Group results by member company size.
Member_Country_V2: Group results by member country.
Member_Region_V2: Group results by member region.
Share: Group results by sponsored share.

LinkedIn Ads Data DictionaryLinkedIn Ads Data Dictionary
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LinkedIn Ads Data Dictionary

Ad AccountsAd Accounts

LinkedIn allows advertisers to create multiple Ad Accounts. This table includes the columns available in the
Ad Accounts Endpoint. For more information, see LinkedIn Ad Accounts Documentation.

LinkedIn Ad Accounts Data Dictionary

Campaign GroupsCampaign Groups

Campaign groups provide advertisers a way to manage status, budget, and performance across multiple
related campaigns. For more informations, see Linkedin Create and Manage Campaign Groups
Documentation.

LinkedIn Ads Campaign Groups Data Dictionary

CampaignsCampaigns

Campaigns define the schedule and budget of an ad. For more information, see Linkedin Create and Manage
Campaigns Documentation.

LinkedIn Ads Campaigns Data Dictionary

CreativesCreatives

An ad creative conceptually contains all the data for visually rendering the ad. For more information, see
Linkedin Create and Manage Creatives Documentation.

LinkedIn Ads Creatives Data Dictionary

ConversionsConversions

Note:Note:

An empty response is returned if there is no activity to report or if you do not have read access to the
requested advertising data.{% endcallout %}

Note:Note:

Some metrics are not available with demographics pivots. To protect LinkedIn member privacy,
demographic metrics are approximate. To learn more about this approximation, see AccuracyAccuracy

Note:Note:

LinkedIn has restrictions on data retention. For the timeGranularity=Daily , that restriction is the last
six months for demographic data and ten months for non-demographic data. For more information, see
retentionretention.

Note:Note:

When selecting the Ad Analytics endpoint, you must also aelect the Reporting PivotReporting Pivot, which is used to
group the report data.
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Conversion tracking gives advertisers confidence that an ad product delivers a measurable return on
investment. For more information, see Linkedin Conversion Tracking Documentation.

LinkedIn Ads Conversions Data Dictionary
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October 2020October 2020

Panoply has refreshed the LinkedIn AdsLinkedIn Ads  data source and is opening it up to public beta. This update added
functionality to retrieve data from Ad Accounts, Campaign Groups, Creatives, Campaigns, Conversion
Tracking endpoints as well as improving the overall performance of the data source.

To update to the new version of LinkedIn Ads:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have to update to the new data source by November 1, 2020.

For more information, see LinkedIn Ads Documentation

LinkedIn Ads Release NotesLinkedIn Ads Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect MailChimp data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data Source.
Search for Mailchimp, then select it to continue to the next step.
Enter the API keyAPI key and follow the Mailchimp authorization flow.
Choose the ResourcesResources to collect.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from MailChimp, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

MailChimp Setup GuideMailChimp Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for MailchimpMailchimp is mailchimp .

The naming convention is mailchimp_{__tablename}

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. Panoply recommends that users do not change the default primary key, which is id

fields set by Mailchimp.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

MailChimp Advanced SettingsMailChimp Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To configure this data source and collect Pardot data:

On the Data Sources page, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for PardotPardot, then select the Pardot source.
Click Login and follow the Salesforce authorization process to allow Panoply to access your data.
Enter your Business Unit IDBusiness Unit ID
Select from the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save Changes and then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Pardot, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Pardot Setup GuidePardot Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for warehouses built on BigQuery is PanoplyPanoply. The default schema for warehouses built on Redshift
is PublicPublic. This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for pardotpardot is pardot .

The naming convention is pardot_{__tablename}

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. Panoply recommends that users do not change the primary key.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Pardot Advanced SettingsPardot Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To configure this data source and collect Salesforce data:

Salesforce Setup GuideSalesforce Setup Guide

Note:Note:

Users must have permissions within Salesforce to access the data. Some Salesforce customers on
Salesforce’s lower level pricing tiers may not use the Salesforce API. This is controled by Salesforce. To
learn more, see the Salesforce API Access ControlSalesforce API Access Control.

Note:Note:

Salesforce Login LimitsSalesforce Login Limits Salesforce limits access tokens to five devices per logged in user. This
includes logins to the Salesforce application and any use of that account to connect with Panoply. This
means that if you create more than four Salesforce data sources in your Panoply account, you will
revoke the access token for one of those sources and any automated collection for that source will no
longer run.

Note:Note:

Salesforce limits the number of API calls made in a rollingrolling 24 hour period to 700,000. The number of
API calls used by a user may vary. To prevent API call limits Panoply uses the fewest possible API calls
necessary. Our approach reschedules calls for one hour later once we reach 90% of the API call limit.

If the connected user has View SetupView Setup and ConfigurationConfiguration permissions in Salesforce, Panoply will
automatically prevent consumption of all the available API calls.
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On the Data Sources page, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Salesforce, then select the Salesforce source.
Click LoginLogin and follow the Salesforce authorization process to allow Panoply to access your data.
Once logged in, Panoply will display the available data. Salesforce uses the word "objects" when
referring to the data. Select the data to collect. For more information on Salesforce objects, see the
Data Dictionary.

Analytics users find these objects to be the most useful:
Account
Case
Contact
Event
Lead
Opportunity
Task
User
Campaign
Campaign Member
Contract
Opportunity Contact Role
Price Book
Price Book Entry

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Salesforce, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Salesforce Advanced SettingsSalesforce Advanced Settings

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Note:Note:

Users must have permissions within Salesforce to access the data. Some Salesforce customers on
Salesforce’s lower level pricing tiers may not use the Salesforce API. This is controled by Salesforce. To
learn more, see the Salesforce API Access ControlSalesforce API Access Control.

Note:Note:

Salesforce Login LimitsSalesforce Login Limits Salesforce limits access tokens to five devices per logged in user. This
includes logins to the Salesforce application and any use of that account to connect with Panoply. This
means that if you create more than four Salesforce data sources in your Panoply account, you will
revoke the access token for one of those sources and any automated collection for that source will no
longer run.

Note:Note:

Salesforce limits the number of API calls made in a rollingrolling 24 hour period to 700,000. The number of
API calls used by a user may vary. To prevent API call limits Panoply uses the fewest possible API calls
necessary. Our approach reschedules calls for one hour later once we reach 90% of the API call limit.

If the connected user has View SetupView Setup and ConfigurationConfiguration permissions in Salesforce, Panoply will
automatically prevent consumption of all the available API calls.
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Enable Incremental KeyEnable Incremental Key: By default,Panoply fetches all of your Salesforce data on the first run for
the Salesforce objects you selected. On subsequent collections, Panoply collects from the date of the
last successful collection minus 1 calendar day. To disable this feature, uncheck the EnableEnable
Incremental KeyIncremental Key checkbox. For more information see Incremental Loads.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: The Destination is the name of the tables that will be created. The default prefix for this
data source is salesforce . To use a different prefix for the destination table names, enter it in this

field. That prefix is combined with the name of the object to create the table name, with the syntax
salesforce_<object>  where <object>  is a dynamic field representing the name of the imported

object.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The default primary key is the id provided by Salesforce. Because id is a Salesforce
global field, so two users will never have the same id. For more information, see Locate the Unique ID
of a Record in Salesforce.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
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Salesforce ObjectsSalesforce Objects

There are 0ver 800 objects available via the Salesforce API. For full descriptions of these objects, their fields,
and any notes about permissions or handling, see the Introducing SOAP API page in the Salesforce
documentation. For detailed entity relationship diagrams for Salesforce objects, see the Salesforce Data
Model.

Deleted recordsDeleted records

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

__latestdatecovered  - Created by Salesforce. Learn more.

__object  - This is used for the the default destination table.

__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

Salesforce Data DictionarySalesforce Data Dictionary

NoteNote

Salesforce limits the number of API calls made in a rollingrolling 24 hour period to 700,000. The number of
API calls used by a user may vary. To prevent API call limits Panoply uses the fewest possible API calls
necessary. Our approach reschedules calls for one hour later once we reach 90% of the API call limit.

Note:Note:

For a list of objects that require specific permissions or require special handling, see our helpfulhelpful
spreadsheetspreadsheet.

Note:Note:

Panoply recommends that you set your schedule to collect your data at a minimum of 29 days to avoid
discrepancies which might occur if the user triggers a succeding collect more than 30 days after the last
successful collect. The 30-day maximum is a limitation imposed by Salesforce, see SObject GetSObject Get
UpdateUpdate

Note:Note:

The data import can include deleted records, which are indicated by a value of 1  in the isdeleted
column. All other records will have a value of 0  in the isdeleted  column. Because the API only
returns records with an isdeleted  value of 1  out to a 15-day window, Panoply reccomments that you
schedule your data to run automatically at minimum of once per week to avoid data loss due to
deletions. For more information, see sObject Get DeletedsObject Get Deleted.
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January 2021January 2021

A bug in the proper handling of Incremental Keys was fixed.

The ParseParse field was removed from the UI.

December 2020December 2020

The Salesforce data source in Panoply now allows the use of the Salesforce Sandbox.

October 2020October 2020

Panoply has refreshed the SalesforceSalesforce data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
update, we are utilizing the Salesforce API v49.0 which added new Salesforce objects available for collection.
By default, we are using an incremental key to process collections subsequent to the first collection.

Due to the fact that this update makes new objects available, users should be aware of the potential for a
significant increase in the amount of data collected.

To update to the new version of Salesforce:

Drop your existing tables
Delete the existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source. 

Reach out to chris@panoply.io for a possible work around for certain users. Users will have to update to the
new data source by November 1, 2020.

For more information, see Salesforce Documentation

Salesforce Release NotesSalesforce Release Notes
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This document provides instructions for integrating Shopify data into Panoply.

CollectionCollection

To integrate Shopify data into Panoply, follow these steps:

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
In the Data Sources, select ShopifyShopify.
On the GeneralGeneral tab:

Shop Name:Shop Name: Enter your shop name. You may find the name in your shop’s URL. For
example, if your URL is “https://acme.myshopify.com”, then your name is “acme”.
Connect AccountConnect Account : Click LoginLogin, then follow the simple steps described by Shopify.
Data AvailableData Available : Select your data from the available data. For a list of that Shopify provides,
see the Data Dictionary.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Shopify, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Shopify data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Shopify Setup GuideShopify Setup Guide
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Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings

For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Incremental KeyIncremental Key: The Shopify data source pulls data incrementally based on when the ingestion
process was last successfully completed. By default, Panoply pulls the last 365 days of your Shopify
data the first time you click the Collect button, which results in a slower run time. All subsequent data
collections (for the same Shopify data source) will only pull the delta between the last time it finished
successfully and the run date.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination Prefix:Destination Prefix:

The Destination default is shopify_<__category>_<__resource> , where <__resource>

represents the information contained within the data available (category). For example, if the
user selects billing  for the category, a table will be created for each endpoint (resource),

such as shopify_billing_applicationcharge . See the Data Dictionar for the list of data

available (categories) and endpoints (resources).
If there is nested data within the selected endpoint, child tables will be created with the
naming convention of shopify_<__category>_<__resource>_<name> . where <name>  is the

name of the nested data. For example, for any nested data called customers, the default
destination table is shopify_<__category>_<__resource>_customers .

If a user enters a Destination Prefix, that will overwrite the default of shopify . For example, if

user enters my_shopify_data  as a Destination Prefix, the destination table would be

my_shopify_data_<__category>_<__resource> .

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Shopify Advanced SettingsShopify Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Panoply uses Shopify's REST Admin API to ingest data into your Panoply data warehouse. This article
explains the details of that integration. For complete information regarding the Shopify REST API, see
Shopify's REST Admin API reference documentation.

Because some Shopify data is nested, such as the billing address details for an order (see the Order
properties for details), you should be aware of what Panoply does with nested data. By default, Panoply
transforms nested data into a set of many-to-many or one-to-many relationship tables. This is the classic
solution for nested structures in relational databases, where the nested model is transformed into several flat
tables that can be joined together. In the case of the billing_address  data for an order, if you use the

default destination, then Panoply would create a table called shopify_orders_billing_address  to store the

billing address information associated with the orders stored on the shopify_orders  table.

CustomerCustomer

CustomerCustomer

The Customer Endpoint contains information about a store's customers, including their addresses and
whether they have an active customer account with the store.

Shopify Customers Data Dictionary

CustomerSavedSearchCustomerSavedSearch

A customer saved search is a search query that represents a group of customers defined by the shop owner.

Shopify Customer Saved Search Data Dictionary

DiscountsDiscounts

Discount CodeDiscount Code

Merchants can distribute discount codes to their customers using a variety of means, such as an email or
URL, and customers can apply these codes at checkout.

Shopify Discount Code Data Dictionary

Discount Price RuleDiscount Price Rule

Using the PriceRule resource, you can create discounts that specify a discount as a percentage, a fixed
amount, or free shipping. You use entitlements and prerequisites to dynamically build these discounts.

Shopify Discount Price Rule Data Dictionary

EventsEvents

EventsEvents

Events are generated by some Shopify resources when certain actions are completed, such as the creation
of an article, the fulfillment of an order, or the addition of a product.

Shopify Data DictionaryShopify Data Dictionary
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Shopify Events Data Dictionary

InventoryInventory

Inventory ItemInventory Item

List or update the inventory of a variant's inventory item.Each variant can have one inventory item, and each
inventory item can have many locations.Each location can have many inventory items for many variants.

Shopify Inventory Item Data Dictionary

Inventory LevelInventory Level

Get or update the inventory level of an inventory item at a location. Each inventory level is associated to a
single inventory item and location.

Shopify Inventory Level Data Dictionary

LocationLocation

Retrieve the locations that a merchant has set up from their Shopify admin. Each location refers to the
address of a business' headquarters, retail stores, and pop-up stores. The store's locations are used to track
sales and to configure the tax rates applied at checkout.

Shopify Inventory Location Data Dictionary

OrdersOrders

Retrieves all orders, along with any associated refunds, transactions, and checkouts. Each order is a record
of a complete purchase that includes details of the customer, their cart, and any transactions.

Abandoned CartsAbandoned Carts

Retrieves a list of incomplete checkouts. Each Checkout object includes a URL to the online checkout, where
the customer can complete their purchase.

Shopify Orders Abandoned Carts

Draft OrderDraft Order

Allow merchants to manually create orders on behalf of customers. The order is saved as a draft in the
Shopify admin until it's marked as completed.

Shopify Orders Draft Order Data Dictionary

OrderOrder

Create and update a store's orders. Each order is a record of a complete purchase that includes details of
the customer, their cart, and any transactions.

Shopify Orders Order Data Dictionary

Order RiskOrder Risk

Display a fraud analysis and recommendations on the details page of an order.
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Shopify Orders Order Risk Data Dictionary

RefundRefund

Create and retrieve refunds for an order. Each refund is a record of money being returned to the customer.
Use the calculate endpoint to make sure that any refund that you create is accurate.

Shopify Orders Refund Data Dictionary

TransactionTransaction

Create and retrieve transactions for an order. Transactions are created for every order that results in an
exchange of money.

Shopify Orders Transaction Data Dictionary

ProductsProducts

CollectCollect

The Collect resource is used to connect a product to a custom collection. Each collect associates one
product with one custom collection.

Shopify Products Collect Data Dictionary

CollectionCollection

A collection is a grouping of products that merchants can create to make their stores easier to browse.

Shopify Product Collection Data Dictionary

Custom CollectionCustom Collection

A custom collection is one where products are included manually, as opposed to being included automatically
because they meet selection conditions.

Shopify Product Custom Collection Data Dictionary

ProductProduct

The individual items and services for sale in the store.

Shopify Product Products Data Dictionary

Shipping and FulfillmentShipping and Fulfillment

Carrier ServiceCarrier Service

Retrieves a list of carriers

Shopify Shipping and Fulfillment Carrier Service Data Dictionary

FulfillmentFulfillment
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View an order's or fulfillment order's fulfillments. A fulfillment order represents a group of one or more items in
an order that are to be fulfilled from the same location. A fulfillment represents work that is completed as part
of a fulfillment order and can include one or more items.

Shopify Shipping and Fulfillment Fulfillment Data Dictionary

Fulf illment EventFulf illment Event

Represents tracking events that belong to a fulfillment of one or more items in an order. Fulfillment events are
displayed on the order status page to update customers on the status of their shipment.

Shopify Shipping and Fulfillment Fulfillment Events Data Dictionary

Fulfillment OrderFulfillment Order

Represents either an item or a group of items in an order that are to be fulfilled from the same location. There
can be more than one fulfillment order for an order at a given location.

Shopify Shipping and Fulfillment Fulfillment Order Data Dictionary

Fulf illment ServiceFulf illment Service

Retrieves a list of third party warehouses that prepare and ship orders on behalf of the store owner.

Shopify Shipping and Fulfillment Fulfillment Service Data Dictionary

PaymentsPayments

DisputeDispute

Get information regarding Shopify Payments disputes.

Shopify Payment Dispute Data Dictionary

###Payouts
Get information regarding Shopify Payments payouts.

Shopify Payments Payouts Data Dictionary

TransactionsTransactions

Get information regarding Shopify Payments balance transactions.

Shopify Payments Transactions Data Dictionary

Store PropertiesStore Properties

CountryCountry

The country and provincial tax rates that are applied to applicable items at checkout.

Shopify Store Properties Country Data Dictionary

CurrencyCurrency

Retrieves a list of enabled currencies and the time when their conversion rate was last updated.
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Shopify Store Properties Currency Data Dictionary

ShippingZoneShippingZone

Retrieves the shipping zones that a merchant has set up from their Shopify admin. Each Shipping Zone
object includes the countries and provinces added to the shipping zone, as well as the tax rates and shipping
rates that are set up.

Shopify Store Properities Shipping Zone Data Dictionary

ShopShop

Access a store's general settings and information as configured by the merchant in their Shopify admin.

Shopify Store Properties Shop Data Dictionary
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Shopify Frequently Asked QuestionsShopify Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Will old orders that have been updated by shopify be updated in my Panoply warehouse?Q: Will old orders that have been updated by shopify be updated in my Panoply warehouse?

A: Yes, any subsequent collections will use the lastupdated  field to collect all new data and any modified

data since the last successful collection.

Shopify FAQsShopify FAQs
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April 2021April 2021

The Shopify API version was updated from 2020-012020-01 to 2020-072020-07.

March 2021March 2021

The Shopify data source has been updated and released. With this update, Panoply has added additional
resources and user control over the date range used to extract data.

To migrate to the new data source, users will need to add new data sources and recollect their data.

Shopify Release NotesShopify Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup of the Square data source.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for and select SquareSquare.
To connect your account, click on the LoginLogin button and follow Square's authentication process.
If you have more than one store, select the store you want. To connect more than one store, you must
add additional instances of Square.
Select the resources to collect from the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Square, however, there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Square data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Square Setup GuideSquare Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for **Square **is square . To change this, entire your desired prefix.

The naming convention is square_<__business_name><__resource> , where both

__business_name  and __resource  are dynamic fields. For example, for the resource named

customers , and the business name is my_store , the default destination table will be

square_my_store_customers .

Incremental LoadIncremental Load:  By default, Panoply collects all of your data from Square on your first collect.
After that, Panoply collects from the date of the last successful collection minus 1 calendar day.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Square Advanced SettingsSquare Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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The Square API creates a data object in response to each request, which Panoply unpacks and organizes
into tables. Click here to view the data dictionary spreadsheet.

TerminalTerminal

The Terminal API requests a checkout from a paired Square Terminal. Panoply collects the CheckoutsCheckouts
endpoint of the Square Terminal API.

CheckoutsCheckouts

The CheckoutsCheckouts endpoint retrieves a filtered list of Terminal checkout requests created by the account
making the request.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Payment Payment 

The Payments API lets developers take and manage payments. Panoply collects the PaymentsPayments endpoint of
the Payments API.

PaymentsPayments

The PaymentsPayments endpoint retrieves a list of payments taken by the account making the request.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

RefundsRefunds

The Square Refund API allows users to manage and issue refunds for payments made to Square merchants.
Panoply collects the Payment RefundsPayment Refunds endpoint from the Refund API.

Payment RefundsPayment Refunds

The Payment RefundsPayment Refunds endpoint retrieves a list of refunds for the account making the request.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

OrdersOrders

The Square Orders API retrieves sales data for a Square merchant, itemizes payments, pushes orders to
POS, and more. Panoply collects the OrdersOrders endpoint of the Orders API.

OrdersOrders

The orders endpointorders endpoint of the Orders API retrieves all orders for one or more locations. Orders include all
sales, returns, and exchanges regardless of how or when they entered the Square Ecosystem (e.g. Point of
Sale, Invoices, Connect APIs, etc).

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Square Data DictionarySquare Data Dictionary
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CatalogCatalog

The Catalog API allows users to manage their item catalog in Point of Sale, including items, variations,
categories, discounts, taxes, modifiers, and more. Panoply collects the Catalog ObjectsCatalog Objects endpoint of the
Catalog API.

Catalog ObjectsCatalog Objects

The Catalog ObjectsCatalog Objects endpoint retrieves CatalogObjects of any type by matching supported search attribute
values, excluding custom attribute values on items or item variations, against one or more of the specified
query expressions.

 To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

InventoryInventory

The Inventory API provides the ability to do a 2-way sync between your inventory system and Square using
catalog items. Panoply collects the Inventory CountsInventory Counts and the Inventory ChangesInventory Changes endpoints.

Inventory CountsInventory Counts

The Inventory CountsInventory Counts endpoint returns the current counts for the provided CatalogObjects at the requested
Locations.

When updated_after is specified, only counts that have changed since that time (based on the server
timestamp for the most recent change) are returned. This allows clients to perform a "sync" operation, for
example in response to receiving a Webhook notification.

 To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Inventory ChangesInventory Changes

The Inventory ChangesInventory Changes endpoint returns historical physical counts and adjustments based on the provided
filter criteria. BatchRetrieveInventoryChanges is a catch-all query endpoint for queries that cannot be
handled by other, simpler endpoints.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

CustomersCustomers

The Customers API enables you to create and manage customer profiles, as well as search for customers
based on various criteria (including customer group membership).  In addition, the API allows you to sync
contacts between your CRM system and Square. Panoply collects the CustomersCustomers endpoint of the
Customers API.

CustomersCustomers

The CustomersCustomers endpoint retrieves the customer profiles associated with a Square account using a
supported query filter.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Customer SegmentsCustomer Segments
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The Customer Segments API lets you retrieve information about segments available in the business account. 
Panoply collects the Customer SegmentsCustomer Segments endpoint of the Customer Segments API.

Customer SegmentsCustomer Segments

 The Customer SegmentsCustomer Segments retrieves the list of customer segments of a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

LocationsLocations

The Locations API retrieves data about merchant locations, such as their addresses, names, and business
hours. Panoply collects the LocationsLocations enpoint from the Locations API.

LocationsLocations

The List LocationsList Locations endpoint hprovides information of all locations of a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Cash DrawersCash Drawers

Cash drawers track cash transactions so that total money in the cash drawers can be reconciled for a
specific period of time (a cash drawer shift) for a particular device in a particular location. The Cash Drawers
API enables you to list and retrieve cash drawers information. Panoply collects the Cash Drawer ShiftsCash Drawer Shifts and
the Cash Drawer Shift EventsCash Drawer Shift Events endpoints of the Cash Drawers API.

Cash Drawer ShiftsCash Drawer Shifts

The Cash Drawer ShiftsCash Drawer Shifts endpoint provides the details for all of the cash drawer shifts for a location in a
date range. 

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Cash Drawer Shift EventsCash Drawer Shift Events

The Cash Drawer Shift EventsCash Drawer Shift Events endpoint provides a paginated list of events for a single cash drawer shift.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Team APITeam API

The Team API allows applications to retrieve a roster of team members registered in the Square Point of Sale
system, which can be useful in payroll and account contexts. Panoply collects the Team MembersTeam Members and
the Wage SettingsWage Settings end points of the Team API.

Team MembersTeam Members

The Team MembersTeam Members endpoint returns a paginated list of TeamMember objects for a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Wage SettingsWage Settings
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The Wage SettingsWage Settings endpoint retrieves the WageSetting object for a team member specified by
TeamMember.id.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

LaborLabor

The Labor API allows you to see when employees clocked in and out, how much they worked during different
periods, and how many breaks they took. Panoply collects four endpoints of the Labor API.

Break TypesBreak Types

The Break TypesBreak Types endpoint returns a paginated list of BreakType instances for a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Team Member WagesTeam Member Wages

The Team Member WagesTeam Member Wages endpoint returns a list of Team Member Wage instances for a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

ShiftsShifts

The Search ShiftsSearch Shifts endpoint returns a list of Shift records for a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Workweek ConfigsWorkweek Configs

The Workweek ConfigsWorkweek Configs endpoint returns a list of WorkweekConfig instances for a business.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

Bank AccountBank Account

The Bank Account API allows you to get basic details about a merchant's bank account, such as the last few
digits of the account number and the routing number. Panoply collects the Bank AccountsBank Accounts  endpoint of the
Bank Account API.

  Bank AccountsBank Accounts

The Bank AccountsBank Accounts  enpoint returns a list of BankAccount objects linked to a Square account.

To view the attributes of this endpoint, see the Data Dictionary in Google Sheets.

MetadataMetadata

Panoply adds the following metadata fields to each table collected from Square.

__business_name : The name of the connected Square business - the selection of the business is

happening during the oAuth authentication process.
__resource : The name of the selected resource
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April 2021April 2021

Panoply has released the new Square data source. Using the Square API, Panoply can collect your data into
your data warehouse. The resources available are:

Terminal Checkouts
Payments
Payment Refunds
Orders
Catalog Objects
Inventory Counts
Inventory Changes
Customers
Customer Groups
Customer Segments
Locations
Cash Drawer Shifts
Cash Drawer Shift Events
Team Members
Wage Settings
Break Types
Team Member Wages
Shifts
Workweek Configs
Bank Accounts
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This document describes the basic setup of the Stripe data source.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for and select StripeStripe. 
Enter your Stripe API keyStripe API key. (Find your API key here)
Select the resources to collect from the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Stripe, however there are a number of Advanced
Settings you can use to customize your Stripe data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Stripe Setup GuideStripe Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for StripeStripe is stripe .

The naming convention is stripe_{__resource} , where {__resource}  is a dynamic field

for the name of the resource collected. For example, for the resource named customers , the

default destination table will be stripe_customers .

To change the default, enter your desired prefix in the Destination PrefixDestination Prefix field with the same
syntax. For example, if you enter myfile_{__resource} , the resulting table in Panoply for the

customers resource will be named myfile_customers .

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Stripe Advanced SettingsStripe Advanced Settings

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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The Stripe API creates a data object in response to each request, which Panoply unpacks and organizes into
tables. References to "object" in the table schema listed below are referring to the data object created by
Stripe. The Stripe data elements ingested by Panoply are listed below. Additional information is available in
the Stripe API reference documentation.

Stripe's data resources are organized into core resourcescore resources, payment methodspayment methods, checkoutcheckout, billingbilling,
connectconnect, fraudfraud, issuingissuing, terminalterminal and ordersorders categories. Panoply collects the following data from Stripe:

Core resourcesCore resources

Balance TransactionsBalance Transactions

This table contains data relating to your Stripe balance, as well as historical information about your balance.
Stripe balance API endpoint documentation

Stripe Balance Transactions Data Dictionary

ChargesCharges

This table contains data relating to the credit and debit charges in your account. Stripe charges API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Charges Data Dictionary

CustomersCustomers

This table contains data relating to specific customers. Stripe customers API endpoint documentation

Stripe Customers Data Dictionary

DisputesDisputes

This table contains data relating to disputes on your account. Stripe disputes API endpoint documentation.

Stripe Disputes Data Dictionary

EventsEvents

This table contains all data relating to events on your account. If a charge succeeds, or a payment fails, it will
be reflected in an event object, which will in turn be written into this table.Stripe events API endpoint
documentation.

Stripe Events Data Dictionary

FilesFiles

This table contains information regarding files hosted on Stripe's servers. Stripe files API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Files Data Dictionary

Stripe Data DictionaryStripe Data Dictionary
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File LinksFile Links

This table contains information about File Links, which contain a URL that can be used to retrieve the
contents of the file without authentication. Stripe file links API endpoint documentation

Stripe File Links Data Dictionary

MandatesMandates

This table contains information about mandates, which are records the permission a customer has given you
to debit their payment method. Stripe mandates API endpoint documentation

Stripe Mandates Data Dictionary

Payment IntentsPayment Intents

This table contains information about the PaymentIntent object. Stripe payment intents API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Payment Intents Data Dictionary

Setup IntentsSetup Intents

This table contains information about the SetupIntent object. Stripe setup intents API endpoint documentation

Stripe Setup Intents Data Dictionary

Setup AttemptsSetup Attempts

This table contains information about the SetupAttempt object, which describes one attempted confirmation
of a SetupIntent, whether that confirmation was successful or unsuccessful. Stripe setup attempts API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Setup Attempts Data Dictionary

PayoutsPayouts

This table contains data relating to payments into your account from Stripe. For more information, see the
Stripe payouts API endpoint documentation.

Stripe Payouts Data Dictionary

ProductsProducts

This table contains information about specific goods or services you offer to your customers. Stripe products
API endpoint documentation

Stripe Products Data Dictionary

PricesPrices

This table contains information about the prices, defined by the unit cost, currency, and (optional) billing
cycle for both recurring and one-time purchases of products. Stripe prices API endpoint documentation

Stripe Prices Data Dictionary
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RefundsRefunds

This table contains data relating to refunds generated on your account.For more information, see the Stripe
refunds API endpoint documentation

Stripe Refunds Data Dictionary

TokensTokens

This table contains information on the tokenization, which is the process Stripe uses to collect sensitive card
or bank account details, or personally identifiable information (PII), directly from your customers in a secure
manner. A token representing this information is returned to your server to use. Stripe tokens API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Tokens Data Dictionary

Payment MethodsPayment Methods

Payment MethodsPayment Methods

This table contains information about PaymentMethod objects, which represent your customer's payment
instruments. Stripe payment methods API endpoint documentation

Stripe Payment Methods Data Dictionary

Bank AccountsBank Accounts

This table contains information about the bank accounts used as payment methods on Customer objects.
Stripe bank accounts API endpoint documentation

Stripe Bank Accounts Data Dictionary

CardsCards

This table contains information about customer cards in order to charge the customer later. Stripe cards API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Cards Data Dictionary

SourcesSources

This table contains information about source objects, which allow users to accept a variety of payment
methods. They represent a customer's payment instrument, and can be used with the Stripe API just like a
Card object: once chargeable, they can be charged, or can be attached to customers. Stripe sources API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Sources Data Dictionary

CheckoutCheckout

SessionsSessions

This table contains data about the Checkout Session which represents your customer's session as they pay
for one-time purchases or subscriptions through Checkout. Stripe sources API endpoint documentation
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Stripe Checkout Sessions Data Dictionary

BillingBilling

CouponsCoupons

This table contains information about coupons that can be used by customers. Stripe coupons API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Billing Coupons Data Dictionary

Credit NotesCredit Notes

This table contains information about credit notes issued to adjust an invoice's amount after the invoice is
finalized. Stripe credit notes API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Credit Notes Data Dictionary

Customer Balance TransactionsCustomer Balance Transactions

This table contains information about each customer's balance value, which denotes a debit or credit that's
automatically applied to their next invoice upon finalization. Stripe customer balance transactions API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Customer Balance Transactions Data Dictionary

Customer PortalCustomer Portal

This table contains information regarding portal sessions, which describe the instantiation of the customer
portal for a particular customer. Stripe customer portal API endpoint documentation

Stripe Customer Portal Data Dictionary

Customer Tax IDsCustomer Tax IDs

This table contains the customer's tax IDs that are displayed on invoices and credit notes issued for the
customer. Stripe customer tax IDs API endpoint documentation

Stripe Customer Tax IDs Data Dictionary

DiscountsDiscounts

This table contains information about when the discount began and when it will end. Stripe discounts API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Discounts Data Dictionary

InvoicesInvoices

This table contains data relating to invoices on your account. For more information, see the Stripe invoices
API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Invoices Data Dictionary
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Invoice ItemsInvoice Items

This table contains data relating to charges added to existing customer orders. For more information, see the
Stripe invoive items API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Invoice Items Data Dictionary

PlansPlans

This table contains data relating to the subscription plans you have attached to your account. For more
information, see the Stripe plans API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Plans Data Dictionary

Promotion CodesPromotion Codes

This table contains information on customer-redeemable codes for a coupon. Stripe promotion codes API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Promotion Codes Data Dictionary

SubscriptionsSubscriptions

This table contains data relating to the subscriptions attached to your account. For more information, see the
Stripe subscriptions API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Subscriptions Data Dictionary

Subscription ItemsSubscription Items

This table contains information about subscription items for customer subscriptions with more than one plan,
making it easy to represent complex billing relationships. Stripe subscription items API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Billing Subscription Items Data Dictionary

Subscription SchedulesSubscription Schedules

This table contains information about subscription schedules, which allow users to create and manage the
lifecycle of a subscription by predefining expected changes. Stripe subscription schedules API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Billing Subscription Schedules Data Dictionary

Tax RatesTax Rates

This table contains information about tax rates that can be applied to invoices, subscriptions and Checkout
Sessions to collect tax. Stripe tax rates API endpoint documentation

Stripe Billing Tax Rates Data Dictionary

Usage RecordsUsage Records

This table contains information about usage records which allow users to report customer usage and metrics
to Stripe for metered billing of subscription prices. Stripe usage records API endpoint documentation
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Stripe Billing Usage Records Data Dictionary

ConnectConnect

AccountsAccounts

This table contains data relating to the customer accounts attached to your Stripe account.For more
information, see the Stripe accounts API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Accounts Data Dictionary

Account LinksAccount Links

This table contains information about account links which are the means by which a Connect platform grants
a connected account permission to access Stripe-hosted applications, such as Connect Onboarding. Stripe
account links API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Account Links Data Dictionary

Application feesApplication fees

This table contains data relating to transaction fees that are additional to teh charges made to your
customers. For more information, see the Stripe application fees API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Application Fees Data Dictionary

CapabilitiesCapabilities

This table contains data relating to a capability for a Stripe account. Stripe capabilities API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Connect Capabilities Data Dictionary

Country SpecsCountry Specs

This table contains data relating to the country specs attached to each customer account. For more
information, see the Stripe country specs API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Country Specs Data Dictionary

External AccountsExternal Accounts

This table contains information on External Accounts, which are transfer destinations on Account objects for
Custom and Express accounts. They can be bank accounts or debit cards.Stripe external accounts API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect External Accounts Data Dictionary

PersonsPersons

This table contains information for the object representing a person associated with a Stripe account. A
platform cannot access a Standard or Express account's persons after the account starts onboarding, such
as after generating an account link for the account. Stripe person API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Person Data Dictionary
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Top-UpsTop-Ups

This table contains information about individual top-ups, as well as list all top-ups. Top-ups are identified by a
unique, random ID. Stripe top ups API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Top-Ups Data Dictionary

TransfersTransfers

This table contains information about funds moving between Stripe accounts as part of Connect. Stripe
transfers API endpoint documentation

Stripe Connect Transfers Data Dictionary

Transfer ReversalsTransfer Reversals

This table contains information about reverse transfers made to a connected account, either entirely or
partially, and can also specify whether to refund any related application fees. Transfer reversals add to the
platform's balance and subtract from the destination account's balance. Stripe transfer reversals API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Connect Transfer Reversals Data Dictionary

FraudFraud

Early Fraud WarningsEarly Fraud Warnings

This table contains information on early fraud warnings, which indicate that the card issuer has notified us
that a charge may be fraudulent. Stripe early fraud warnings API endpoint documentation

Stripe Fraud Early Fraud Warnings Data Dictionary

ReviewsReviews

This table contains information about Reviews which can be used to supplement automated fraud detection
with human expertise. Stripe fraud reviews API endpoint documentation

Stripe Fraud Reviews Data Dictionary

Value ListsValue Lists

This table contains information about value lists, which allows users to group values together which can then
be referenced in rules. Stripe fraud value list API endpoint documentation

Stripe Fraud Value Lists Data Dictionary

Value List ItemsValue List Items

This table contains information about the value list items, which allows users to add specific values to a given
Radar value list, which can then be used in rules. Stripe fraud value list items API endpoint documentation

Stripe Fraud Value List Items Data Dictionary

IssuingIssuing
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AuthorizationsAuthorizations

This table contains information about the Issuing Authorization object which are created when an issued card
is used to make a purchase. Stripe issuing authorizations API endpoint documentation

Stripe Issuing Authorizations Data Dictionary

CardholdersCardholders

This table contains information about the Issuing Cardholder object which represents an individual or
business entity who is issued cards. Stripe issuing cardholders API endpoint documentation

Stripe Issuing Cardholders Data Dictionary

DisputesDisputes

This table contains information about dispute transactions. Stripe issuing disputes API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Issuing Disputes Data Dictionary

TransactionsTransactions

This table contains information about Issuing Transaction objects. Stripe issuing transactions API endpoint
documentation

Stripe Issuing Transactions Data Dictionary

TerminalTerminal

LocationsLocations

This table contains information about locations. Each location represents a grouping of readers. Stripe
terminal locations API endpoint documentation

Stripe Terminal Locations Data Dictionary

ReadersReaders

This table contains information about readers. Each reader represents a physical device for accepting
payment details. Stripe terminal readers API endpoint documentation

Stripe Terminal Readers Data Dictionary

OrdersOrders

OrdersOrders

This table contains information about Order objects, which are created to handle end customers' purchases
of previously defined products. Stripe orders API endpoint documentation

Stripe Orders Data Dictionary
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ReturnsReturns

This table contains information about return objects, which represents the full or partial return of a number of
order items. Returns always belong to an order, and may optionally contain a refund. Stripe orders API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Orders Returns Data Dictionary

SKUsSKUs

This table contains stores representations of stock keeping units. SKUs describe specific product variations,
taking into account any combination of: attributes, currency, and cost. For example, a product may be a T-
shirt, whereas a specific SKU represents the size: large, color: red version of that shirt. Stripe SKUs API
endpoint documentation

Stripe Orders SKUs Data Dictionary
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March 2021 (v 2.0.0)March 2021 (v 2.0.0)

Panoply has released a new version of the Stripe data source, including many more resources (for a list of
available resources, see the Data Dictionary, providing you with a more complete look at your Stripe Data).
As a part of this refresh, the Stripe data source will allow you to specify a Destination Prefix, which means
that you can specify your table names using the syntax {__destinationPrefix}_{__resource}  where

__resource  is a dynamic field that represents the the Stripe resource that is being collected. We also

created a backoff mechanism for an asynchronous flow, which will retry requests to the Stripe account in
cases of rate limits or other issues with resources.

Stripe Release NotesStripe Release Notes
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To configure this data source and collect Twilio data:

From the Data SourcesData Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Twillio, then select that data source.
Enter your Account SIDAccount SID.
Enter the Auth Token IDAuth Token ID
Select your resources to collect.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Twilio, however there are a number of Advanced
Settings you can use to customize your Appsflyer data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Twilio Setup GuideTwilio Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema for
data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for Twillio is twilio .

The naming convention is twillio_{__resource}.

Primary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID column, Panoply will insert an id,
formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
Exclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.
Truncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save Changes then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Twilio Advanced SettingsTwilio Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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To integrate Twitter data into Panoply using default selections, complete the following steps. For more
advanced options, complete the following and refer to the subsequent sections for detailed information.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Select TwitterTwitter. 
Click **Login **and follow Twitter's authorization flow.
Select which data to import.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Twitter, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Twitter Setup GuideTwitter Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply . The default schema for data warehouses

built on Amazon Redshift is public . This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection. The default destination for TwitterTwitter is twitter_{__tablename} , where __tablename  is

the name of the table from Twitter.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. The default for Twitter is id.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Twitter Advanced SettingsTwitter Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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The Twitter data elements ingested by Panoply are listed below. Additional detail is available in the Twitter
API documentation.

Nested dataNested data - The fundamental unit in Twitter is the tweet object, which is a nested JSON object containing
several main attributes ( id , created_at , and text ) and several child objects ( user , entities ,

extended_entities , and place ). Panoply's default behavior is to transform nested data into a set of many-

to-many or one-to-many relationship tables. The nested data is thereby turned into a (large) collection of flat
tables that can be joined together as needed.

EntitiesEntities - The entities  object in a tweet object will contain all additional metadata and contextual

information, as well as content included in tweets other than the tweet itself. Hashtags, user mentions, stock
symbols, Twitter polls, and posted images/videos. Tables with the _entities  suffix will contain all relevant

information, which can be joined to other tables using the id  field.

MetadataMetadata - In addition to the data schema details noted below, Panoply creates __updatetime  and

__senttime  internal fields on all tables.

TweetsTweets

This table is a collection of tweets from the authorized user collected from the
https://api.twitter.com/1.1/statuses/user_timeline  API endpoint. For additional information, see GET

statuses/user_timeline in the Twitter API documentation.

Twitter Tweets Data Dictionary

LikesLikes

LikesLikes - a collection of the authorizing user's likes (formerly known as 'favo(u)rites' or 'stars') sourced from the
https://api.twitter.com/1.1/favorites/list  API endpoint. For additional information, see GET

favorites/list in the Twitter API documentation.

Twitter Likes Data Dictionary

FollowersFollowers

FollowersFollowers - a collection of information on the authorizing user's followers collected from the
https://api.twitter.com/1.1/followers/list  API endpoint. For additional information, see GET

followers/list in the Twitter API documentation.

Twitter Followers Data Dictionary

Twitter Data DictionaryTwitter Data Dictionary
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To integrate Twitter Ads data into Panoply using default selections, complete the following steps. For more
advanced options, complete the following and refer to the subsequent sections for detailed information.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Select Twitter AdsTwitter Ads . Twitter Ads is listed under APIs.
In the Data Sources – Twitter Ads screen, click Login with TwitterLogin with Twitter.
After you log into Twitter, click Authorize appAuthorize app.
Select the Date RangeDate Range.
Select the CollectionsCollections to import.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Twitter Ads, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Appsflyer data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Twitter Ads Setup GuideTwitter Ads Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection. The default destination for Twitter AdsTwitter Ads  is  twitter_ads_{_collection} , where

__collection  is the name of the table from Twitter Ads.

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. The default for Twitter Ads is id.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Twitter Ads Advanced SettingsTwitter Ads Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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MetricsMetrics

Panoply creates a table for each valid combination of collection and metric. The table name is formatted as
{__collection-table-name}_{metric} . For example, if you are interested in the mobile conversion add to

wishlists metric for the campaigns collection, you would look at the

twitter_ads_campaigns_mobile_conversion_add_to_wishlists  table.

Panoply collects the full set of metric groups: engagement , billing , video , media , web_conversion ,

mobile_conversion , and life_time_value_mobile_conversion . For more information and a list of

available metrics, see Metrics and Segmentation in the Twitter Ads API documentation.

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination tables:

__updatetime  - When the record was last updated. Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-09-

26T01:26:14.695Z.
__senttime  - When the record was sent from the data source. Formatted as a datetime, such as

2018-09-26T01:26:14.695Z.

The following metadata columns are added only to the entity tables for each collection, such as the
twitter_ads_campaigns  table, but are not added to tables created from nested data, such as the

twitter_ads_campaigns_conversion_purchases  table:

__collection  - The Twitter Ads collection. Possible values are: accounts , campaigns ,

funding_instruments , line_items , promoted_tweets , and user_timeline .

__id  - Varies for each collection.

CollectionsCollections

AccountsAccounts

This collection is accounts , so the default destination table is twitter_ads_accounts . You can connect

subtables to this table by joining the subtables' twitter_ads_accounts_id  field on the

twitter_ads_accounts  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads Accounts Data Dictionary

CampaignsCampaigns

This collection is campaigns , so the default destination table is twitter_ads_campaigns . You can connect

subtables to this table by joining the subtables' twitter_ads_campaigns_id  field on the

twitter_ads_campaigns  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads Campaigns Data Dictionary

Funding InstrumentsFunding Instruments

Twitter Ads Data DictionaryTwitter Ads Data Dictionary
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This collection is funding_instruments , so the default destination table is

twitter_ads_funding_instruments . You can connect subtables to this table by joining the subtables'

twitter_ads_funding_instruments_id  field on the twitter_ads_funding_instruments  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads Funding Instruments Data Dictionary

Line ItemsLine Items

This collection is line_items , so the default destination table is twitter_ads_line_items . You can

connect subtables to this table by joining the subtables' twitter_ads_line_items_id  field on the

twitter_ads_line_items  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads Line Items Data Dictionary

Promoted TweetsPromoted Tweets

This collection is promoted_tweets , so the default destination table is twitter_ads_promoted_tweets . You

can connect subtables to this table by joining the subtables' twitter_ads_promoted_tweets_id  field on the

twitter_ads_promoted_tweets  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads Promoted Tweets Data Dictionary

User TimelineUser Timeline

This collection is user_timeline , so the default destination table is twitter_ads_user_timeline . Contains

a collection of the most recent Tweets posted by the user. The timeline returned is the equivalent of the one
seen as a user's profile on Twitter. You can connect subtables to this table by joining the subtables'
twitter_ads_user_timeline_id  field on the twitter_ads_user_timeline  table's id  field.

Twitter Ads User Timeline Data Dictionary
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This document describes the basic setup of the WooCommerce data source.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for and select WooCommerceWooCommerce. 
Enter the Store URLStore URL. For example, “https://yourdomain.com”. The store URL should not include the
/shop  postfix of the website. 

Enter your Consumer KeyConsumer Key. To create the key, see the WooCommerce documentation.
Enter your Consumer SecretConsumer Secret. To create the secret, see the WooCommerce documentation.
Click LoginLogin, then follow the simple steps described by WooCommerce.
Select the resources to collect from the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from WooCommerce, however, there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

WooCommerce Setup GuideWooCommerce Setup Guide

Note:Note:

To generate your API keys, see the WooCommerce API DocumentationWooCommerce API Documentation.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
is PublicPublic. This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for **WooCommerce **is woocommerce . To change this, entire your desired

prefix.
The naming convention is woocommerce_<__store_domain><__resource> , where both

__store_domain  and __resource  are dynamic fields. For example, for the resource named

customers , and the business name is my_store , the default destination table will be

woocommerce_my_store_customers .

Incremental LoadIncremental Load:  By default, Panoply collects all of your data from WooCommerce on your first
collect. After that, Panoply collects from the date of the last successful collection minus 1 calendar
day.

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

WooCommerce Advanced SettingsWooCommerce Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Note:Note:

There are some cases (for example updating an amount of a coupon) in which updating a record
through the WooCommerce API (using a PUT API call) does notdoes not update the date_modified  and
therefore Panoply will notwill not be able to identify these records as updated records. When this occurs, we
highly recommend users either recollect the data (removing the incremental value) or updating the
record through the WooCommerce UI.
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Panoply uses the WooCommerce API to collect your data into your data warehouse. The following endpoints
of the API are available to be collected.  To view the entire data dictionary in Google Sheets, click here.

CouponsCoupons

The Coupon endpoint lists all the coupons that have been created. Coupons Data Dictionary.

CustomersCustomers

The Customer API lists all the customers. Customers Data Dictionary.

OrdersOrders

The Orders API lists all the orders. Orders Data Dictionary.

RefundsRefunds

The refunds API lists the individual refunds. Refunds Data Dictionary. 

ProductsProducts

The products API lists the individual, or a batch, of products. Products Data Dictionary.

Product VariationsProduct Variations

The Product Variations API lists all of the product variations.Product Variations Data Dictionary.

Product CategoriesProduct Categories

The Product Categories API retrieves all product categories. Product Categories Data Dictionary.

Product Shipping ClassesProduct Shipping Classes

The Product Shipping Classes API retrieves all product shipping classes. Product Shipping Classes Data
Dictionary.

Product TagsProduct Tags

The Product Tags API retrieves all product tags. Product Tags Data Dictionary.

Product ReviewsProduct Reviews

The Product Reviews API retrieves all product reviews. Product Reviews Data Dictionary.

Tax RatesTax Rates

The Taxes API retrieves individual tax rates, or a batch of tax rates. Tax Rates Data Dictionary.

Payment GatewaysPayment Gateways

WooCommerce Data DictionaryWooCommerce Data Dictionary
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The Payment Gateways API retrieves all individual payment gateways. Results are not paginated - all
gateways will be returned. Payment Gateways Data Dictionary.

Shipping ZonesShipping Zones

The Shipping Zones API retrieves the individual shipping zones. Shipping Zones Data Dictionary.

Shipping Zone LocationsShipping Zone Locations

The Shipping Zone Locations API retrieves the individual shipping zone locations. Shipping Zone Locations
Data Dictionary.

Shipping Zone MethodsShipping Zone Methods

The Shipping Zone Methods API retrieves the individual methods of a shipping zone.  Shipping Zone
Methods Data Dictionary.
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June 2021June 2021

Panoply has released the new WooCommerce data source. Using the WooCommerce API, Panoply can
collect your data into your data warehouse. The following resources are available:

Coupons
Customers
Orders
Order Notes
Refunds
Products
Product Variations
Product Categories
Product Shipping Classes
Product Tags
Product Reviews
Tax Rates
Payment Gateways
Shipping Zones
Shipping Zone Locations
Shipping Zone Methods

WooCommerce Release NotesWooCommerce Release Notes
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To integrate Zendesk data into Panoply using default selections, complete the following steps. For more
advanced options, complete the following and refer to the subsequent sections for detailed information.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
In the Data Sources – Choose Source Type window, select ZendeskZendesk. Zendesk is listed under APIs.
Enter your Zendesk subdomain.
Enter the email address associated with the API token.
Enter your API token, which is available in the Zendesk Admin interface at Admin > Channels > API.
Select the resources that you want to collect, and then click NextNext.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Zendesk, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Zendesk Setup GuideZendesk Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection. The default destination for **Zendesk **is zendesk_{__tableName} , where

{__tableName}  is the name of the table from Zendesk

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id field that defines the column that contains the table's Primary
Key. The default for Zendesk is id. If no id  field is present, Panoply creates an id  to use as the

primary key on the destination table.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Zendesk Advanced SettingsZendesk Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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MetadataMetadata

Panoply adds the following fields to collected tables:

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

__sendtime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z

__tablename : Name of the Zendesk table

TablesTables

Many resources contain nested data. Data within objects and arrays is converted to subtables within
Panoply.

Tables created out of nested data do not include the __tablename  field and are named based on their

parent table. So, for example, the Tickets resource becomes the zendesk_tickets  table in Panoply. And

since the collaborator_ids  field in that table is an array, Panoply creates a table called

zendesk_tickets_collaborator_ids  to hold the array data. That table has an id  field, a numeric value

field to hold the nested data, along with a zendesk_tickets_id  field to tie each record back to a record in

the zendesk_tickets  parent table.

Because of the volume of nested data, and the fact that you can customize how nested data is handled in
your database, this article does not include final table schemas for nested tables.

BrandsBrands

Brands are your customer-facing identities. This data comes from the /api/v2/brands.json  Zendesk API

endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Brands.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects and arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Brands Data Dictionary

GroupsGroups

When support requests arrive in Zendesk Support, they can be assigned to a Group. This data comes from
the /api/v2/groups.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation

on Groups.

Zendesk Groups Data Dictionary

NPS InvitationsNPS Invitations

Lists all NPS survey invitations. This data comes from the /api/v2/nps/surveys/{id}/invitations.json

Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on NPS Invitations.

Zendesk NPS Invitations Data Dictionary

NPS RecipientsNPS Recipients

Zendesk Data DictionaryZendesk Data Dictionary
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Every NPS survey is delivered to one or multiple recipients. This data comes from the
/api/v2/nps/incremental/recipients.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk

API documentation on NPS Incremental Export: Recipients.

Zendesk NPS Recipients Data Dictionary

NPS ResponsesNPS Responses

When a recipient responds to an NPS survey, their rating, comment, and last survey date are captured. This
data comes from the /api/v2/nps/incremental/responses.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more

information, see the Zendesk API documentation on NPS Incremental Export: Responses.

Zendesk NPS Responses Data Dictionary

NPS SurveysNPS Surveys

Lists all surveys. This data comes from the /api/v2/nps/surveys.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more

information, see the Zendesk API documentation on NPS Surveys.

Zendesk NPS Surveys Data Dictionary

Organization FieldsOrganization Fields

Zendesk Support allows admins to create custom Organization Fields for display on an Organization page.
This data comes from the /api/v2/organization_fields.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more

information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Organization Fields.

This resource contains nested data. Data within arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Organization Fields Data Dictionary

Organization MembershipsOrganization Memberships

A membership links a user to an organization. This data comes from the
/api/v2/organization_memberships.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk

API documentation on Organization Memberships.

Zendesk Organization Memberships Data Dictionary

OrganizationsOrganizations

Just as agents can be segmented into groups in Zendesk Support, your customers (end-users) can be
segmented into organizations. This data comes from the /api/v2/incremental/organizations.json

Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Incremental
Organization Export and Organizations

This resource contains nested data. Data within arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Organizations Data Dictionary

Satisfaction RatingSatisfaction Rating

Lists all satisfaction ratings. This data comes from the /api/v2/satisfaction_ratings.json  Zendesk API

endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Satisfaction Ratings.

Zendesk Satisfaction Ratings Data Dictionary
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Satisfaction ReasonsSatisfaction Reasons

When satisfaction reasons are enabled in your Zendesk Support account, and a user gives a negative rating
to a solved ticket, a follow-up question is presented to the user. The question includes a list menu of possible
reasons for the negative rating. This resources lists the reasons given for each negative satisfaction rating.
This data comes from the /api/v2/satisfaction_reasons.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more

information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Satisfaction Reasons.

Zendesk Satisfaction Reasons Data Dictionary

SLA PoliciesSLA Policies

A Service Level Agreement is a documented agreement between a support provider and their customers that
specifies performance measures for support. There can be multiple SLA policies per Zendesk Support
account, and they are listed here. This data comes from the /api/v2/slas/policies  Zendesk API endpoint.

For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on SLA Policies.

This resource contains nested data. Data within arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk SLA Policies Data Dictionary

Suspended TicketsSuspended Tickets

When an end-user submits a support request by email, in most cases the email becomes a new ticket or
adds a comment to an existing ticket. In certain cases though, the email is suspended. Suspending an email
means putting it aside for further review. This data comes from the /api/v2/suspended_tickets.json

Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Suspended Tickets.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Suspended Tickets Data Dictionary

Ticket CommentsTicket Comments

Ticket comments represent the conversation between requesters, collaborators, and agents. This data
comes from the /api/v2/tickets/{id}/comments.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see

the Zendesk API documentation on Ticket Comments.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects and arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Ticket Comments Data Dictionary

Ticket FieldsTicket Fields

Zendesk Support allows admins to customize the fields displayed on the ticket form. This data comes from
the /api/v2/ticket_fields.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API

documentation on Ticket Fields.

This resource contains nested data. Data within arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Ticket Fields Data Dictionary

Ticket Metric EventsTicket Metric Events
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You can use the ticket metric events API to track reply times, agent work times, and requester wait times.
This data comes from the /api/v2/incremental/ticket_metric_events.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For

more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Ticket Metric Events and List Ticket Metric Events.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Ticket Metric Events Data Dictionary

Ticket MetricsTicket Metrics

Lists tickets with their metrics. This data comes from the /api/v2/ticket_metrics.json  Zendesk API

endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Ticket Metrics.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Ticket Metrics Data Dictionary

TicketsTickets

Tickets are the means through which your end users (customers) communicate with agents in Zendesk
Support. This data comes from the /api/v2/incremental/tickets.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more

information, see the Zendesk API documentation on Incremental Ticket Export and Tickets.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects and arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Tickets Data Dictionary

User FieldsUser Fields

Zendesk Support allows admins to customize fields displayed on a User profile page. This data comes from
the /api/v2/user_fields.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see the Zendesk API

documentation on User Fields.

This resource contains nested data. Data within arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk User Fields Data Dictionary

UsersUsers

Zendesk Support has three types of users: end-users (your customers), agents, and administrators. This
data comes from the /api/v2/incremental/users.json  Zendesk API endpoint. For more information, see

the Zendesk API documentation on Incremental User Export and Users.

This resource contains nested data. Data within objects and arrays is converted to subtables within Panoply.

Zendesk Users Data Dictionary
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Amazon S3Amazon S3

This document describes the basic setup of the Amazon S3 data source.

To integrate Amazon S3 data into Panoply:

Amazon S3 Setup GuideAmazon S3 Setup Guide

Note: It is recommended that you create a dedicated IAM userdedicated IAM user and set up an IAM policyset up an IAM policy.
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Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
In the Data Sources search for and select Amazon S3Amazon S3.
Enter your S3 Bucket Name:S3 Bucket Name: An Amazon S3 bucket is a storage location available on Amazon Web
Services' (AWS) Simple Storage Service (S3). S3 buckets are similar to file folders, which store data
available to collect.
Enter your Access Key IDAccess Key ID and Secret Access KeySecret Access Key: Access keys are long-term credentials for an
IAM user or the AWS account root user. They consist of an Access Key ID (e.g.
AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE ) and Secret Access Key (e.g.

wJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY ). Like a user name and password, you must use both

the access key ID and secret access key together to authenticate. You may find your access keys in
the security credentials of your AWS Management Console. Learn more from Amazon here: find and
update your access keys.
Enter the Path PatternPath Pattern. The Path Pattern is a regular expression that Panoply uses to decide
whether or not to sync certain files. It applies to everything under the prefix. For instance, suppose
under the prefix logs you had three folders: 2017, 2016, and errors. Using the pattern \d\d\d\d/.\* ,

you could exclude all the files in the errors folder, because \d\d\d\d  applies to the folders, and .*

applies to the files under them. If you're not sure what regular expression to use, you can leave this
field blank, and we'll sync everything under the prefix.
Collect All FilesCollect All Files: If this checkbox is checked, Panoply collects all the files in your S3 bucket
address, including any files added to the S3 bucket or modified in the future. If the box is not checked,
you will have to select the files you wish to collect.
Select the files to collect (if you are not collecting all files). Click the links below to view sample files.
For details regarding these file types, see the Data Dictionary. Panoply supports the following file
types:

Plain text (.txt)
Archive (.tar, .zip and .gzip) The collection will fail if the archive file contains unsupported file
types or other archive files.
.xlsx
json
Delimited files (.csv, .tsv and others)
XML

Enter a Destination TableDestination Table. This determines where Panoply will store the data. To collect
spreadsheet tabs into separate tables, use the format destination_{__tablename}  where

destination  is your chosen destination table name and {__tablename}  is a dynamic field that

instructs Panoply to use the name of the sheet (tab). For example, if you use myfile_{__tablename}

as your destination table and your spreadsheet has two sheets named jan21  and feb21 , the

resulting tables will be named myfile_jan21  and myfile_feb21 .

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Amazon S3, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your Amazon S3 data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
is PublicPublic. This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

Amazon S3 Amazon S3 idid
columncolumn

User EnteredUser Entered
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the
original source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter ado not enter a
valuevalue into the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-
a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered,
while retaining the source columns.

Incremental LoadIncremental Load: An incremental load is only available when the user chooses Collect All FilesCollect All Files.
This option means that Panoply will only collect files that have been updated since the last successful
collection. When selecting specific files, Panoply will collect the entire file. When an incremental key
is entered, it will be applied to all files collected.

4. DelimiterDelimiter: For character-delimited files like .csv or .txt, that do not use a comma or a tab for the delimiter,
use the dropdown to indicate the correct delimiter to use.

5. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.

6. Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.

7. TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.

8. Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Amazon S3 Advanced SettingsAmazon S3 Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

WARNINGWARNING: Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the files selected.
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Because Amazon S3 data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data. This section includes useful information
about the Panoply automations. You can adjust these settings in your data source under Advanced Settings.

File TypesFile Types

Several of the supported file types have special requirements or handling.

Excel (.xslx) FilesExcel (.xslx) Files

Panoply collects the file into the destination table you entered. To have each sheet (tab) within the file into its
own table, users must enter additional parameters.

Text (.txt) FilesText (.txt) Files

Text files txt files can be tab delimited, which Panoply will automatically use to mark the columns. Other
delimiters may also be used, but the user will have to specify that delimeter on the Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings tab.

Archive Files (.tar .gzip .zip)Archive Files (.tar .gzip .zip)

Collection will fail if there are unsupported file types in the archive file.

Header HandlingHeader Handling

The first row of the spreadsheet or file with values will be considered the header for the table. If a column has
data but nothing in the header row, Panoply will add a header consisting of the word column  + the column

letter, such as column A .

For duplicate headers, Panoply will rename the second instance of the header by appending the header with
column  and the column letter, such as Name Column A . Columns with a header and no data will not be

collected.

A column with a header but without values will be ignored.

Wildcards:Wildcards:

The path pattern is the way to decide whether or not to sync certain files. It applies to everything under the
S3 bucket. The path pattern supports wildcards for better flexibility in finding specific files and/or folders:

* matches everything
? matches any single character
[seq] matches any character in seq
[!seq] matches any character not in seq

For example, if the bucket orders has three folders named: 2021Q1, 2021Q2, and 2021Summary, using the
pattern [0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9]Q[1-4]/* , you could include only the folders for each quarter (will exclude the

2021Summary folder). These are just a few of the use cases for using wildcards.

Amazon S3 Data DictionaryAmazon S3 Data Dictionary
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Use case: list all .csv files in my_folder

Pattern: my_folder/*.csv

Includes: my_folder/test.csv , my_folder/testtest.csv

Excludes: my_folder/test.txt , my_folder/test.json

Use case: list all files in specific subfolder
Pattern: my_folder/*/logs/*

Includes: my_folder/2020/logs/test1.txt , my_folder/2020/05/logs/test2.txt

Excludes: my_folder/test3.txt , my_folder/2020/errors/test4.txt

Use case: list all files which end with number
Pattern: my_folder/*[0-9].*

Includes: my_folder/test1.txt , my_folder/subfolder/test2.json

Excludes: my_folder/test.json , my_folder/subfolder/test.json

Similarly [a-z] will match any single letter

MetadataMetadata

id : If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source, Panoply will

insert an id. Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2z .

__s3bucket : The source S3 bucket for the record.

__s3key : The source file name in S3 for the record.

__filename : The name of the source file.

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

__sheetname : The name of the sheet (Excel files.

__xml_root : The name of the XML root element.

__xml_item : The name of a child element (XML)
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March 2021March 2021

Panoply has updated the Amazon S3 data source with added support for new file types XML and .zip. Also
included is support for .txt files when formatted as a character delimited or json file. The new data source
allows users to use wildcards in the path pattern to find and collect specific files.

Users also now have the ability to change the last modification date to collect the data since a specific date.

To migrate to the new data source, users will need to add a new instance of Amazon S3.

Amazon S3 Release NotesAmazon S3 Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup for using a Cloud Storage data source with Panoply.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for Cloud StorageCloud Storage and select it.
Click Login with GoogleLogin with Google and follow Google's login process.
Enter the desired BucketBucket
Select desired files.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Cloud Storage, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Cloud Storage Setup GuideCloud Storage Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: This is the name of the table Panoply will create with your data. The default destination
is google_cloud_storage .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: Primary Keys are the column(s) values that uniquely identify a row. Panoply
automatically selects the Primary Key using an available ID column. If your data does not contain an
id  column, you may configure this manually by choosing the columns to use. See Primary Keys for

more information.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Cloud Storage Advanced SettingsCloud Storage Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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This document describes the basic setup for using DynamoDB with Panoply.

If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
To ensure data security, DynamoDB databases with production data are typically not publicly
available. To allow Panoply to access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for DynamoDB and select it.
Enter your API KeyAPI Key.
Enter your API SecretAPI Secret.
Enter your ** Region**.
Select the DynamoDB tables to collect from the Data AvailableData Available .
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from DynamoDB, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your DynamoDB data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

DynamoDB Setup GuideDynamoDB Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply . The default schema for data warehouses

built on Amazon Redshift is public . This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: The default destination is dynamo_<table or view name>  , where <table or

view name>  is a dynamic field. For example, for a table or view name customers , the default

destination table is dynamo_customers .

Incremental KeyIncremental Key: By default, Panoply fetches all of your DynamoDB data on each run. If you only
want to collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as the incremental key. The column
must be logically incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the
previous run and will start there on the next run.

Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, Panoply collects all the DynamoDB
data on each run for the DynamoDB tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value,
Panoply collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the
end of a successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually
or automatically), Panoply will use that value as the place to begin the collection.
The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.
When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the
selected tables and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as
the Incremental Key, it must be collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records that have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key,
or they may not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits
these records instead of failing the entire data source.

4. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.

5. Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.

6. TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.

7. Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

DynamoDB Advanced SettingsDynamoDB Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of DynamoDB.
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The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
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Because DynamoDB data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data. This section includes useful information
about the Panoply automations. You can adjust these settings in your data source under Advanced Settings

ColumnsColumns

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type text . 

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

__pk : The primary key value as defined in the table

__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

Data Type MappingData Type Mapping

To better understand how Panoply handles data types we have created a spreadsheet mapping DynamoDB
data types to their equivalent in Panoply.

DynamoDB Data Type Mapping

DynamoDB Data DictionaryDynamoDB Data Dictionary
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December 2020December 2020

The limitation of 100 tables in the Dynamo DB data source was lifted. All tables should now be collected in
this data source.

November 2020November 2020

The Dynamo DB data source has been updated and released. This update brings changes to the UI, better
primary key handling and improved performance. 

Because this change also affects the way we process data, it is recommended that you:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have 90 days from November 23, 2020 to to update to the new data source.

August 2020August 2020

In keeping with our goal to improve our customer experience, we have updated the user interface for Dynamo
DB GeneralGeneral and the AdvancedAdvanced tabs.

DynamoDB Release NotesDynamoDB Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup for using ElasticSearch with Panoply.

If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for ElasticSearchElasticSearch and select it.
Enter your HostHost and your IndicesIndices
(Optional) Enable sign in with SSHSSH and fill in the required information. Only enable SSH if it is
required by the ElasticSearch server.
Click Save Changes and then click Collect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from ElasticSearch, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

ElasticSearch Setup GuideElasticSearch Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Incremental KeyIncremental Key: By default, Panoply fetches all of your ElasticSearch data on each run. If you only
want to collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as the incremental key. The column
must be logically incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the
previous run and will start there on the next run. See Incremental Loads for more information.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply . The default schema for data warehouses

built on Amazon Redshift is public . This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

DestinationDestination: This is the name of the table Panoply will create with your data. The default for
ElasticSearch is `elasticsearch_{index){_type}.

Primary KeyPrimary Key: Primary Keys are the column(s) values that uniquely identify a row. Panoply uses the
defaul primary key of {_type}#{_id}  as provided by ElasticSearch.

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

ElasticSearch Advanced SettingsElasticSearch Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Note:Note:

When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the selected indices. If
the table or view does not have the column indicat

Note:Note:

An index may have some records that have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key, or they may not
capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits these records instead of failing the
entire data source.
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This document describes the basic setup of the File Upload data source.

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for File Upload, then select that data source.
Click Choose FileChoose File and select the file to upload. Panoply will only show you files in your Drive that
are compatible.

Plain text (.txt)
Archive (.tar, .zip and .gzip) The collection will fail if the archive file contains unsupported file
types or other archive files.
.xlsx
json
Delimited files (.csv, .tsv and others)
XML

DestinationDestination: Enter the destination. This will be the name of the table in Panoply once it is collected.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from File Upload, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

File Upload Setup GuideFile Upload Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

DelimiterDelimiter: For character-delimited files like .csv or .txt, that do not use a comma or a tab for the
delimiter, use the dropdown to indicate the correct delimiter to use.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

File Upload Advanced SettingsFile Upload Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Because data in your uploaded files is unique, Panoply cannot provide a complete data dictionary. However,
we can provide you information about how Panoply automates the data schema and how certain file and data
types are handled.

Supported File TypesSupported File Types

Panoply supports the following file types for the File Upload data source:

Archive ( .tar  and .gzip )

JSON ( .json ) See our sample .json file

Character-delimited files ( .csv  and .tsv ) See our sample .csv file or sample .tsv file

Microsoft Excel ( .xlsx ) See our sample .xlsx file

Plain text ( .txt )

Maximum size for uploading files is 100 MB. For larger files, consider using our Amazon S3 data source.

Special Requirements / HandlingSpecial Requirements / Handling

Several of the supported file types have special requirements or handling.

Excel (.xslx) FilesExcel (.xslx) Files

Panoply collects the file into the destination table you entered. To have each sheet (tab) within the file into its
own table, users must enter additional parameters.

Text (.txt) FilesText (.txt) Files

Text files txt files can be tab delimited, which Panoply will automatically use to mark the columns. Other
delimiters may also be used, but the user will have to specify that delimeter in the Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings.

Archives with unsupported f ilesArchives with unsupported f iles

Collection will fail if you try to upload an archive file (such as .tar  or .gzip ) that includes unsupported file

types or other archive files. To resolve this issue, review your archive, remove unsupported files, upload the
modified archive file, and collect again.

Header HandlingHeader Handling

The first row of the spreadsheet or file with values will be considered the header for the table. If a column has
data but nothing in the header row, Panoply will add a header consisting of the word column  + the column

letter, such as column A .

For duplicate headers, Panoply will rename the second instance of the header by appending the header with
column  and the column letter, such as Name Column A . Columns with a header and no data will not be

collected.

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added by Panoply to the destination table(s):

File Upload Data DictionaryFile Upload Data Dictionary
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id : If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source, Panoply will

insert an id . Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2

__filename : This is the name of the file Panoply collected

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z

__sheetname : The name of the sheet (Excel files.

__xml_root : The name of the XML root element.

__xml_item : The name of a child element (XML)
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April 2021April 2021

In our ongoing efforts to bring our users improvements, Panoply has refreshed the File Upload Data Source.
This allows users to import the following types of files from their computers:

tar
zip, gzip
xlsx
json
csv
tsv
txt

For more information, see: File Upload Documentation

File Upload Release NotesFile Upload Release Notes
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Google BigQueryGoogle BigQuery

Panoply's BigQuery data source can import all the projects, datasets, and tables in a BigQuery database.

To integrate Google BigQuery data into Panoply using default selections, complete the following steps. For
more advanced options, complete the following and refer to the subsequent sections for detailed information.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for and select BigQueryBigQuery.
Click Sign in with GoogleSign in with Google and follow the authentication process.
Click AllowAllow to confrim access to the tables and continue.
Select the tables to import from your projects.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Google BigQuery Setup GuideGoogle BigQuery Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply . The default schema for data warehouses

built on Amazon Redshift is public . This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

DestinationDestination: Panoply selects the default destination for the tables where data is stored.
The default destination is bigquery_<table or view name> , where <table or view name>

is a dynamic field. For example, for a table or view name customers, the default destination
table is bigquery_customers .

To prefix all table names with your own prefix, use this syntax: prefix_<table or view

name>  where the prefix is your desired prefix name and <table or view name>  is a variable

representing the tables and views to be collected. For example, is you use the prefix gbdata

and your table is named customers , the resulting table will be named bgdata_customers .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The default id . The primary key here determines which field(s) to use as the

deduplication key when ingesting data.
Incremental KeyIncremental Key -By default, Panoply fetches all of your BigQuery data on each run. If you only
want to collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as your incremental key. The column
must be logically incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the
previous run and will start there on the next run.

5. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.

6. Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.

7. TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.

8. Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Google BigQuery Advanced SettingsGoogle BigQuery Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of BigQuery.
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Because BigQuery data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data.

ColumnsColumns

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type text .

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

id : If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source table, Panoply will

insert an id. Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z.

Google BigQuery Data DictionaryGoogle BigQuery Data Dictionary
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This document describes the basic setup of the Google Drive data source.

To configure this data source and collect Google Drive data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Google DriveGoogle Drive, then select that data source.
Click Sign in with GoogleSign in with Google and follow Google’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access
Google Drive data.
(Optional) Choose the folder to collect data from.
By default, Panoply collects only the files that you select. To collect all supported files, check the
Collect AllCollect All  box.
Select the files from which to collect data. For details regarding these file types, see the Data
Dictionary. Panoply will only show you files in your Drive that are compatible. Panoply supports the
following file types:

Plain text (.txt)
Archive (.tar, .zip and .gzip) The collection will fail if the archive file contains unsupported file
types or other archive files.
.xlsx
json
Delimited files (.csv, .tsv and others)
Google Sheets
XML

DestinationDestination: The destination determines where Panoply will store your data. Users must enter a
Destination Table to name the table.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes, then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Google Drive, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Google Drive Setup GuideGoogle Drive Setup Guide

Note:Note:

Google requires the logged-in user to have permissions to the data. If the permissions are not in place,
some of the data will not be available.

Note:Note:

If you intend to schedule collection of a file in Google Drive, be aware that deleting the file from the
Drive and re-uploading it will break the automated schedule. To update the file, simply upload the file
with the same name and path to ensure that the ID assigned by Google Drive remains the same.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply . The default schema for data warehouses

built on Amazon Redshift is public . This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.

Destination PrefixDestination Prefix: This is the prefix that Panoply will use in the name of the tables included in the
collection.

The default prefix for Google DriveGoogle Drive is googledrive .

The naming convention is googledrive_<file>  where file  is the name of the file

collected, such as googledrive_metrics .

For spreadsheet files, such as .xlsx and Google Sheets, Panoply will also append the
sheetname to the table name, such as googledrive_metrics_january .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

Google DriveGoogle Drive
idid   columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary
key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the
original source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do notdo not
enter a valueenter a value into the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-
a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values
entered, while retaining the source columns.

Google Drive Advanced SettingsGoogle Drive Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the Google Drive files selected.
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Incremental LoadIncremental Load: The incremental key allows Panoply to only load changes/additions to a file that
happened after it was last successfully completed. Panoply uses the modified date on the files (not
the date it was added to the drive). The incremental load is only used when selecting Collect AllCollect All
FilesFiles. When selecting specific files, Panoply will collect the entire file.
DelimiterDelimiter: For character-delimited files like .csv or .txt, that do not use a comma or a tab for the
delimiter, use the dropdown to indicate the correct delimiter to use.
ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.
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Because Google Drive data comes from your files, Panoply cannot provide a complete data dictionary.
However, we can provide you information about how Panoply automates the data schema and how certain
file and data types are handled.

Supported File TypesSupported File Types

Panoply supports the following file types for the File Upload data source:

Archive (.tar and .gzip)
JSON (.json) See our sample .json file
Character-delimited files (.csv and .tsv) See our sample .csv file or sample .tsv file
Microsoft Excel (.xlsx) See our sample .xlsx file
Plain text (.txt)

Maximum size for uploading files is 100 MB.

Special Requirements / HandlingSpecial Requirements / Handling

Several of the supported file types have special requirements or handling.

Excel (.xslx) FilesExcel (.xslx) Files

Panoply collects each sheet (tab) within the file as a unique table. The name of the sheet will be appended to
the googledrive_<file>  table name. For example googledrive_metrics_january . Each sheet is opened

and collected as one table. Empty rows are not imported.

Text (.txt) FilesText (.txt) Files

Text files txt files can be tab delimited, which Panoply will automatically use to mark the columns. Other
delimiters may also be used, but the user will have to specify that delimeter on the Advanced SettingsAdvanced Settings tab.

Header HandlingHeader Handling

The first row of the spreadsheet or file with values will be considered the header for the table. If a column has
data but nothing in the header row, Panoply will add a header consisting of the word column  + the column

letter, such as column A .

For duplicate headers, Panoply will rename the second instance of the header by appending the header with
column  and the column letter, such as Name Column A . Columns with a header and no data will not be

collected.

Data TypesData Types

Google Drive Data DictionaryGoogle Drive Data Dictionary
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A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically
chooses the data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for
this data source. If even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data
type Text.

For example, the following combination of values in a single column will be data type Number:
10000
10,000
10.10

For example, the following combination of values in a single column will be data type Text:
10000
10,000
10.10
10000x

Dates are formatted as formatted strings.
Empty columns and empty rows are not collected.

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added by Panoply to the destination table(s):

id  - If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source, Panoply will

insert an id . Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2

__sheetname : This is added only for Excel files. It is the name of the worksheet where the data

originated, formatted as <__file>_<__sheet name> , such as Sales Metrics_2018Q2.

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__folder : This is the name of the folder where the file was located.

__file : This is the name of the file Panoply collected.

__xml_root : The root element (XML)

__xml_item : The name of a child element (XML) - represent a record
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April 2021April 2021

Panoply has refreshed the Google Drive data source.  As a part of this refresh, additional features have been
added. These include:

Dropdown with all avaliable Folders
Collect All feature
Support for .gzip files
Incremental loading
Support for Google Sheets
Delimeter files in UI config
Support for delimited files with txt extension
Support for reading in batches of the some file types
Support of XML files parsing

Panoply no longer provides a default destination. Users must provide a destination when setting up the data
source. When migrating to the new Google Drive data source, users will need to use their existing table
names as the destination if they want the data to be collected into those existing tables.

Schema changes include the addition of several metadata fields, and one has been removed.

Added:

__folder : The name of the parent folder of the file

__xml_item : The name of a child element that represents the record of xml file

__xml_root : The root tag of xml files

Removed:

__tablename  metadata column

September 2020September 2020

In our ongoing efforts to bring our users improvements, Panoply has released the Google Drive Data Source.
This allows users to import the following types of files from their Google Drive:

tar, parsing with tarfile
zip, parsing with zipfile
xlsx, parsing with openpyxl
json, parsing with simplejson
csv, parsing with csv
tsv, parsing with csv

Once you have authenticated your Google account, Panoply will show you any supported files in your
Google Drive.

For more information, see: Google Drive Documentation

Google Drive Release NotesGoogle Drive Release Notes
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This document describes the Google Sheets data source.

To configure this data source and collect Google Sheets data:

From the Data Sources menu, click Add Data SourceAdd Data Source.
Search for Google Sheets, then select that data source.
Click LoginLogin and follow Google’s authorization process to allow Panoply to access Google Sheets
data.
Select the Google Sheets files from which to collect data.

The file must be a Google Sheets file. We do not support other file types.
For each file, Panoply collects each individual sheet (tab) as a unique table.
Sheets must include headers.

The first row that contains at least one value will be used as the header row. This row
is converted into column names in the target tables. See our Google Sheets demo file
with properly formatted sample data.
If there is a duplicated header, the column letter will be appended to the header name
in the format of <header name> column <column letter> . For example, if there are

two columns titled date , the second column titled date  will be appended with the

column letter, becoming date column b .

If a column contains data, but has no header, Panoply will fill in the header with
column <column letter> , for example column b .

If a column has a header but no data, the column will not be collected.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Google Sheets, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Google Sheets Setup GuideGoogle Sheets Setup Guide

Note:Note:

Google requires the logged-in user to have permissions to the data. If the permissions are not in place,
some of the data will not be available.

Note:Note:

See our Google Sheets demo fileGoogle Sheets demo file with properly formatted sample data.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema:This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is public. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Destination:Destination: Panoply selects a default destination. These are the tables where data is stored.

The default naming convention is sheets_<filename>_<sheetname> . For example if you had

a spread sheet named "App Install Metrics" and it contained a sheet (tab) named
"app_installs", it would be stored in Panoply as
sheets_app_install_metrics_app_installs . 

To prefix all table names with your own prefix, use this syntax: prefix_<__tablename> , where

prefix  is your desired prefix name and <__table_name>  is a variable that represents the

<filename>_<sheetname> .

**Primary Key: **Users can define which column contains the table's Primary Key. If this option is left
blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will insert an id , formatted as a

GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

Exclude:Exclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse String:Parse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Google Sheets Advanced SettingsGoogle Sheets Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Because Google Sheets data comes from a spreadsheet file Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data. This is the useful information to know about
the Panoply automations:

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically
chooses the data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for
this data source. If even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data
type Text.

For example, the following combination of values in a single column will be data type Number:
10000
10,000
10.10

For example, the following combination of values in a single column will be data type Text:
10000
10,000
10.10
10000x

Regarding data types, values using commas as a decimal place (such as "12,45") can be imported as
data type Number with some restrictions.

The "location" of the Google Sheet determines if "12,45" is a number or a text. See the
discussion of decimal point and comma and the Google Sheets API documentation on
ValueRenderOption.
Someone in the United States, and using the United States version of Google Sheets, enters
"12,45" into a Google Sheet cell then Google will automatically format that value as a Text.
Even if you manually change the cell format to Number, Google will treat it as a Text when
added to Panoply.
Someone in the France, and using the French version of Google Sheets, enters "12,45" into a
Google Sheet cell then Google will automatically format that value as a Number.

Dates are formatted as formatted strings.
For each sheet, Panoply opens the individual sheet (tab) and collects the values row by row.
A column with a header but without values will be ignored. This is a limitation built into the Data
Engine.
Empty columns and empty rows are not collected.
The following metadata columns are added by Panoply to the destination table(s):

id  - If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source, Panoply

will insert an id . Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z

__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2018-06-26T01:26:14.695Z

__tablename  - The name of the sheet (tab), in Google Sheets, where the data originated.

Formatted as < filename>_<sheet name> , such as app_install_metrics_app_installs.

Google Sheets Data DictionaryGoogle Sheets Data Dictionary
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August 2020August 2020

As part of Panoply's efforts to improve our data sources, we are opening our updated Google Sheets beta to
all users. This update includes handling for columns that do not have a header value in the header row by
adding a value of column <column letter>  (such as column b  as well as handling of duplicate header

values by modifying the second header with the column letter in the manner of <header name> column

<column letter> , such as name column b .

The previous version of the Google Sheets data source is deprecated as of August 17, 2020. Users will have
90 days from then to move to the new data source. For more information, see our data source
documentation.

Google Sheets Release NotesGoogle Sheets Release Notes
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Google Sheets Frequently Asked QuestionsGoogle Sheets Frequently Asked Questions

Q: If I have multiple sheets (tabs) in my file, will Panoply create a table for each sheet?Q: If I have multiple sheets (tabs) in my file, will Panoply create a table for each sheet?

A: Yes. Google will collect each tab as a separate table using the default naming convention
sheets_filename_sheetname . For example, if you had a spread sheet named “App Install Metrics” and it

contained a sheet (tab) named app_installs , it would be stored in Panoply as

sheets_app_install_metrics_app_installs .

Q: Why do I sometimes get an error message about rows not the same size. What doesQ: Why do I sometimes get an error message about rows not the same size. What does
that mean?that mean?

A: During the data ingestion of any given sheet, row 1 becomes the database columns, and each subsequent
row becomes a record in the database table. Basically, this means your data must be tabular.

The error message means some row is longer (has more columns) than the rest of the rows. This is a
problem because some of your data isn’t “under” a header, and therefore can’t be assigned to a column in
the database table.

For example, if have content in cell in E5 but no header in E1, then Panoply can’t tell where to put that data
because it doesn’t map to a column in the related database table. Panoply throws the error message instead
of permitting data loss.

Google Sheets FAQsGoogle Sheets FAQs
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MongoDB Setup GuideMongoDB Setup Guide

Before you startBefore you start

Note the namename, the hosthost, and the portport of the Mongo database.
Note the usernameusername and passwordpassword for the user connecting to the database.
Note: MongoDB stores documents in collections. Collections are analogous to tables in
relational databases.

SRV:SRV:

Panoply supports MongoDB Atlas connections that use SRV. MongoDB describes SRV here:MongoDB describes SRV here:. In
technical terms, the use of SRV eliminates the requirement for every client to pass in a complete set of
state information for the cluster. Instead, a single SRV record identifies all the nodes associated with the
cluster (and their port numbers) and an associated TXT record defines the options for the URI.
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If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
Mongo databases with production data are typically not publicly available. To allow Panoply to
access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for MongoDBMongoDB and select it.
Enter the credentials to connect toMongoDB. If you're not sure what your connection details are,
contact your administrator. To find the information on the hostname, ask your administrator or see
Host Info in the documentation.

Host Address - The URL of the database or the IP address of the host server.
URL example: your.server.com

IP example: 123.45.67.89

Mongo allows you to specify more than one host by separating them with commas. When the
port is provided in the host, it will be used, otherwise the value from the port parameter will be
used. For example, if the host is a.b.com,d.e.net:1234,f.g.uk port= 27017 , the connection

string will eventually be formed as a.b.com:27017,d.e.net:1234,f.g.uk:27017 .

Port - The port number of the server. This is 27017  for most connections.

Users can specify to which node (primary or secondary) to connect by adding the suffix /?

readPreference=secondary  to the host address in the Mongo source configuration. See the

Mongo documentation.

Enter your MongoDB username and password. This user must have permission to access the data in
the collections to be used. If the permissions are not in place, some of the data will not be available.

Each user must be granted a role. The role determines the user’s access to database
resources and operations.
A user can have multiple roles. 
The user must have at least the Read client role.
The user need the following rights assigned to their role:

find

listCollections

ListDatabases

(Optional) Enter your Auth SourceAuth Source and Replica SetReplica Set.
Select the MongoDB database to collect the data from. This will load the collections (tables and
views) that the user has permissions to access.

9. Select one or more collections (tables or views).

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Note:Note:

This may take time to load.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Auth SourceAuth Source: For most sources this will be "admin".
Replica SetReplica Set: Enter your replicate set name.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: Panoply selects a default destination, the tables where data is stored.

The default name of each destination table in Panoply is comprised of the prefix mongo  and

_<collection> , where collection  is a dynamic field that represents the name of the table

in your Mongo database. For example if collection  name is customers , then the resulting

table will be mongo_customers .

To prefix all table names with your own prefix, enter it into this field. Panoply will add the
postfix automatically

Primary KeyPrimary Key - The Primary Key is the field or combination of fields that Panoply will use as the
deduplication key when collecting data. Panoply sets the primary key depending on whether the data
warehouse is built on BigQuery or Redshift. To learn more about primary keys in general, see Primary
Keys.

6. Incremental KeyIncremental Key - By default, Panoply fetches all of your MongoDB data on each run. If you only want to
collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as your incremental key. The column must be logically
incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the previous run and will start
there on the next run.

MongoDB Advanced SettingsMongoDB Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the tables selected.
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Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, by default, Panoply collects all the MySQL
data on each run for the MySQL tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value, Panoply
collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the end of a
successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually or
automatically), then on the first collection, Panoply will use that value as the place to begin
the collection.

The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.

When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the selected
tables and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as the Incremental
Key, it must be collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records may have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key, or they
may not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits these records
instead of failing the entire data source.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.
The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of MongoDB.
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Because MongoDB data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data. This section includes useful information
about the Panoply automations.

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type Text .

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

__databasename  - The name of the database where the data originated.

__collection  - The name of the source table in .

id  - If you do not select a primary key, and no id  column exists in the source table,

Panoply will insert an id . Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-

9e2488f0ccc2 .

__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__state  - Reserved for internal Panoply use.

Data Type MappingData Type Mapping

MongoDB Data Type Mapping

MongoDB Data DictionaryMongoDB Data Dictionary
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March 2021March 2021

The UI has been updated to include the optional fields of Auth SourceAuth Source and Replica SetReplica Set.

October 2020October 2020

Panoply has refreshed the MongoDBMongoDB data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
refresh, a number of bug fixes were addressed and we now support SRV connections. For detailed
MongoDB information, see MongoDB Documentation

Panoply will migrate all instances of MongoDB in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for MongoDB

MongoDB Release NotesMongoDB Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup of the MSSQL data source.

To configure this data source:

If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
To ensure data security, databases with production data are typically not publicly available. To
allow Panoply to access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for MSSQL and select it.
Enter the credentials to connect Panoply to MSSQL. If you're not sure what your connection details
are, contact your administrator.

Host Address - The URL of the MSSQL database or the IP address of the host server.
URL example: your.server.com

IP example: 123.45.67.89

Port - The port number of the MSSQL server. This is 1433  for most connections.

To connect using SSL instead:
Enter your Client Certificate
Enter your Client Key
Enter your SSL Certificate

Enter your MSSQL username and password. This user must have permission to access the data. If
the permissions are not in place, some of the data will not be available.

All information entered into Panoply is encrypted to ensure the security of your data. See Data
Protection for more information on how Panoply actively provides data security.

Select the MSSQL database to connect to. Panoply loads a list of tables and views from your
database.
Select the MSSQL tables and views from which to collect data.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

MSSQL Setup GuideMSSQL Setup Guide

Before you startBefore you start

Note the hosthost and the portport of the database.
Note the usernameusername and the passwordpassword for the user connecting to the MSSQL database.

NoteNote

Panoply only supports the 2016 (and up) editions of MSSQL.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
is Public. This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
DestinationDestination:

The default table destination is sqlserver_{__schemaname}_{__tablename} .

To define a different destination table, enter that in this field.
To send the data into separate tables, the user must, at minimum, also include the variable
{__tablename}  along with the desired prefix. for example, if you enter the destination

mydata_{__tablename} , the resulting table for an MSSQL table named customers  would be

mydata_customers .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The Primary Key is the field or combination of fields that Panoply will use as the
deduplication key when collecting data. Panoply sets the primary key depending on the scenario
identified in the following table. To learn more about primary keys in general, see Primary Keys

MSSQL MSSQL idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the original
source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter a valuedo not enter a value
into the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-
4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered, while
retaining the source columns.

4. Incremental KeyIncremental Key: By default, Panoply fetches all of your MSSQL data on each run. If you only want to
collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as your incremental key. The column must be logically
incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the previous run and will start
there on the next run.

MSSQL Advanced SettingsMSSQL Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the MSSQL tables selected.
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Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, by default, Panoply collects all the MSSQL
data on each run for the MSSQL tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value, Panoply
collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the end of a
successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually or
automatically), then on the first collection, Panoply will use that value as the place to begin
the collection.

The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.

When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the selected tables
and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as the Incremental Key, it must be
collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records that have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key, or they may
not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits these records instead of
failing the entire data source.

Exclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be parsed.
Truncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of MSSQL.
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Because MSSQL data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data.

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type text . 

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

id : If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source table,

Panoply will insert an id. Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-
9e2488f0ccc2.
__tablename : The name of the table collected.

__schemaname : The name of the schema

__senttime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime : Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

Data Type MappingData Type Mapping

MSSQL Data Type Mapping

MSSQL Data DictionaryMSSQL Data Dictionary
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March 2021 (v 2.0.0)March 2021 (v 2.0.0)

Panoply has refreshed the MSSQL data source to improve reliability and a number of bugs were fixed.

Users with an MSSQL data source in their Panoply data warehouse will be migrated to the new version by
Panoply.

MSSQL Release NotesMSSQL Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup for the MySQL data source.

To configure this data source:

If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
To ensure data security, MySQL databases with production data are typically not publicly
available. To allow Panoply to access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for MySQLMySQL and select it.
Enter the credentials to connect Panoply to MySQL. If you're not sure what your connection details
are, contact your administrator or open MySQL Workbench and locate the Manage Server
Connections dialog. Also, you can connect Panoply to a read replica if you're concerned about
overloading your master database. Most production environments already have a read replica; if
yours doesn't, follow MySQL's documentation to create one.

Host Address - The URL of the database or the IP address of the host server.
URL example: your.server.com

IP example: 123.45.67.89

Port - The port number of the server. This is 3306  for most connections.

To connect using SSL instead:
Enter your Client Certificate
Enter your Client Key
Enter your SSL Certificate

Enter your MySQL username and password. This user must have permission to access the data. If
the permissions are not in place, some of the data will not be available.

In MySQL, you can create a Panoply-specific user with read-level permissions. Then enter
the username and password for this Panoply-specific user. This user must be reserved for
Panoply use and unique to your connector. All information entered into Panoply is encrypted
to ensure the security of your data. See Data Protection for more information on how Panoply
actively provides data security.

Select the MySQL database to connect to. This loads a list of tables and views.
Select the MySQL tables and views from which to collect data.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from MySQL, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your MySQL data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

MYSQL Setup GuideMYSQL Setup Guide

Before you startBefore you start

Note the hosthost and the portport of the MYSQL database.
Note the usernameusername and the passwordpassword for the user connecting to the MYSQL database.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Incremental KeyIncremental Key: By default, Panoply fetches all of your MySQL data on each run. If you only want
to collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as your incremental key. The column must
be logically incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the previous
run and will start there on the next run.

Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, by default, Panoply collects all the
MySQL data on each run for the MySQL tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value,
Panoply collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the
end of a successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually
or automatically), then on the first collection, Panoply will use that value as the place
to begin the collection.

The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value
collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.

When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the
selected tables and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as
the Incremental Key, it must be collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records that have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key,
or they may not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits
these records instead of failing the entire data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
is PublicPublic. This cannot be changed once a source had been collected.
DestinationDestination: The default destination is mysql_<table or view name>  , where <table or view

name>  is a dynamic field. For example, for a table or view name customers , the default destination

table is mysql_customers .

Primary KeyPrimary Key: The Primary Key is the field or combination of fields that Panoply will use as the
deduplication key when collecting data. Panoply sets the primary key depending on the scenario
identified in the following table. To learn more about primary keys in general, see Primary Keys.

MySQL MySQL idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

MYSQL Advanced SettingsMYSQL Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of MySQL.
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yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the original
source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter a valuedo not enter a value
into the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-
4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered, while
retaining the source columns.

MySQL MySQL idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Warning:Warning:

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the MySQL tables selected.
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Because MySQL data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data. This section includes useful information
about the Panoply automations. You can adjust these settings in your data source under Advanced Settings

ColumnsColumns

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type text .

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

__databasename  - The MySQL database from which the data originated.

__tablename  - The name of the table in .

id  - If the user does not enter a primary key, and no id column exists in the source table, Panoply

will insert an id. Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2.
__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__state  - Reserved for internal Panoply use.

Data Type MappingData Type Mapping

MYSQL Data Type Mapping

MYSQL Data DictionaryMYSQL Data Dictionary
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May 2021May 2021

SSH support has been added for MySQL.

March 2021March 2021

The option to login using SSL has been added to the UI for MySQL.

January 2021January 2021

Panoply fixed a bug that was returning null values in columns that should not be null.

Panoply fixed a bug preventing collection of the data source following migration to V 2.0.

October 2020October 2020

Panoply has refreshed the MySQLMySQL data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this refresh, a
number of bug fixes were also addressed. For more information, see MySQL Documentation.

Panoply will migrate all instances of MySQL in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for MySQL.

MYSQL Release NotesMYSQL Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup for the PostgreSQL data source.

To configure this data source:

If necessary, whitelist Panoply.
Postgres databases with production data are typically not publicly available. To allow Panoply
to access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
Search for Postgres and select it.

Enter the credentials to connect to Postgres. If you're not sure what your connection details are,
contact your administrator or open the postgresql.conf  file, which is normally kept in the data

directory. For more on this file and the relevant connection settings, see Connections and
Authentication in the Postgres documentation.

Host Address - The URL of the Postgres database or the IP address of the host server.
URL example: your.server.com

IP example: 123.45.67.89

Port - The port number of the Postgres server. This is 5432  for most connections.

Enter your Postgres username and password. This user must have permission to access the data. If
the permissions are not in place, some of the data will not be available.

In Postgres, you can create a Panoply-specific user with read-level permissions to binary
logs. Then enter the username and password for this Panoply-specific user. This user must
be reserved for Panoply use and must be a unique to your connector. All information entered
into Panoply is encrypted to ensure the security of your data. See Data Protection for more
information on how Panoply actively provides data security.

Enter the PostgreSQL database to connect to. This loads a list of tables and views.
Select the PostgreSQL tables and views from which to collect data.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

PostgreSQL Setup GuidePostgreSQL Setup Guide

Before you startBefore you start

Note the namename, the hosthost, and the portport of the Postgres database.
Note the usernameusername and passwordpassword for the user connecting to the Postgres database.

Note:Note:

Note: A known issue exists when queries are run against the replication server and the primary server
updates before the query has completed. This issue can be solved by setting some parameters in the
postgresql.conf file on the replica instance. For example, set max_standby_archive_delay  and
max_standby_streaming_delay  to a reasonable value. You can also set hot_standby_feedback  to
on , however this can bloat the primary. For more information, see your administrator or Hot StandbyHot Standby.
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This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from PostgreSQL, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your PostgreSQL data source. We do not recommend changing
Advanced Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination - Panoply selects the default destination for the tables where data is stored.

The default destination is postgres_<table or view name> , where <table or view name> is a
dynamic field. For example, for a table or view name customers, the default destination table
is postgres_customers.
To prefix all table names with your own prefix, use this syntax: prefix_<table or view name>
where prefix is your desired prefix name and <table or view name> is a variable representing
the tables and views to be collected.

Primary KeyPrimary Key - The Primary Key is the field or combination of fields that Panoply will use as the
deduplication key when collecting data. Panoply sets the primary key depending on the scenario
identified in the following table. To learn more about primary keys in general, see Primary Keys.

PostgresPostgres
idid

columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primaryprimary

keykey
OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes
Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the original source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter a valuedo not enter a value into the
Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-
9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes
Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered, while retaining the
source columns. WARNING:WARNING: Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the Postgres
tables selected.

4. Incremental KeyIncremental Key - By default, Panoply fetches all of your data on each run. If you only want to collect
some of your data, enter a column name to use as your incremental key. The column must be logically
incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the previous run and will start
there on the next run.

PostgreSQL Advanced SettingsPostgreSQL Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, by default, Panoply collects all the Postgres
data on each run for the tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value, Panoply
collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the end of a
successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually or
automatically), then on the first collection, Panoply will use that value as the place to begin
the collection.

The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.

When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the selected tables
and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as the Incremental Key, it must be
collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records may have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key, or they may
not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits these records instead of
failing the entire data source.

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

Warning:Warning:

If you set an incremental key, you can only collect one table per instance of Postgres.
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Because MSSQL data comes from a database system, Panoply cannot provide a data dictionary. But
Panoply does automate the data schema for the collected data.

ColumnsColumns

A column in a table uses the same data type for all values in that column. Panoply automatically chooses the
data type for each column based on the available values. This is important to note for this data source. If
even one value in a column has text, then the entire column is considered data type text . 

MetadataMetadata

The following metadata columns are added to the destination table(s):

__databasename  - The name of the Postgres database where the data originated.

__tablename  - The name of the source table in Postgres.

id  - If you do not select a primary key, and no id  column exists in the source table, Panoply will

insert an id . Formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

__senttime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__updatetime  - Formatted as a datetime, such as 2020-04-26T01:26:14.695Z .

__state  - Reserved for internal Panoply use.

Data Type MappingData Type Mapping

Postgres Data Type Mapping

PostgreSQL Data DictionaryPostgreSQL Data Dictionary
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October 2020October 2020

Panoply has refreshed the PostgreSQLPostgreSQL data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
refresh, a number of bug fixes were also addressed.  For detailed PostgresSQL information, see PostgreSQL
Documentation.

Panoply will migrate all instances of PostgreSQL in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for PostgreSQL.

PostgreSQL Release NotesPostgreSQL Release Notes
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This document describes the basic setup of the Amazon Redshift data source.

To integrate Amazon Redshift data into Panoply:

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.
Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.
In the Data Sources search for and select RedshiftRedshift.
Choose the AWS RegionAWS Region.
Enter your Host AddressHost Address .
Enter your UsernameUsername and PasswordPassword.
Select the files to collect.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then CollectCollect.

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data from Redshift, however there are a number of
Advanced Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced
Settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Redshift Setup GuideRedshift Setup Guide
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

Incremental KeyIncremental Key: By default, Panoply fetches all of your Redshift data on each run. If you only want
to collect some of your data, enter a column name to use as the incremental key. The column must be
logically incremental. Panoply will keep track of the maximum value reached during the previous run
and will start there on the next run.

Incremental Key configurations
If no Incremental Key is configured by the user, Panoply collects all the Redshift data
on each run for the Redshift tables or views selected.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name, but not the column value,
Panoply collects all data, and then automatically configures the column value at the
end of a successful run.
If the Incremental Key is configured by column name and the column value (manually
or automatically), Panoply will use that value as the place to begin the collection.
The value is updated at the end of a successful collection to the last value collected.
In future collections, the new value is used as the starting value. So in future
collections Panoply looks for data where the IK value is greater than where the
collection ended.
When an Incremental Key is configured, Panoply will look for that key in each of the
selected tables and views. If the table or view does not have the column indicated as
the Incremental Key, it must be collected as a separate instance of the data source.
A table or view may have some records that have a ‘null’ value for the incremental key,
or they may not capture the incremental key at all. In these situations Panoply omits
these records instead of failing the entire data source.

Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
DestinationDestination: The default destination is {__tablename} , there is no prefix, Panoply uses the

tablename in the source.
Primary KeyPrimary Key: The primary key is an id  field that defines the column that contains the table's

Primary Key. If this option is left blank and the sheet does not contain an ID  column, Panoply will

insert an id , formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

Redshift Redshift idid
columncolumn

User EnteredUser Entered
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the
original source values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter ado not enter a
valuevalue into the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-
4593-9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered,
while retaining the source columns.

Redshift Advanced SettingsRedshift Advanced Settings

Warning:Warning:

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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4. ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.

Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

WARNINGWARNING: Any user-entered primary key will be used across all the files selected.
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This document describes the basic setup for the SFTP data source.

To configure this data source:

If necessary, whitelist Panoply. To allow Panoply to access your data, see Whitelisting.

Click Data SourcesData Sources in the navigation menu.

Click the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button.

Search for SFTPSFTP and select it.

Enter the IP address or hostname of your SFTP server.

(Optional) Enter your username and password.

(Optional) Click Choose FileChoose File to add your Private KeyPrivate Key.

(Optional) Enter a Path PatternPath Pattern. The Path Pattern is one way to direct Panoply to the files desired.
Wildcard characters are supported.

(Optional) Click the checkbox to collect all files or select the files to collect.

DestinationDestination: Users must enter the name for their table in Panoply.

Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect.

SFTP Setup GuideSFTP Setup Guide
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The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page.
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

This is all that is necessary to start collecting your data by SFTP, however there are a number of Advanced
Settings you can use to customize your data source. We do not recommend changing Advanced Settings
unless you are an experienced Panoply user.
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For users who have some experience working with their data in Panoply, there are a number of items that
can be customized for this data source.

DelimeterDelimeter: For character-delimited files like .csv or .txt, that do not use a comma or a tab for the
delimiter, use the dropdown to indicate the correct delimiter to use.
Destination SchemaDestination Schema: This is the name of the target schema to save the data. The default schema
for data warehouses built on Google BigQuery is panoplypanoply. The default schema for data warehouses
built on Amazon Redshift is publicpublic. This cannot be changed once a source has been collected.
Primary KeyPrimary Key - The Primary Key is the field or combination of fields that Panoply will use as the
deduplication key when collecting data. Panoply sets the primary key depending on the scenario
identified in the following table. To learn more about primary keys in general, see Primary Keys.

idid
columncolumn

Enter aEnter a
primary keyprimary key

OutcomeOutcome

yes no Panoply will automatically select the id  column and use it as the primary key.

yes yes

Not recommended. Panoply will use the id  column but will overwrite the original source
values.
If you want Panoply to use your database table's id  column, do not enter a valuedo not enter a value into
the Primary Key field.

no no Panoply creates an id  column formatted as a GUID, such as 2cd570d1-a11d-4593-
9d29-9e2488f0ccc2 .

no yes Panoply creates a hashed id  column using the primary key values entered, while
retaining the source columns.

ExcludeExclude: The Exclude option allows you to exclude certain data, such as names, addresses, or other
personally identifiable information. Enter the column names of the data to exclude.
Parse StringParse String: If the data to be collected contains JSON, include the JSON text attributes to be
parsed.
TruncateTruncate: Truncate deletes all the current data stored in the destination tables, but not the tables
themselves. Afterwards Panoply will recollect all the available data for this data source.
Click Save ChangesSave Changes and then click CollectCollect

The data source appears grayed out while the collection runs.
You may add additional data sources while this collection runs.
You can monitor this collection from the Jobs page or the Data Sources page. 
After a successful collection, navigate to the Tables page to review the data results.

SFTP Advanced SettingsSFTP Advanced Settings

We do not recommend changing advanced settings unless you are an experienced Panoply user.

Warning:Warning:

Any user-entered primary key will be used across all of the files selected.
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July 2021July 2021

Panoply has refreshed the SFTP data source in our ongoing efforts to improve the platform and
performance.

Changes include automatically selecting the Incremental Load parameter if the user checks the Collect All
option and minor bug fixes.

SFTP Release NotesSFTP Release Notes
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The latest and greatest Panoply news. What's been improved, refreshed and added lately? You'll find it here.

July 2021
June 2021
May 2021
April 2021
March 2021
November 2020
October 2020
October 2020 Supplemental
September 2020
August 2020
July 2020
June 2020

Release NotesRelease Notes
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Hubspot Hubspot (v 2.1.0)(v 2.1.0)

In our efforts to improve collection times, Panoply has made two changes to the way we collect from
Hubspot.

We have increased the limit for email events to 1000 (max) from 250.
We have implemented Incremental Loads for the following endpoints:

Contacts
Company
Engagements
Deals

BigCommerceBigCommerce

Panoply has released the new BigCommerce data source. Using the BigCommerce API, Panoply can collect
your data into your data warehouse. The resources available are:

Catalog
Channels
Currencies
Geography
Marketing
Orders
Payment Methods
Payment Processing
Price Lists
Shipping
Sites
Store Content
Store Information
Subscribers
Tax Classes
Widgets
Wishlists

July 2021 Release NotesJuly 2021 Release Notes
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WooCommerceWooCommerce

Panoply has released the new WooCommerce data source. Using the WooCommerce API, Panoply can
collect your data into your data warehouse. The following resources are available:

Coupons
Customers
Orders
Order Notes
Refunds
Products
Product Variations
Product Categories
Product Shipping Classes
Product Tags
Product Reviews
Tax Rates
Payment Gateways
Shipping Zones
Shipping Zone Locations
Shipping Zone Methods

June 2021 Release NotesJune 2021 Release Notes
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Facebook AdsFacebook Ads

In response to changes made by Facebook, the default Attribution Setting has been set to 7-day click7-day click. The
28-day window has been deprecated. Because of these changes, users will need to adjust their settings or
add a new instance of the data source.

ShopifyShopify

A bug that affected some users when Shop is not selected, and source is not yet assigned with
shop_created_at  and shop_tz  was fixed.

May 2021 Release NotesMay 2021 Release Notes
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SquareSquare

Panoply has released the new Square data source. Using the Square API, Panoply can collect your data into
your data warehouse. The resources available are:

Terminal Checkouts
Payments
Payment Refunds
Orders
Catalog Objects
Inventory Counts
Inventory Changes
Customers
Customer Groups
Customer Segments
Locations
Cash Drawer Shifts
Cash Drawer Shift Events
Team Members
Wage Settings
Break Types
Team Member Wages
Shifts
Workweek Configs
Bank Accounts

Google Drive (v 2.0)Google Drive (v 2.0)

Panoply has refreshed the Google Drive data source. As a part of this refresh, additional features have been
added. These include:

Dropdown with all avaliable Folders
Collect All feature
Support for .gzip files
Incremental loading
Support for Google Sheets
Delimeter files in UI config
Support for delimited files with txt extension
Support for reading in batches of the some file types
Support of XML files parsing

Panoply no longer provides a default destination. Users must provide a destination when setting up the data
source. When migrating to the new Google Drive data source, users will need to use their existing table
names as the destination if they want the data to be collected into those existing tables.Schema changes
include the addition of several metadata fields, and one has been removed.

Added:

April 2021 Release NotesApril 2021 Release Notes
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__folder : The name of the parent folder of the file

__xml_item : The name of a child element that represents the record of xml file

__xml_root : The root tag of xml files

Removed:

__tablename  metadata column

ShopifyShopify

The Shopify API version was updated from 2020-012020-01 to 2020-07.2020-07.
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HubspotHubspot

Panoply has added the email events endpoint to the Hubspot data source.

ShopifyShopify

The Shopify data source has been updated and released. With this update, Panoply has added additional
resources and user control over the date range used to extract data.

To migrate to the new data source, users will need to add new data sources and recollect their data.

StripeStripe

Panoply has released a new version of the Stripe data source, including many more resources, providing you
with a more complete look at your Stripe Data. As a part of this refresh, the Stripe data source will allow you
to specify a Destination Prefix, which means that you can specify your table names using the syntax
{__destinationPrefix}_{__resource}  where __resource  is a dynamic field that represents the the Stripe

resource that is being collected. We also created a backoff mechanism for an asynchronous flow, which will
retry requests to the Stripe account in cases of rate limits or other issues with resources.

Amazon S3Amazon S3

Panoply has updated the Amazon S3 data source with added support for new file types XML and .zip. Also
included is support for .txt files when formatted as a character delimited or json file. The new data source
allows users to use wildcards in the path pattern to find and collect specific files.

Users also now have the ability to change the last modification date to collect the data since a specific date.

To migrate to the new data source, users will need to add a new instance of Amazon S3.

Facebook AdsFacebook Ads

The Facebook Ads data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Ads API version 9.

Facebook PagesFacebook Pages

The Facebook Pages data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Pages API version 9.

Facebook PostsFacebook Posts

The Facebook Posts data source has been upgraded to the Facebook Posts API version 9.

Instagram BusinessInstagram Business

The Instagram Business data source has been upgraded to the Instagram Business API version 9.

MongoDBMongoDB

The UI has been updated to include the optional fields of Auth SourceAuth Source and Replica SetReplica Set.

March 2021 Release NotesMarch 2021 Release Notes
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MSSQLMSSQL

Panoply has refreshed the MSSQL data source to improve reliability and a number of bugs were fixed. The
UI has been updated, including the move of the SSL option into the general requirements section.

Users with an MSSQL data source in their Panoply datawarehouse will be migrated to the new version by
Panoply.

MySQLMySQL

The UI has been updated, including the move of the SSL option into the general requirements section.
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Dynamo DB (v 2.0.x)Dynamo DB (v 2.0.x)

The Dynamo DB data source has been updated and released. This update brings changes to the UI, better
primary key handling and improved performance.

Because this change also affects the way we process data, it is recommended that you:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have 90 days from November 23, 2020 to to update to the new data source.

Facebook Ads (v 2.0.x)Facebook Ads (v 2.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the Facebook AdsFacebook Ads  data source. This update added functionality to retrieve data from
several new endpoints, including Ad Accounts, Ad Sets, Ads, and Campaigns. The overall performance of the
data source has been improved. Due to the change in schema that comes with these changes, users will
need to delete your existing data source(s) for Facebook Ads, and add the new version.

To update to the new version of Facebook Ads:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have 90 days from November 2, 2020 to to update to the new data source.

For more information, see Facebook Ads Documentation

November 2020 Release NotesNovember 2020 Release Notes
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SalesforceSalesforce

A bug in the proper handling of Incremental Keys was fixed.

The ParseParse field was removed from the UI.

January 2021 Release NotesJanuary 2021 Release Notes
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Panoply has released the refreshed and updated data sources MongoDB, MySQL and PostgreSQL. Users
who are already utilizing these data sources will not need to manually migrate to the new version, Panoply
will do the migrating for you.

What does that mean for you?

No action will be required on your part and there will be no impact to your existing data.there will be no impact to your existing data.
Panoply will be migrating all users over to the new versions of the data sources between October
12th, 2020 and November 16th, 2020.
This migration will take place in the background.
In the event that the migration takes place at the same time as a scheduled collection, the collection
will be executed on the previous version of the data source, and subsequent collections will take
place on the new data source.
Any new instances of these data sources after October 9, 2020 will be on the new version.
As part of this refresh, there a few UI changes that will provide improved ease of use and
consistency.

If you have any questions, contact your Panoply Support team at support@panoply.io.

October 2020 Release Notes SupplementalOctober 2020 Release Notes Supplemental
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LinkedIn Ads (v 2.0.x)LinkedIn Ads (v 2.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the LinkedIn AdsLinkedIn Ads  data source and is opening it up to public beta. This update added
functionality to retrieve data from Ad Accounts, Campaign Groups, Creatives, Campaigns, Conversion
Tracking endpoints as well as improving the overall performance of the data source.

To update to the new version of LinkedIn Ads:

Drop your existing tables
Delete your existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source.

Users will have to update to the new data source by November 1, 2020.

For more information, see LinkedIn Ads Documentation

MongoDB (v 3.0.x)MongoDB (v 3.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the MongoDBMongoDB data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
refresh, a number of bug fixes were addressed and we now support SRV connections. For detailed
MongoDB information, see MongoDB Documentation

Panoply will migrate all instances of MongoDB in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for MongoDB

MySQL (v 2.0.x)MySQL (v 2.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the MySQLMySQL data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this refresh, a
number of bug fixes were also addressed.  For more information, see MySQL Documentation.

Panoply will migrate all instances of MySQL in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for MySQL

PostgreSQL (v 3.0.x)PostgreSQL (v 3.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the PostgreSQLPostgreSQL data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
refresh, a number of bug fixes were also addressed.  For detailed PostgresSQL information, see PostgreSQL
Documentation

Panoply will migrate all instances of PostgreSQL in your data warehouse. For more information about this
migration, see Supplemental Release Notes for PostgreSQL.

Salesforce (v 2.0.x)Salesforce (v 2.0.x)

Panoply has refreshed the SalesforceSalesforce data source and is opening it up to public beta. As a part of this
update, we are utilizing the Salesforce API v49.0 which added new Salesforce objects available for collection.
By default, we are using an incremental key to process collections subsequent to the first collection.

Due to the fact that this update makes new objects available, users should be aware of the potential for a
significant increase in the amount of data collected.

To update to the new version of Salesforce:

October 2020 Release NotesOctober 2020 Release Notes
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Drop your existing tables
Delete the existing data source
Use the Add Data SourceAdd Data Source button and follow the UI to collect using the new source. 

Reach out to chris@panoply.io for a possible work around for certain users. Users will have to update to the
new data source by November 1, 2020.

For more information, see Salesforce Documentation
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Google Drive (v 1.4.1)Google Drive (v 1.4.1)

In our ongoing efforts to bring our users improvements, Panoply has released the new Google Drive Data
Source. This allows users to import the following types of files from their Google Drive:

tar, parsing with tarfile
zip, parsing with zipfile
xlsx, parsing with openpyxl
json, parsing with simplejson
csv, parsing with csv
tsv, parsing with csv

Once you have authenticated your Google account, Panoply will show you any supported files in your
Google Drive.

For more information, see: Google Drive Documentation

September 2020 Release NotesSeptember 2020 Release Notes
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Dynamo DB UI UpdateDynamo DB UI Update

In keeping with our goal to improve our customer experience, we have updated the user interface for Dynamo
DB GeneralGeneral and the AdvancedAdvanced tabs.

Bug Affecting All Dynamic Sources (Database/File Systems)Bug Affecting All Dynamic Sources (Database/File Systems)

August 2020 Release NotesAugust 2020 Release Notes
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It was discovered that there was a bug affecting connections to dynamic sources (such as Mongo DB,
Postgres, MSSQL, Elasticsearch, etc), causing them to fail if the connection details are changed or re-
entered. This has been fixed.

Google Sheets (v 2.0.x)Google Sheets (v 2.0.x)

As part of Panoply's efforts to improve our data sources, we are opening our updated Google Sheets beta to
all users. This update includes handling for columns that do not have a header value in the header row by
adding a value of column <column letter>  (such as column b  as well as handling of duplicate header

values by modifying the second header with the column letter in the manner of <header name> column

<column letter> , such as name column b .

The previous version of the Google Sheets data source is deprecated as of August 17, 2020. Users will have
90 days from then to move to the new data source. For more information, see our data source
documentation.

Instagram Business Bug Fix (v 1.0.4)Instagram Business Bug Fix (v 1.0.4)

When a user has been granted a role by the Business Manager, that user must also have one of these other
permissions: ads_managment , pages_read_engagement  or business_management . While investigating an

error reported by a user, it was discovered that the pages_read_engagment  had not been included with the

original release of this source. In addition, to be successful, the Instagram Business account should be
connected to a Facebook Business Page. Users will need to reconnect to approve these added permissions.
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Google Adwords v 1.6.0Google Adwords v 1.6.0

An added field spurred this change to Google Adwords data source, as it alters the ID patterns on two
reports: the Adgroup Performance Report and the Search Query Performance Report. For the Adgroup
Performance Report, that new pattern is: {campaign_id}*{ad_group_id}*{device}*{network (with search

partners)}*{day}  and for the Search Query Performance Report, that new pattern is {keyword_id}*

{customer_ID}*{match_type}*{search term hashed}*{day} .

Because these changes altered the primary key, the data in the tables prior to the change has an outdated
schema that cannot be updated correctly. As a next step, clients using the Adwords data source must:

Delete the data source.

Drop the tables created by the source.

Re-add the data source and run the collection, so that the new primary key is brought in.

Instagram Graph API v 2.0 betaInstagram Graph API v 2.0 beta

The updated Instagram Graph API replaces the already deprecated original Instagram API. Panoply has now
made this beta available for the public. We invite clients to add this updated data source to pull in your
Instagram data into Panoply. For more information about using this data source, see Instagram Graph

Facebook Pages v 3.0.0 betaFacebook Pages v 3.0.0 beta

Facebook has released API v 7.0, with changes that required a major revision on Panoply's side. This
change maps our data source to the latest Facebook API and also opens up more of the data provided by the
API for Panoply users. The existing Facebook Pages data source is deprecated as of Monday, July 20, 2020,
and users have 90 days to add the updated version. At the end of that 90 days, the deprecated version will
cease collecting data. For more information about using this new data source, see Facebook Pages.

Facebook Posts v 2.0.0 betaFacebook Posts v 2.0.0 beta

Facebook has released API v 7.0, and Panoply is releasing a new Facebook Posts data source beta to
replace the already deprecated Facebook Posts data source. This change maps our data source to the latest
Facebook API and also opens up more of the data provided by the API for Panoply users. For more
information about using this updated data source, see Facebook Posts.

July 2020 Release NotesJuly 2020 Release Notes

Note:Note:

This change is in addtion to the changes made in June 2020, so users who already followed these
steps for that change will need to do so again.
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Google Adwords June 2020 (v1.51)Google Adwords June 2020 (v1.51)

Panoply is always working to improve our service and our data sources. This update to the Google Adwords
data source brings it current with recent changes in the underlying API, including changes to the Search
Query Report which affected the Primary Key of the report and the addition of greater historical data ranges.
Some of these changes will require action by those clients using the Adwords API data source.

That action includes the following steps:

Delete the table with Search Query Report data. Unless renamed by user it will be called
“adwords_search_query_performance_report“.

Verify that the Search Query Report is checked in your Adwords data source.

Manually collect from the Adwords data source. This will recreate the table and will pull in the data.

All data will be historical up to the attribution window

In addition, the changes to this data source affected the primary key. In response we have updated the ID
pattern on the Search Query Performance Report by adding a hashed value of the Search term  field. The

new ID pattern is {campaign_id}*{ad_group_id}*{ad_id}*{keyword ID}*{customer_id}*{Search term
hashed}*{Day}

Lastly, we have added options for longer date ranges greater than the last 30-days. These ranges include
30-days, 90-days, 1-year, and 2-years. We have also added the option to choose the attribution window on
succeeding data collects with durations of 30-days or 90-days.

Intercom June 2020 (v 1.1)Intercom June 2020 (v 1.1)

Revisions in the API for a data source often drive the changes that Panoply makes to allow our users to take
advantage of new or changing fields. Changes to the Intercom API have caused Panoply to revise the
Intercom data source, and the current version will be deprecated. Any existing connections to the current
version of Intercom will continue to function and collect data for 90 days following the release of version 2. All
new connections will use version two.

Intercom has merged the two columns “Users” and “Leads” into a single column called “Contacts”. Intercom
has also altered their IDs, requiring us to make alterations in order to use {workspace_id}-{id}  as the

primary key. The default destination of this key is intercom_{workspace_name}_{__resource} .

June 2020 Release NotesJune 2020 Release Notes
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You have Questions? We have answers! Gathered here are some of the most frequently asked questions
that have come from our users. If you don't find what you are looking for, reach out to our Support team.

Data Collection FAQs
Data Warehouse FAQs
Queries and Views FAQs
Primary Key FAQs

Platform FAQsPlatform FAQs
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Data Collection QuestionsData Collection Questions

 

Q: How can I find out what data was collected by each job?Q: How can I find out what data was collected by each job?

A: Each table Panoply collects is appended with a __updatetime  field that indicates what date and time

each row was collected.

Q: How can I find out why some jobs failed?Q: How can I find out why some jobs failed?

A: In the JobsJobs screen, there will be an error message when collecting fails.

Q: Can I use a specific prefix for table names?Q: Can I use a specific prefix for table names?

A: Yes. You can add your prefix to the destination in the TablesTables screen under the advanced setting of a data
source. The field should be based on a column in the data source that has info about which table this row
should go to. This changes per data source. For more information, see the Destination/Destination PrefixDestination/Destination Prefix
paragraph in the Advanced Settings page for your specific data source.

Q: How can I prevent data from being overwritten?Q: How can I prevent data from being overwritten?

A: Whether we update or append a record is determined by whether or not a record with the same primary
key exists in the target table. If such a record exists, we update. If not, we append. The default primary key
for a Salesforce record, for example, is the id column. You can override the default primary key by specifying
any combination of columns in data source definition.

Q: How can I make sure my data source refreshes?Q: How can I make sure my data source refreshes?

A: You can schedule collection on an hourly, daily, or on a specific hour of a specific day. Using this feature
lets you keep your Panoply DB as up to date as your business requirements dictate. For more information
see Scheduling
If you happen to find that you need to update the data coming in from your data sources on-demand, you
also have to option to open the data source and click “collect”. This updates the data source on demand
without affecting your scheduled data source refresh, so using “collect” will be in addition to any scheduled
data source refresh.

Data Collection FAQsData Collection FAQs
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Data Warehouse QuestionsData Warehouse Questions

Q: Once I combine data sources on Panoply, can I write a table back to an on-premQ: Once I combine data sources on Panoply, can I write a table back to an on-prem
server on a scheduled basis?server on a scheduled basis?

A: Panoply does not currently have this as a native function, but utilizing third party ETL tools this can be
done easily. For more info, see Connecting ETL Tools for more information.

Q: How can I delete rows from a table in my warehouse?Q: How can I delete rows from a table in my warehouse?

A: To delete data from a table, run a query using the DELETE command.

Q: How do I drop or delete tables?Q: How do I drop or delete tables?

A: You can drop one or more tables by using the DROP TABLE command, which can be executed from the
Analyze page or any connected SQL client.

To drop a single table, enter DROP TABLE "S"."X", where S is the schema and X is the table name.

To drop several tables, enter DROP TABLE "S"."X", "S"."Y", "S"."Z", where X, Y, and Z are a comma-
separated list of table names and S is their schema.

Q:I'm using Stitch and it created multiple schemas. How can I access this data?Q:I'm using Stitch and it created multiple schemas. How can I access this data?

A: When using a data warehouse with multiple schemas, specify the name of the schema before the table
name in your queries. For example, if you have a schema named “panoply” with a table named “io” you can
query the table with the following query through the AnalyzeAnalyze Workbench:

SELECT \* FROM panoply.io

Q: If a record is deleted from the data source, what happens to that record in Panoply?Q: If a record is deleted from the data source, what happens to that record in Panoply?

A: The record remains in Panoply even if it no longer exists in the source database. Panoply does not
generally delete records since we are a data warehouse designed for analytics.
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Q: The owner of a view is leaving their position and needs to transfer ownership toQ: The owner of a view is leaving their position and needs to transfer ownership to
another employee. Can this be accomplished?another employee. Can this be accomplished?

A: Yes. Please contact support@panoply.io

Q: I have access to our tables, but I can't run queries on them. I get the messageQ: I have access to our tables, but I can't run queries on them. I get the message
“permission denied for relation pardotvisitoractivity”. What’s going on?“permission denied for relation pardotvisitoractivity”. What’s going on?

A: By default, only the owner of the user-created schema can read from that schema. The owner needs to
explicitly grant privileges to other users so they can read from this schema.

This commonly occurs when users are trying to set up looker connections and are creating the
looker_scratch  schema.
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Q:Q:  Can I use SQL to make a composite key with an (example) LEFT term?Can I use SQL to make a composite key with an (example) LEFT term?

For instance, {firstname}-{lastname}-{LEFT(birthdate,10)}For instance, {firstname}-{lastname}-{LEFT(birthdate,10)}

A: No. This is currently not supported. You can only define which fields you wish to use and/or plain text (as
separators between the fields or other additions to the fields’ values)
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